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Executive Summary
Metrics are the basis for any successful project. In D2.1 we have identified existing metrics
that can be used in ELECTRIFIC for three different purposes, namely:
1) to measure the degree to which project objectives are achieved,
2) to enable decision support and the evaluation of project components, and
3) to support the definition of incentives.
Results indicated that some metrics already exist that can be used in the context of
ELECTRIFIC or at least can be used as a basis for creating new ones. In this deliverable we
have defined all metrics (i.e. existing or new ones) we expect to be useful for either being an
input for other metrics, being an input or output of components, being shown to a user, or being
used for evaluation.
The different topics to which these metrics relate span from grid, battery health, charging
scheduling, over usage profiling, user profiling, to pricing and metrics used to characterize
trips. Additionally, evaluation metrics on the level of work packages have been identified.
For some of the metrics, further research will be performed within the next year of the project.
The results will then be included in D2.4.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The vision of ELECTRIFIC is to increase the attractiveness of electro mobility by seamlessly
integrating charging processes in every-day-life and at the same time ensuring a stable power
grid, while maximizing the share of renewable energy used for driving. In order to tackle this
challenge software is built implementing optimization, controlling and monitoring algorithms as
well as offering the “optimal” trip to the EV user.
For that purpose metrics need to be defined, acting as input or internal metrics that for example
express optimization goals or describe consolidated input. Furthermore, meaningful metrics
need to be defined that can be presented to different stakeholders like the EVU to show how
ecological a certain trip is for instance. Additionally, it is essential to have metrics that evaluate
the project results of ELECTRIFIC.
In D2.1 the terminology we are using in ELECTRIFIC has already been defined. To recapitulate
a metric in ELECTRIFIC is defined as follows:
Metric: “A figure or a set of figures (and accompanying units) that represents a degree of
fulfilment of a phenomenon and which is derived via measurement or evaluation” (D2.1)
Furthermore, it was clarified that metrics serve three different purposes, namely
1. They are used for evaluating project objectives
2. They are used for evaluating components or are used by components
3. They are used as support for incentives
Using this as a basis we have now identified four different types of metrics:


Input metrics: used as an input for other metrics



Internal metrics: used within a component



User metrics: used to show information to a user, i.e. stakeholder



Evaluation metrics: used to evaluate objectives, means, work package results

In general the same metric can be of multiple types. The ecological cost of a trip is for example
shown to a user via the ADAS UI but is at the same time used as an optimization criteria in the
ADAS AI, i.e. it is both a user and an internal metric.
The first three types of metrics are also called technical metrics as they all relate to the
technical realization of the research done in WP3-WP7. These metrics will be described in
Chapter II of this deliverable.
In Chapter III evaluation metrics are discussed. In D2.1 evaluation was based on the objectives
and means defined in the DOA. In this deliverable additional metrics are defined that can be
used to evaluate work package results.
All Metrics that are defined in this deliverable are either of the following two kinds:


Complex Metric: A metric that is composed of several inputs. These inputs can either
be other complex metrics or simple inputs (see below).



Simple Input: An input that can either be measured or monitored directly and can
directly be used as an input for a complex metric.

The metrics defined in this work package are used in all technical work packages (i.e. WP3WP7) and for the evaluation of exploitation results (i.e. WP9). Within the next twelve months
some of these metrics will again be refined based on input coming from these work packages
which will result in the final description of the metrics in D2.4 (cf. figure below).
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Figure 1 Relation between D2.3, WPs and D2.4
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II. TECHNICAL METRICS
In this chapter, all technical metrics are described. Technical metrics are used internally in
components or are shown to the user. The chapter is structured according to seven identified
topics, namely:


Grid



Battery Health



Charging Scheduling



Usage Profiling



User Profiling



Pricing



Trips

In contrast to a work package or component based structure this classification has the
advantage that metrics can clearly be allocated to a certain topic. Grid metrics for example are
both important for WP4 and WP5 and partially for WP6 and WP7 or trip related metrics are
important for WP6 and WP7 and are used in several different components.
A table providing an overview of all metrics can be found in the Appendix (cf. Table 3). Besides,
the area, the name and a short description, statements about whether a metric is used as an
input for another metric (i.e. it is an input metric), whether the component is used by
components internally (i.e. it is an internal metric), whether it is shown to a certain user (i.e. it
is a user metric) or if it can be used for the evaluation of certain work package results (i.e. it is
an evaluation metric, is provided. As can be seen from the table, metrics can be of multiple
types. The Grid Friendliness metric is for example used internally by several components,
however, is also a metric shown to the DSO and can be used for evaluating WP results of WP4
and WP5.

II.1. Grid Metrics
Due to the energy revolution and the growing decentralization of the supply structure in the
electricity grid, operating a stable power grid is more and more challenging. Particularly with
regard to the emergence of electro mobility and the associated high charging powers, an
expansion of the grid to provide more peak load capability is not economically viable. Thus,
demand response solutions are becoming more and more important.
The Grid Friendliness metric, as the top-level metric states whether and to what extent a
charging operation is possible considering the state of the involved power grid. The grid metrics
correlate with the mean three of the Description of Action (DoA). The grid metrics affect all
sub-components of the CSP, the ADAS system in terms of trip planning and the EFO in terms
of scheduling optimization. These metrics are also relevant for all primary stakeholders in D2.2,
because there exists an interplay between the possibility of grid friendliness and the usage of
the grid-friendliness by the market participants, which affects almost every layer of the market.
Determining a meaningful “Grid Friendliness” of a charging operation is a very complex task.
In addition to the pure consideration of the power quality in the grid, advanced influencing
variables are added. These include the costs due to lifetime influences on operational
equipment caused by controlled/planned charging operations (e.g. on transformers and
cables), system perturbations caused by the EVs, grid situations such as peaks and valleys
and also the available capacity of a charging operation. For a better understanding, this metric
is structured as a top-down approach. The “Renewable Energy Consumed” in the grid is an
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additional top-level metric, since the source type of electricity is not decisive for gridfriendliness.
Before the metrics are described in detail, there are several points, valid for all the metrics
listed below, therefore, they are mentioned here:
GIS-Data:
The input “GIS-Data” provides detailed information about the grid structure, the specifications
(impedance, length, ratio, …) of the used grid components (cables, lines, transformers, circuit
breakers, …) and the attached load types (household, agriculture and industry load type
specifications). This information is required for power flow calculation in order to obtain the
available capacity, the calculated voltage and the phase shift (cos-phi) at a certain point in the
grid. The GIS-Data can be obtained from the CIM.
Charging Operation:
A “Charging Operation” is a timeslot, in which the charging rate variation is limited to a certain
degree in kW (e.g. 5kW) but other parameters like transformer utilization or the voltage in the
grid can change due to other loads (or are affected by this). In order to avoid individual
timeslots for each small variation of the available power, we decided to allow at least a small
variation before splitting. This allows us much more meaningful timeslot and it simplifies the
calculation for scheduling and charging. This charging rate variation limits will be determined
in the future of the project, more information can be found in D2.4. The figure below illustrates
this concept.

Figure 2 Illustration of determining the timeslots in order to allow small variations
in available power

It is assumed that a more fine granular approach is not suitable as the total effect in the grid is
neglectable. In terms of a performed EV charging, a charging operation is the specific influence
parameter for the different complex grid metrics. In terms that a charging operation includes
already an impact (load) in a certain time (start, end) this will be not mentioned respectively for
all complex metrics, but it is still considered. In contrast to the charging operation, a charging
process includes the whole charging of an EV, which can consist of different charging rates,
respectively different charging operations.
Forecast/Real-Time Metrics:
The “Forecast/Real-Time” metrics were defined in a way that these calculations can be used
for charging operations themselves, but also for predictions. In detail, there will always be
differences in the metrics, depending on their usage for prediction or for the determination of
current conditions. Not all metrics are listed redundantly (once for the prediction and once for
the current charging operation), because the fine adjustment has to be done in the next period.
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Particularly the identification, which parameters are predictable to what degree, as well as their
necessity for determining an accurate Grid Friendliness value, is also part of the investigation
process.
Grid and Evaluation metrics:
As a characteristic of the grid metrics, it should be mentioned that these WP4 metrics can also
be understood as evaluation metrics. To avoid redundancy, the grid metrics are not listed twice
in the evaluation metric part. However, additional evaluation metrics, which do not belong to
the internal metrics, are mentioned.
Load Flow:
The load flow in a particular low-voltage network depends on input variables like power supply,
power demand and individual behavior of the grid components (e.g. cos-phi and type of a
consumer) and describes the network situation at equipment and connection points via power
flow calculation. A simulation tool (Power Factory) will be used for this purpose.
Unit/Range
The described metrics have a unit (e.g. voltage V) and a certain range (e.g. 0…1). At the
beginning of each complex metric, there is a tuple in square brackets in the following order
[Unit / Range]. For the corresponding input parameters of the complex metrics, the unit is
defined. In the simple metrics, the unit and the range are written in text form.
Renewables
Within the ELECTRIFIC project and these metrics, we only consider renewables in terms of
photovoltaic in terms that our energy prediction model (Energis) is limited to this kind of
renewable system. The architecture provides to possibility to integrate any kind of prediction
model in the future.

Complex Metric: Grid Friendliness
The “Grid Friendliness” metric measures the positive or negative effect on the grid in terms of
a charging operation. Especially in smart grids with a continuous data flow, a demandresponse system also has to take into account the grid friendliness. This metric is used as an
internal metric as well as a metric for the DSO and will be used in the Forecast Controller. The
outcome affects the Charging Scheduler the Offer Generator and the ADAS AI.
There are eight input parameters for the Grid Friendliness metric (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥8 ):









𝑥1 : Power Factor (Number)
𝑥2 : Phase Shift (Number)
𝑥3 : Power Quality in Terms of the DSO (Number)
𝑥4 : Load Flattening (%)
𝑥5 : Costs of Lifetime Influence of Grid Devices (€)
𝑥6 : System Perturbation of Parallel Charging Operations (Number)
𝑥7 : Charging Operation (kW over time (see introduction))
𝑥8 : Available Capacity (kW).

A Charging Operation is the power demand for charging over a certain time, as long as the
power demand stays the same. The other parameters are described in the corresponding
sections.
Different disturbances, which have a negative effect on the grid, are taken into account. This
includes for example a low power factor and phase shift in the grid (reactive power), the power
quality and the associated influence on voltage maintenance as well as smoothing possibilities,
changed lifetime of grid devices and also system perturbations due to correlated charging
processes.
It has to be investigated how these different parameters can be combined in a meaningful way
to determine available charging capacity over time for a charging profile. In the first phase,
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only the effect of the power demand in the grid without power quality parameters or other
influence parameters are considered. The Smart Charger will take care about the adoption of
the charging rate, if necessary. In the future, this model will be more complex. Further details
are provided in D2.4.
It will be evaluated whether and to which degree a specific charging operation (charging option)
supports the grid stability (in terms of the different input parameters). This will at least
performed in a simulation tool.

II.1.1.a. Complex Metric: Power Quality in Terms of EN 50160
The metric “Power Quality (PQ) in Terms of EN 50160” measures the power quality [Binary /
0 / 1] at a certain point in a low voltage network (e.g. transformer, cable, CS) by combining
several power quality parameters in terms of EN 50160. This metric is an internal metric as
well as a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the ForecastController.
The EN 50160 defines several thresholds for different power quality parameters like supply
voltage, flicker, harmonics over certain time periods (for e.g. allowed voltage band +/- 10% of
the nominal voltage in 95% of the time over one week) for different power grid layers.
For ELECTRIFIC we are focusing on the allowed thresholds regarding the low voltage network
and only the most important ones correlated with charging operations. Thus, for this metric
there are seven input metrics (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥7 ):








𝑥1 : Nominal Voltage (V)
𝑥2 : Supply Voltage (V)
𝑥3 : Frequency (Hz)
𝑥4 : Flicker (Number)
𝑥5 : Harmonics (%)
𝑥6 : Total Harmonic Distortion (%
𝑥7 : Voltage Symmetry (%).

These input parameters are described in detail in the corresponding sections (Supply Voltage,
Frequency, etc.) and in EN 50160 or D2.1. The metric will be calculated/measured if some of
these parameters exceeds the allowed boundaries given in EN 50160 or not as long as the
boundaries are not exceeded, the power quality can be considered as good, otherwise as
critical. One example could be the following:
𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 230.94𝑉
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 215𝑉
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 50,005𝐻𝑧
𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟 = 0.2
𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑠(1 … 40𝑡ℎ) 𝑖𝑛 % are all below their thresholds
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 1%
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦 = 0,5%
Result = No threshold reached  good power quality in terms of EN 50160.
These power quality parameters will be measured via power quality measuring devices at
certain points in the grid. This metric will be implemented like above defined in a simulation
tool but also in real world experiments. It will be evaluated whether the PQ has improved over
time (smoothed out and reducing of exceeding thresholds) through planned/controlled
charging strategies (less severe approximation to the defined limit values) via ELECTRIFIC.

II.1.1.a.1. Simple Input: Nominal Voltage
The nominal voltage of a specific power grid layer is always the same within the subnetwork.
400𝑉
On low voltage layer, 230.94V phase-to-ground voltage ( 3 ) is the nominal voltage in Europe.
√

This nominal voltage is fixed and therefore considered as simple input.
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II.1.1.a.2. Simple Input: Supply Voltage
The “Supply Voltage” metric measures the electrical voltage in the grid at a certain measuring
point in volt (V). The value theoretically ranges from 0 … ∞ 𝑉, values around nominal voltage
+/-10% are expected (EN 50160). All three phases are measured. Deviations in voltage
compared to the nominal voltage of the correlated grid show local influences on the supply and
demand. This is one indicator for calculating the power quality in a certain low voltage network.
By using a PQ (Power Quality) measuring device or an intelligent metering system, it is easy
to derive this information.

II.1.1.a.3. Simple Input: Frequency
The “Frequency” metric measures the frequency in the European AC Power grid at a certain
measuring point in hearts (Hz). The value theoretically ranges from 0 … ∞ 𝐻𝑧, values around
50Hz +/-2Hz are expected. Deviations to the base frequency of 50Hz in Europe show a
deviation in overall consumption and supply. This is a global indicator, which also influences
the calculation of the power quality in a certain low voltage network. In ELECTRIFIC, we
exclude construction work or island solutions, because this could lead to total different
frequency situations. By using a PQ measuring device, it is easy to derive this information.

II.1.1.a.4. Simple Input: Flicker
The “Flicker” metric measures the short-term voltage deviation (< 1s) and combine these
values to 10-minute average and 2h average values (amount of occurring Flickers per period)
as defined in EN 50160. The value ranges from 0 … 10. The higher the values the more worse.
Flickers can have negative effects on voltage and current deviations. Flickers are therefore
another indicator for calculating the power quality in a certain low voltage network. By using a
PQ measuring device, it is easy to derive this information.

II.1.1.a.5. Complex Metric: Harmonics
The “Harmonics” metric measures the first (up to the 40th) voltage harmonics and determine if
one of the allowed thresholds in terms of EN 50160 is exceeded [% / 0…∞] (see D2.1).
Harmonics can cause several problems in the normal grid operation (e.g. communication
problems), metering and controlling units (malfunction of protection equipment) but also in the
grid devices itself (increased current load or voltage). For this reason, it is important to avoid
exceeding the limit values according to EN 50160. This metric is used as an internal metric, a
metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the Forecast-Controller.
There are two input parameters (𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥2 ):



𝑥1 : Single Harmonic (%) (or 𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 Single Harmonics)
𝑥2 : Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) (%).

It will be calculated like:
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥1 … 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑇𝐻𝐷) in terms of EN 50160
One Example would be:
𝑥1 … 𝑥𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝐻𝐷 > 8.0%
In this example, all allowed boundaries of the Singe Harmonic(s) are fine, but the threshold of
the THD is reached in terms of EN 50160.
This metric is used in the PQ-Indicator and the Forecast-Controller. None of the single
harmonics (1-40) or the THD has to violate the allowed boundaries in terms of EN 50160. It
will be investigated, if controlled charging processes via ELECTRIFIC can reduce these
values.

a. Simple Input: Single Harmonic
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The “Single Harmonic” metric measures the different even and odd voltage harmonics at a
certain point in a low voltage grid according to EN 50160. The value theoretically ranges from
0 … ∞ % (see D2.1) with the unit percentage considering the base frequency. In this EN 50160
standard, the first 40 even and odd harmonics (in total) of the base frequency are considered.
In the ELECTRIFIC project, we will neglect interharmonics (which are not multiples of the
fundamental frequency) in this metric, as these interharmonics are also not part of the EN
50160 due to less experience value. Harmonics are one indicator for calculating the power
quality in a certain low voltage network. By using a PQ measuring device, it is easy to derive
this information.

b. Simple Input: Total Harmonic Distortion
The “Total Harmonic Distortion” metrics measures the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) in
percentage among all 40 even and odd harmonics. The value theoretically ranges from
0 … ∞ % (see D2.1). It represents the total amount of frequency distortion in the grid. For
calculation, the sum of the amplitude of each single harmonic is divided by the amplitude of
the fundamental frequency. Same as the single harmonic distortions, the THD is also another
indicator for calculating the power quality in a certain low voltage network. PQ measuring
devices already include the calculation of THD and the THD value can be easily obtained.

II.1.1.a.6. Simple Input: Voltage Symmetry
The “Voltage Symmetry” metric measures the symmetry in percentage of the three phase
voltages. The values theoretically ranges from 0 … ∞ %, values around 2% are expected
because this number is one limit defined in EN 50160. Using a method developed by Charles
Legeyt Fortescue, a three-phase voltage system can be expressed by a positive sequence,
negative sequence and zero sequence component (see Figure 3: the red voltage vectors
shows the actual voltage symmetry which can be described by the combination of the different
components). The relation of the effective values of the negative sequence component (Tn, Sn
and Rn are all of the same length) and the positive sequence component (Tp, Sp and Rp are all
of the same length) determine the factor of voltage unbalance in a three-phase system (see
also EN 50160, IEC 61400-21 Appendix C and IEEE Std 1159). The voltage symmetry is
another indicator for calculating the power quality in a certain low voltage network. PQ
measuring devices already include the calculation of voltage symmetry and its value can be
easily obtained.

Figure 3 Voltage symmetry parts: positive, negative and zero sequence components

II.1.1.a. Complex Metric: Power Quality in Terms of the DSO
The metric “Power Quality (PQ) in terms of EN 50160 and a DSO” combines the thresholds
defined in EN 50160 with the individual thresholds determined by the DSO for a certain low
voltage grid [Number / -1…+1]. The outermost limit values are given by the EN 50160, as this
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norm is also the norm for manufacturers of electrical devices and it can be assumed that
exceeding these limit values will cause unforeseen problems in the network (for e.g. trigger of
fault protection switches). Due to innumerable different network conditions (PVs, households,
industries, system operating equipment, etc.), different grid situations can be critical to varying
degrees. For this reason, a refined metric should be used to comply with adapted limits for the
determination of power quality. This is common practice for network planners to calculate
stable subnetworks. Under realistic assumptions, worst-case scenarios are simulated and a
certain additional capacity (grid enhancement) is planned on top of this basis in order to
guarantee safe network operation. These adjusted limit values have a direct influence on the
available load capacity for charging processes. This metric is an internal metric and a metric
for the DSO. This metric is used for the in the PQ-Indicator and in the Forecast Controller.
Concerning EV charging process in terms of grid power quality, a lot of work has been done
so far, some considering especially load shifting (Weckx & Driesen, 2015) (Ardakanian,
Rosenberg, & Keshav, 2013) but also including power quality compensation on inverter level
(Tanaka, Sekiya, Tanaka, Okamoto, & Hiraki, 2013).
For this metric there are seven input metrics (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥7 ): 𝑥1 : Nominal Voltage (V), 𝑥2 : Supply
Voltage (V), 𝑥3 : Frequency (Hz), 𝑥4 : Flicker (Number), 𝑥5 : Harmonics (%), 𝑥6 : Total Harmonic
Distortion (%) and 𝑥7 : Voltage Symmetry (%). These input parameters are described in detail
in the corresponding sections (Supply Voltage, Frequency, etc.) and in EN 50160 or D2.1. It
will be calculated/measured if some of these parameters exceeds the allowed boundaries in
EN 50160.
In addition, there is an eight input value, which defines individual thresholds for the above
mentioned parameters determined by the DSO itself for a certain low voltage network. If the
DSO redefines only some of these parameters, the boundaries of the EN 50160 will remain.
One example could be the following:
𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 230.94𝑉
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 215𝑉 (220V as lowest boundary redefined by the DSO)
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 50,005𝐻𝑧
𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟 = 0.2
𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑠(1 … 40𝑡ℎ) in % are all below their thresholds
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 1%
𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 = 0,5%
The Supply Voltage threshold is violated in terms of the individual definition of the DSO, which
indicates a bad power quality in terms of the DSO definition. It should be also possible for the
DSO to determine several gradations of power quality (not only good or bad) like very good,
normal, worse, etc. Different gradations could be used for different service offers of the
available capacity of a charging operation.
In ELECTRIFIC, we focus on the allowed thresholds regarding the low voltage network. These
power quality parameters will be measured via power quality measuring devices at certain
points in the grid It has to be investigated under which conditions this fine granular
determination of the power quality for a certain low voltage grid is practical and meaningful.
Further details can be found in D2.4. It will be evaluated whether the PQ is improved over time
(smoothed out and reducing exceeding thresholds) through planned/controlled charging
strategies (less severe approximation to the defined limit values).

II.1.1.a.1. Simple Metric: DSO-PQ-Thresholds
The “DSO-PQ-Thresholds” are specific thresholds concerning PQ values within the power grid
of a specific DSO. They can be defined manually according to the specific needs within a
subnetwork.
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II.1.1.b. Complex Metric: Costs of Lifetime Influence of Grid
Devices
The metric „Cost of Operational Influence of Grid Devices“ (transformers and cable/lines)
measures the additional costs [€ / −∞. . . +∞] incurred to a DSO as a result of planned
operational influences (for e.g. through a charging operation) on the capacity of operation
equipment in the grid. This metric will be used in the Forecast Controller.
There are two input parameters (𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥2 ):



𝑥1 : Operational Influence on the Lifetime of a Transformer (Time)
𝑥2 : Operational Influence on the Lifetime of a Cable/Line (Time) which are described in
the corresponding sections.

For the cost determination, methods are used in which the lifetime changings are set in relation
to the lifetime changings caused by specific load changings. This additional lifetime change
can then be compared with the additional costs incurred as a result of a needed replacement
of equipment. This can also result in excavation work and costs for service technicians or
reduce costs in terms of an extended lifetime. It is planned to use a weighted average function
for this purpose like:
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 = (𝛼 ∗ 𝑥1 + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑥2 + 𝐶) − 𝑧
𝛼, 𝛽: 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 (€/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑧: 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝐶: 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑢𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 (𝑒. 𝑔. 𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟, 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛, 𝑒𝑡𝑐. )
One Example would be:
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 = (0.1

€
€
∗ 60 𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 0.3
∗ 60 𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 0.50 € ) − 1 € = −0.26 €
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛

This means, this charging process would be more economically, when the overloading is
accepted. In general, positive values means additional costs, negative values a benefit from
this charging process.
However, it must first be investigated whether or not the cost determination allows a meaningful
output under realistic assumptions. Further information can be found in D2.4.
It would be evaluated to which degree it is possible to reduce the price in terms of lifetime
influence of grid devices by controlled charging operations but also if a planned overload is
more feasible than a service degradation by capacity limitation.

II.1.1.b.1. Complex Metric: Operational Influence on the Lifetime of a
Transformer
The Metric “Operational Influence on the Lifetime of a Transformer” measures to which degree
the lifetime of a transformer changes (increases or decreases) by a certain load [Time / -∞ … +
∞]. Negative values mean a lifetime improvement and positive values a lifetime degradation in
terms of the nominal lifetime of 25 years. One goal of ELECTRIFIC is to reduce grid
enhancement costs and also the available capacity, these overloading situations could appear
much more frequently. Therefore the effect of these situations has to be understood very well.
This metric is used as an internal metric and a metric for the DSO and will be used in the
Forecast Controller.
The temperature of a transformer is an important indicator of the degree to which certain parts
(e.g. insulation of windings) are degraded during operation. Since the temperature distribution
in a transformer is not balanced, the hot-point temperature of the windings is used as the most
important factor in determining the lifetime degradation. The IEC 60076-7 provides an empiric
model for calculating the hot spot temperature and proposes a model for determining the
lifetime influence in terms of a certain workload in a certain time interval (see Figure 4 Model of
IEC 60076-7 to determine the hot spot temperature of the windings of a transformer.). Several factors
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(e.g. the abbreviations 𝑘11 , 𝑘21 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘22 , which are thermal model constants or exponential
functions in this standards) are inputs for the calculation formulas (These variables are not
explained in more detail here, because it has to be investigated if it is possible to realize this
metric in the project).
In addition, the environmental temperature and the load flow are relevant factors. For more
details, see IEC 60076-7. There is also a model defined to calculate the hot spot temperature
of the windings, if it is not possible to measure this value directly:
K

∆Θℎ𝑟 𝐾

𝑘21
𝑘21 − 1
−
1 + 𝑘22𝜏 𝑤𝑠 1 + ( 𝜏𝑜 )𝑠
𝑘22

𝑦

1 + 𝐾2𝑅
∆Θ𝑜𝑟 ቈ

1+𝑅

𝑥

𝜃𝑜𝑟

1
1 + 𝑘11 𝜏𝑜 𝑠

Δ𝜃ℎ
+

𝜃ℎ
θo

+
+

1
1 + 𝑘11 𝜏𝑜 𝑠

𝜃𝑜
Figure 4 Model of IEC 60076-7 to determine the hot spot temperature of the windings of a transformer.

The formula for calculating the life-time influence is also defined:
𝑉=

2(𝜃ℎ −98)
6
𝑡2

𝐿 = ∫ 𝑉 𝑑𝑡
𝑡1

𝐹(𝑥) =

2𝜃ℎ −99
3ln(2)

𝜃ℎ : Hot spot temperature of the windings
V = Relative life time consumption (as a factor)
L = Life time consumption in time (for a certain time interval)
F(x) = Primitive function for calculation
Here it is important to understand, that the lifetime consumption factor can be lower or greater
than one. A value lower than one means, that the overall lifetime in comparison to the nominal
lifetime of 25 years increases (see Figure 5). A value greater than one means an accelerated
lifetime degradation. Table 1, taken from DIN IEC 60076-7, shows some sample values.
Table 1 The relative life time changings in dependency of the hot spot temperature of the
windings of the transformer

𝜃ℎ : hot spot temperature of the windings of the
transformer
°C
80
86
92

Isolation with a not thermal isolated stabilized
paper (normally used)
factor
0.125
0.25
0.5
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1.0
2.0
4.0
8.0
16.0
32.0
64.0
128.0

Figure 5 The lifetime dependency of the transformer in terms of the changing hot spot
temperature of the windings.

The ELECTRIFIC project has, among other things, the goal to reduce the necessity of grid
enhancements by using an Information and Communication Technology (ICT) based solution.
This leads to situations in which a certain grid device has to be overloaded to provide the
required charging capacity. Therefore, it is necessary to understand under which
circumstances and within which boundaries a temporary overloading of a transformer is a more
suitable solution in comparison to a charging service degradation. Within the ELECTRIFIC
project, it will be investigated if such an approach makes sense and to which degree it is
possible to extract a monetary or ecological gain.

II.1.1.b.2. Complex Metric: Operational Influence on the Lifetime of a Cable/Line
The metric “Operational Influence on the Lifetime of a Cable/Line” measures to which extent
the lifetime of a cable/line changes by a certain load [Time / -∞ … + ∞]. Negative values mean
a lifetime improvement and positive values a lifetime degradation. One goal of ELECTRIFIC is
to reduce grid enhancement costs and also the available capacity, thus overloading situations
could appear much more frequently and the effect have to be understood very well. This metric
is used as an internal metric and a metric for the DSO and will be used in the Forecast
Controller.
The most relevant factor for cable/line degradation is the temperature of the isolation of the
conductor (Siemens, n.d.). There is a calculation method to determine the conductor
temperature 𝜗𝐿 according to minimum time values from (Kerber, 2011) which will be described
in the following (see Figure 6). There are seven input parameters (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥7 ):
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𝑥1 : 𝜗𝑎 Ambient Temperature (Kelvin)
𝑥2 : Δ𝜗 temperature gradient (Kelvin)
𝑥3 : 𝑅𝑡ℎ Contact Resistance (Ohm)
𝑥4 : 𝐶𝑡ℎ Heat Capacity (Kelvin)
𝑥5 : 𝑃𝑉 Heat Output (kelvin)
𝑥6 : 𝐼𝐿 Load Current (A)
𝑥7 : 𝑅𝑊 AC resistance (Ohm):

𝑅𝑡ℎ
𝑃𝑉

𝐶𝑡ℎ
Δ𝜗
𝜗𝑎

𝜗𝐿

Figure 6 Simplified thermal circuit diagram for low voltage networks from (Kerber, 2011).

The conductor temperature is determined using the ambient temperature 𝜗𝑎 and the
temperature gradient Δ𝜗. 𝑅𝑡ℎ is the contact resistance from the inner conductor to the distant
soil or to the air with the ambient temperature 𝜗𝑎 . 𝐶𝑡ℎ is the heat capacity of the conductor. The
heat capacity of the soil or ambient air is not taken into account, as this cannot be determined
generally. The heat output 𝑃𝑉 in the cable is caused by current heat and dielectric losses as
well as the additional losses due to current displacement in the conductor. Dielectric losses
can be neglected in low-voltage networks.
𝑃𝑉 = 𝐼𝐿2 ∗ 𝑅𝑊
The AC resistance 𝑅𝑊 of the conductor represents 𝐼𝐿 in relation to the load current. The
ambient temperature 𝜗𝑎 is assumed to be constant at 20°C for underground cables and at a
constant 30°C for overhead lines. The thermal contact resistance to the ground is determined
from the cable data. The continuous load is defined as 0.7 of the nominal capacity.
The datasheets of the cable/lines provide information to derive the permissible rated current
for the cables or the rated current until the fuse is activated (for e.g. DIN-VDE 0276 part 603).
For plastic-insulated cables, no general accepted model for calculating the ageing rate is
known. The maximum permissible operating temperature of the cable (70 degrees Celsius) is
therefore used as the limiting factor.
An example for NAYY 4 x 150mm² would be:
-

rated current = 275A,
next smaller fuse = 250A
Maximum load capacity according to DIN-VDE 0276 part 603 = 175kW at cos-phi = 1.0
and 155kW at cos-phi = 0.9.
The thermal time constant is 26.7 minutes.

In fact that no accepted model for life time degradation of cables is known (Kerber, 2011) it will
be measured to which degree and how often the allowed boundaries of the cables are reached
by charging operations. The goal is to avoid these situations to gain an expected longer
lifetime. This could result in a certain monetary and ecological gain. In terms of the
ELECTRIFIC project, it will be investigated if such an approach makes sense and to which
degree it is possible to extract a monetary or ecological gain. Further information about this
metric can be found in D2.4.
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II.1.1.c. Complex Metric: System Perturbation of Parallel Charging
Operations
The metric “System Perturbation of Parallel Charging Operations” measures the system
perturbations [Number / 0..max (max set by the DSO)] in terms of power quality parameters
like voltage, flicker, harmonics, which are caused by multiple parallel charging operations of
multiple EVs. This metric is used to identify certain disturbance variables to be used as a
limitation factor for the available charging capacity and for charging processes. This metric is
used as an internal metric, a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator, the
Forecast Controller and the Smart Charger.
Several papers (Xiao, Huimei, Chen, & Hongjun, 2014)(Liu, Dow, & Liu, 2011)(Kutt, Saarijarvi,
Lehtonen, Molder, & Niitsoo, 2013) refer to system perturbations caused by EV charging
processes. These system perturbations are caused by the working mode (e.g. one phase,
three phase, modulation mode) of the inverter, which is influenced by the charging type (for
e.g. AC or DC) and the charging rate in kW. For this metric, two main input metrics are used:
𝑥1 … 𝑥𝑛 : System Perturbation(s) of one Single Charging Operation (Number) and 𝑦1 : GIS-Data.
It has to be investigated if these system perturbations can be determined in a definite and
suitable way for using this information actively to influence the maximum allowed charging
capacity for charging operations. It is expected that the working mode of the inverter or
inductive charging is naturally different from EV to EV and thus have different system
perturbations effects, depending on the different grid structure (GIS-Data) and actual power
quality situation. For determining the individual system perturbations, it is considered to follow
a multi-dimensional distribution approach, but a concrete metric is currently not yet defined.
More information about this can be found in D2.4. The GIS-Data is explained in the
introduction.
By using the current and forecasted power quality in combination with system perturbations of
multiple EVs during several charging operations, it has to be determined to which extent the
charging rate should be adjusted in order to optimize the grid situation. Even if single system
perturbations of different EVs are known, it has also to be investigated how parallel propagated
system perturbations caused by multiple charging operations influence the PQ in the grid.
Other disturbance factors of other grid users, like for example industrial customers, have also
to be taken into account (Olikara, n.d.). ELECTRIFIC will use this knowledge to adapt charging
processes in terms of time and load quantity in such a way that the power grid situation
improves.

II.1.1.c.1. Complex Metric: System perturbations of One Single Charging
Operation
The metric “System Perturbation of One Single Charging Operation” measures the system
perturbations [Number / 0..max (max set by the DSO)] in terms of power quality parameters
like supply voltage, flicker or harmonics, which are caused by a single charging operation of
one EV. This metric is used to identify certain disturbance variables to be used as a limitation
factor for the available charging capacity for a charging process. This metric is used as an
internal metric, a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the Forecast
Controller.
Several papers (Xiao et al., 2014)(Liu et al., 2011)(Bass & Zimmerman, 2013)(Gómez &
Morcos, 2003) refer to system perturbations caused by EV charging processes. These system
perturbations are caused by the working mode (e.g. one phase, three phase, modulation
mode) of the inverter, which is influenced by the charging type (for e.g. AC or DC) and the
charging rate in kW. For this metric, five input metrics are used:





x1: Car Model (ID)
x2: Inverter Type (ID)
x3: Charging Profile (kW over time (see introduction))
x4: Charging Type (AC / DC / Inductive)
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x5: GIS-Data

It has to be investigated if these system perturbations can be determined in a definite and
suitable way for using this information actively to influence the maximum allowed charging
capacity for charging processes. It is expected that the working mode of the inverter or
inductive charging is naturally different from EV to EV and thus have different system
perturbations effects, depending on the different grid structure (GIS-Data) and actual power
quality situation. For determining the individual system perturbations, it is considered to follow
a multi-dimensional distribution approach, but a concrete metric is currently not yet defined.
More information about this can be found in D2.4. The GIS-Data and the charging operation is
explained in the introduction.
By using the current and forecasted power quality in combination with the system perturbations
of an EV during a single charging operation, it has to be determined to which extent the
charging rate should be adjusted in order to optimize the grid situation. ELECTRIFIC will use
this knowledge to adapt charging rate during a charging process in terms of time and load
quantity in such a way that the power grid situation improves.

a. Simple Input: Car Model
The “Car Model” metric indicates the car model by a specific car model ID, which is used for a
charging process. It representing a unique ID for the specific car model. The metric will be
used to differ between car models in terms of evaluation of system perturbation and other
observed correlations. It may also be used to fine-tune the output of different components
concerning the possible charging options, that the car supports, or the reaction to observed
system perturbations. The metric is gathered either from the reservation process or in the
future probably from the OCPP connection directly from the plugged car.

b. Simple Input: Inverter Type
The “Inverter Type” metric identifies the type of inverter by a specific inverter type ID. It
representing a unique ID for the specific inverter type. This metric is used to differ between
inverter types in terms of evaluation of system perturbation and other observed correlations.
The inverter type is gathered either from the datasheets of the charging devices (car, charging
station) or may be readable using the OCCP connection to the car in the future.

c. Simple Input: Charging Type
The “Charging Type” metric defines the type of charging. The value is either “AC”, “DC” or
“Inductive”. This metric is used to differ between charging types in terms of evaluation of
system perturbation and other observed correlations. The metric is gathered from the
datasheet of the charging device (car, charging station).

II.1.1.d. Complex Metric: Load Flattening
The “Load Flattening” measures to which degree [% / −∞ … 100] ELECTRIFIC is able to
smooth peaks and fill valleys in the load curve via planned and controlled charging processes.
The ideal result would be to smooth the load flow variant as good as possible out. This metric
is used as an internal metric, a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the
Forecast-Controller. Several papers (Wang, Liu, Du, & Kong, n.d.)(Khederzadeh,
2015)(Alonso, Amaris, Germain, & Galan, 2014)(Jochem, Kaschub, & Fichtner, 2014) are
dealing with the approach to use EVs in Smart Grids for load flattening.
There are three input parameters (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥3 ):




𝑥1 : Valley Filling Capability (%)
𝑥2 : Peak Shaving Capability (%)
𝑥3 : GIS-Data.
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Valley Filling Capability and Peak Shaving Capability are described in the corresponding
sections and GIS-Data is described in the introduction.
Here, it has to be investigated if the charging effect can be clearly separated from the other
grid effects and if to which degree. It will be evaluated how positive the planned and controlled
charging operations are for the grid in terms of load flattening.

II.1.1.d.1. Complex Metric: Peak Shaving Capability
The “Peak Shaving Capability” metric measures to which degree [% / −∞ … 100] ELECTRIFIC
is able via planned and controlled charging processes to smooth peaks in the load curve. The
ideal result would be to smooth the load flow as good as possible out. This metric is used as
an internal metric, a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the ForecastController. Several papers (Wang et al., n.d.)(Khederzadeh, 2015)(Alonso et al.,
2014)(Ramanujam et al., 2017)(Leemput et al., 2012) are dealing with the approach to use
EVs in Smart Grids to avoid peak situations.
There are three input parameters (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥3 ):




𝑥1 : GIS-Data
𝑥2 : Load Flow Information
𝑥3 : Charging Operation (kW over time (see introduction)).

GIS-Data and the Load Flow Information are described in the introduction and the charging
operation is fixed input value. One example could be if we would have a (expected) spike of
80kW in the load curve of the transformer, e.g. at the evening. By using only a small charging
rate (or even no charging at all) at our 50kW charging station, we can reduce the (expected)
peak of the system and shave this spike. Here it has to be investigated, if the charging effect
can be clearly separated from the other grid effects and to which degree the charging operation
has an influence on the peak shaving.
This metric is used to evaluate if expected (beforehand) or current (during the charging
operations) peaks can be counteracted with pre-adjusting or changing the charging rate.

II.1.1.d.2. Complex Metric: Valley Filling Capability
The “Valley Filling Capability” metric measures to which degree [% / −∞ … 100] ELECTRIFIC
is able via planned and controlled charging processes to smooth valleys in the load curve. The
ideal result would be, to smooth the load flow as good as possible out. This metric is used as
an internal metric, a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the ForecastController. Several papers (Wang et al., n.d.)(Khederzadeh, 2015)(Alonso et al., 2014)(Chen,
Tan, & Quek, 2014) are dealing with the approach to use EVs in Smart Grids to fill the valleys.
There are three input parameters (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥3 ):




𝑥1 : GIS-Data
𝑥2 : Load Flow Information
𝑥3 : Charging Operation (kW over time (see introduction))

GIS-Data and the Load Flow Information are described in the introduction and the charging
operation is fixed input value. One example could be if we can move a charging operation with
50 kW from a peak time to a valley, this will flatten the overall load curve at the transformer.
Here it has to be investigated, if the charging effect can be clearly separated from the other
grid effects and to which degree the charging operation has an influence on the valley filling.
It will be evaluated if expected (beforehand) or current (during the charging operations) valleys
can be counteracted with pre-adjusting or changing the charging rate.
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II.1.1.e. Complex Metric: Phase Shift between Voltage and Current
in the Grid (cos-phi)
The metric “Phase Shift between Voltage and Current in the Grid (cos-phi)” measures the cosphi value in the power grid [Number / 0…1], which is caused by non-symmetric phases
between voltage and current. Capacitive or inductive loads cause non-symmetric phases
which lead to a reactive power and an increased stress for the grid in terms of unusable energy.
A cos-phi of 1.0 means that voltage and current are symmetric and therefore no reactive power
is in the grid. In low voltage networks, a maximum cos-phi of 0.9 is allowed. This metric is used
as an internal metric, a metric for the DSO and as an input for the PQ-Indicator and the
Forecast Controller.
There are two main input parameters (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ):



𝑥1 : Power Factor of a Grid Device (number)
𝑥2 : GIS-Data

The explanation of the power factor can be found under “Power Factor of Grid Device” and the
GIS-Data is explained in the introduction.
In ELECTRIFIC, a grid simulation tool (e.g. Power Factory) will be used to determine the phase
shift in the grid. In addition, the phase shift at a certain connection point will be measured,
when a power quality device is installed. The grid simulation tool uses the Newton-Raphson
method in combination with the individual grid structure. With the partly given input parameters
active power (P), reactive power (Q), supply voltage (V) and the angle between the supply
voltages at the single connection points in the power grid, the remaining parameters can be
calculated.
In ELECTRIFIC, we focus on the allowed thresholds for cos-phi: between 0.9 and 1.0. It will
be evaluated what effect different phase shifts have on a charging operation and if and how
the phase shift can be influenced in a positive way by adjusting the charging rate.

II.1.1.e.1. Simple Input: Power Factor (of a certain grid device)
The “Power Factor” (of a certain device in the grid) metric represents the power factor of a
device in the power grid. The value theoretically ranges from 0…1, values around between 0.9
and 1.0 are expected. This power factor is required for grid status calculations and is provided
by the data sheet of the devices. Another option is to use a PQ measuring device, where it is
also easy to derive this information.

II.1.1.f. Complex Metric: Available Capacity
The “Available Capacity” metric measures the maximum available capacity for a single
charging operation in one LV grid [kW / 0 … ∞]. This metrics is not influenced by other disturbing
effects like for e.g. power quality parameters or system perturbations. This metric is used to
determine the physical available capacity for charging operation. This metric is used as an
input metric and as metric for the DSO. It is also used in the Forecast Controller, Offer
Generator, Charging Scheduler, ADAS AI and the Smart Charger.
There are seven input parameters (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥7 ):








𝑥1 : Transformer Capacity (kVA)
𝑥2 : Cable/Line Capacity (A)
𝑥3 : Busbar Capacity (A)
𝑥4 : Transformer Utilization (%)
𝑥5 : Cable/Line Utilisation (%)
𝑥6 : Busbar Utilisation (%)
𝑥7 : Phase Shift (Number)
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The capacities of the different system devices can be obtained from the CIM. The basic input
therefore is the nominal capacity in terms of the datasheet. In addition to the possibility of
overloading, these capacities can change over time. The utilizations of the devices and the
phase shift are explained in the corresponding sections.
For the calculation, the utilization of grid devices will be subtracted from the capacity of a grid
devices. The limitation is given by the minimum available capacity of the different grid devices
in the specific low voltage power grid. As long as the result is positive, free capacity for a
charging operation is available. This maximum available capacity could be influenced by taking
into account further parameters like power quality, system perturbations or contractual
regulations.
It will be evaluated how accurate the available capacity for charging operations can be
determined and effectively used.

II.1.1.f.1. Complex Metric: Transformer Utilization
The “Transformer Utilization” metric measures the workload (kVA) and to which degree [% /
0 … ∞] the transformer is loaded compared to the nominal capacity (kVA). It can be expected,
that the maximum long term workload is limited by 180%. This metric is used as an internal
metric, a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the Forecast-Controller.
The transformer utilization can easily be measured.
There are two input parameters (𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥2 ):



𝑥1 : Transformer Workload (kVA)
𝑥2 : Nominal Capacity of the Transformer (kVA)

The Transformer Workload is described in the corresponding section. The Nominal Capacity
of the Transformer defines the designed capacity of the transformer in kVA. Its value can be
derived from the datasheet and ranges theoretically between zero and ∞ kVA. In practice,
transformer capacities of up to 630 kVA are commonly used for low voltage grids. In
ELECTRIFIC we are obtain this information from the CIM.
It will be calculated like:
𝑂𝑇 =

𝑥1
∗ 100%
𝑥2

One example would be:
𝑥1 = 300 𝑘𝑉𝐴
𝑥2 = 400 𝑘𝑉𝐴
𝑂𝑇 = 75%
It will be evaluated if the overloading situations of the transformer can be improved (reduced)
by controlled/planned charging operations.

a. Simple Input: Transformer Workload
The “Transformer Workload” metric measures the workload in kVA in a certain transformer in
the grid. The value theoretically ranges from 0 to ∞, long term values below 200% are
expected. The transformer workload states, if a certain transformer is overloaded in terms of
its nominal capacity and/or how it is stressed over time. This information is necessary in terms
of determining the degree of lifetime degradation and can be used to influence the power
quality status and/or in terms of pricing. This metric is used in the PQ-Indicator. By using a
measuring device at the connection point of the transformer, it is easy to derive this information.

II.1.1.f.2. Complex Metric: Cable/Line Utilization
The “Cable/Line Utilization” metric measures the workload (A) and to which degree [% / 0 … ∞]
the cable/line is loaded compared to the nominal capacity (A). This metric is used as an internal
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metric, a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the Forecast-Controller.
The transformer utilization can easily be measured.
There are two input parameters (𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥2 ):



𝑥1 : Cable/Line Workload (A)
𝑥2 : Nominal Capacity of the Cable/Line (A)

The Cable/Line Workload is described in the corresponding section. The Nominal Capacity of
the Cable/Line defines the designed maximum capacity of the cable or the line in A. Its value
can be derived from the datasheet of the cable/line and ranges theoretically between zero and
∞ A. The capacity of typically used cables in low voltage grids is between 100A (NAY2Y4x35)
and 315A (NAY2Y4x240) and limited by the connected circuit breaker. In ELECTRIFIC we
obtain this information from the CIM.
It will be calculated like:
𝑂𝐶 =

𝑥1
∗ 100%
𝑥2

One example would be:
𝑥1 = 150 𝑘𝑉𝐴
𝑥2 = 150 𝑘𝑉𝐴
𝑂𝐶 = 100%
It will be evaluated if critical load situations (near to and the reaching of the nominal capacity)
of the cable/line can be improved (reduced) by controlled/planned charging operations.

a. Simple Input: Cable/Line Workload
The “Cable Workload” metric measures the workload in a certain cable in the grid at a certain
measuring point. The values range from 0 to ∞, values below 100% are expected as higher
values lead to direct damage of the cable. The cable workload states, if a certain cable is
overloaded in terms of its nominal capacity and/or how it is stressed over time. This information
is necessary in terms of determining the degree of lifetime degradation and can be used to
influence the power quality status and/or in terms of pricing. This metric is used in the PQIndicator. By using a measuring device at the connection point, it is easy to derive this
information.

II.1.1.f.3. Complex Metric: Busbar Utilization
The “Busbar Utilization” metric measures the workload (A) and to which degree [% / 0 … ∞] the
busbar is loaded compared to the nominal capacity (A). This metric is used as an internal
metric, a metric for the DSO and will be used in the PQ-Indicator and the Forecast-Controller.
The busbar utilization can easily be measured.
There are 2 input parameters (𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥2 ):


𝑥1 : Busbar Workload (A)



𝑥2 : Nominal Capacity of the Busbar (A)

The Busbar Workload is described in the corresponding section. The Nominal Capacity of the
Busbar defines the design capacity of the busbar in A. Its value can be derived from the data
sheet of the busbar and ranges theoretically between zero and ∞ A. In ELECTRIFIC we are
obtain this information from the CIM.
It will be calculated like:
𝑂𝐵 =

𝑥1
∗ 100%
𝑥2

One example would be:
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𝑥1 = 500 𝑘𝑉𝐴
𝑥2 = 800 𝑘𝑉𝐴
𝑂𝐵 = 62,5%
It will be evaluated if critical load situations of the busbar can be improved (reduced) by
controlled/planned charging operations.

a. Simple Input: Busbar Workload
The “Busbar Workload” metric measures the workload in A on a certain busbar in the grid. The
values range from 0 to ∞. The busbar workload states if a certain busbar is overloaded in terms
of its nominal capacity and/or how it is stressed over time. This information is necessary in
terms of determining the degree of lifetime degradation and can be used to influence the power
quality status and/or in terms of pricing. This metric is used in the PQ-Indicator. By using a
measuring device at the connection point of the busbar, it is easy to derive this information.

Complex Metric: Renewable Energy Percentage
The “Renewable Energy Percentage” metric measures the amount of renewables [% / 0 … 100]
for a certain charging operation (kW over time (see introduction)). This metric is used as an
internal metric, a metric for the DSO, and will be used in the Power Planner, Offer Generator,
Charging Scheduler and the ADAS UI
There are three input parameters (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥3 ):




𝑥1 : Renewable Mix (%) at a certain time t
𝑥2 : Charging Operation (kW over time (see introduction))
𝑥3 : Directly Connected Renewables (kW) at a certain time t

The Renewable Mix and the Directly Connected Renewable are explained in the
corresponding sections and the Charging Operation in the Introduction.
It will be calculated like:
(𝑥2 − 𝑥3 (𝑡)) ∗ 𝑥1 (𝑡) + 𝑥3 (𝑡)
∗ 100%
𝑥2
𝑅𝐸𝑁𝑐 = ∑
𝑇
𝑇

𝑡=0

Where: T = time of charging operation
There are two possible options to charge renewables. The first one is 𝑥3 , the directly connected
renewable system and the second one (𝑥1 − 𝑥3 ) is the renewable fraction from the power mix
in the grid.
One example would be the following:
(10𝑘𝑊 − 5𝑘𝑊) ∗ 50% + 5𝑘𝑊
∗ 100%
10𝑘𝑊
𝑅𝐸𝑁𝑐 = ∑
= 75%
5
5

𝑡=0

This metric determines to which degree renewables are available for a charging operation. It
will be examined whether the share of renewables for charging operations for electric cars will
be improved through the use of ELECTRIFIC.

II.1.2.a. Complex Metric: Renewable Mix
The “Renewable Mix” metric measures the mix of renewables [% / 0 … 100] in the grid, by
combining several parameters like local, regional and the installed renewable peak power in
the national grid as well as weather information. In terms of the energy transition and the way
to cleaner mobility, the increase of the intake of renewables is an important factor. Therefore,
the knowledge about the renewable fraction in the grid is essential. The following project
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IGREENGrid (Vasiljevska & Gras, n.d.)(Varela et al., 2017) show the importance of integrating
decentralized renewable energy sources into the grid. This metric is an internal metric, a metric
for the DSO and will be used in the Power Planner and the Offer Generator.
There are five input parameters (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥5 ):






𝑥1 : Locally Installed Peak Power (kW)
𝑥2 : Regionally Installed Peak Power (kW)
𝑥3 : Installed Peak Power of Renewables in the National Grid (kW)
𝑥4 : Weather Information
𝑥5 : Energis (from Freemind)

The installed Peak Power and the Weather Information can be obtained from the CIM. For the
calculation, weighting factors could be used for the different regions to emphasis the local
effect of the renewables. Even when the mix in a national grid has a certain level, it can be
totally different in a certain low voltage grid. It also has been taken into account that there are
physical limitations in the European power grid to shift a certain amount of supply or demand
through the grid.
It will be investigated if it is possible and if yes to which degree it is possible to determine the
available energy mix for upcoming or current charging operations.

II.1.2.b. Complex Metric: Directly Connected Renewable
The “Directly Connected Renewable” metric measures the available renewables [kW / 0 … ∞]
for a charging operation provided by a directly connected renewable source (this means it is
not connected to the grid). Here it is considered that a renewable system is directly connected
to a Charging Station and is therefore able to provide 100% renewables of is capacity for a
charging operation. This metric is an internal metric and a metric for the DSO and will be used
in the Power Planner and the Offer Generator.
There are 3 input parameters (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥3 ):






𝑥1 : Nominal Power (kW)
𝑥2 : Solar Irradiance (W/m²)
𝑥3 : PV Module Temperature (°C)
𝑥4 : Wind Speed (m/s)
𝑥5 : Cloud Cover (okta)

These parameters can be obtained from the CIM. Energis from Freemind will than calculate
the directly connected renewable power (kW).
This metric is calculated using advanced PV software packages such as PVsyst within Energis.
It will be evaluated at which times which directly connected renewable power is available to
prove this information for upcoming or performed charging operations. In addition, it will be
evaluated if there are some shortcoming in terms of using only a fraction of the available
directly connected renewables.
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II.2. Battery Health Metrics
Complex Metric: Battery Friendliness of a Charging
Process (BFCP)
The Battery Friendliness of a Charging Process (BFCP) metric is defined in order to describe
the impact of a charging process on the health status of an EV battery. This metric is used to
compare different charging option in terms of battery health as some charging options have a
slighter impact on the battery health compared to others. The metrics output ranges between
0 and 1, where 0 means a huge negative impact on battery health and 1 means no/only very
less impact on battery health. Since this metric is part of Greenness of a Trip (see section
II.7.1. ), BFCP is used as internal metric, only.
Battery Degradation Factors
The charging of an EV battery has a specific impact on the battery’s degradation process. To
give an overview, the environmental temperature, the voltage as well as current of State of
Charge (SoC) of the battery give insight on the health impact during charging. It should be
mentioned here, that the ambient temperature influences the battery internal temperature
during charging, since thermal energy from the environment goes into the battery. Also, the
measurable current during a charging process can increase the battery temperature.
(Rezvanizaniani, Liu, Chen, & Lee, 2014)
Regarding the temperature impact on battery health, certain ranges need to be considered. As
explained by Rezvanizaniani et al. (Rezvanizaniani et al., 2014), high and low temperatures
are harmful while the EV battery is being charged or discharged (driving). There, low
temperatures lead to a film growth, which prevents charge flow between electrodes and active
lithium material. In high temperatures, abrupt damage of the battery might occur. Therefore,
the ambient temperature is included in this metric. (Rezvanizaniani et al., 2014)
As stated in the first paragraph of this section, the charging current has an influence on battery
health. For charging processes it is usually named in the unit “C”, which describes the charging
current in relation to the nominal charge rate. For example, 2C stands for the twofold nominal
charging rate. In general, higher charging currents are more harmful to batteries than lower
currents, which is reflected in the charging standard. Thus, fast charging accelerates battery
degradation more than slow charging. (Rezvanizaniani et al., 2014)
The SoC of a battery, i.e. the level of charged energy in relation to the maximum chargeable
energy, also can have a negative impact on battery health. Here, a low SoC describes the
Depth of Discharge (DoD) while high SoC represents overcharge. Both of these effects
influence the battery ageing in a negative way. (Rezvanizaniani et al., 2014)
Metric Inputs
To value the battery health impact of a charging process, different influencing parameters,
which induce battery degradation, are combined. The most relevant inputs are battery
temperature, the charging rate and the starting/ending SoC.
Concerning the battery temperature, it is widely recognized in literature that temperatures
beyond a certain range cause increased battery degradation. Therefore, extreme temperature
values should be considered more battery harming than room temperatures, where Lithium
Ion batteries work best. This input metric is given in °C with a range from negative to positive
infinity and is obtained by measuring the battery in an intrusive way.
Another important factor is the charging rate. Depending on the used materials the impact
sensitivity of high charging rates differs. Because higher charging rates commonly result in an
increased battery degradation, the charging rate is also used in this metric as input. The
sensitivity of the charging rates on SoH could also be affected by the composition of the battery
system (how many parallel, how many sequential batteries). The charging rate can be adopted
from the booked charging profile and the nominal battery capacity and is measured in “C” as
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described above. Its values range from 0 to infinity but are usually limited in EVs. This limitation
is different for each EV model.
According to literature also the range in which the battery is charged has an influence on the
amount of battery degradation. Therefore, the SoCstart as well as the SoCend are used as input
metrics to represent this impact. The SoCstart can easily be measured beforehand the charging
process by using the THD Data collection, the SoCend can be calculated using the charging
rate profile, SoCstart and the nominal battery capacity. SoC in this case is measured in percent
to have a normalized value which is not depending on the battery capacity.
The described inputs are used in the assumption that the battery degrades permanently and
can’t improve for at least short intervals. However, this effect could appear in Lithium ion
batteries. In further research and the optimization of the BFCP metric, this should be
considered.
Calculation and Example
For calculation, the input metrics as described in the previous section are all normalized and
weighted with a specific function.
As the temperature and the charging rate may change over time, the function needs to be
recalculated in discrete time stamps. The normalized value for temperature x1 over time T
would be calculated using the following equation:
𝑛1 = ∑

𝑓(𝑥1 )
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

The weighting function f(x) is depending on the type of battery and could for example look like
the following. A visualization for the range between 0 and 50°C is given in Figure 7, where it
can be observed, that an optimal temperature during charging is 25°C.
4

𝑓(𝑥) = {1 − ((𝑥 − 25) ∗ 0.04) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 50
0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Figure 7 Weighting of the individual temperature measurements

A similar approach is done for the charging rate, as it may also change over time. The
normalized value over time T and the weighting function (see Figure 8) is given by:
𝑛2 = ∑

𝑔(𝑥2 )
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇
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𝑔(𝑥) = 1 − 𝑥 2

Figure 8 Weighting of the charging weight

Concerning the impact of the delta SoC range, the starting SoC as well as the ending SoC is
weighted by using a normalized weighting function. As the starting and the ending SoC is fixed
for a charging process, these values only have to be computed once. The equation looks the
following while the values are arbitrarily chosen to set the ranges for the in- and output of the
function and to get a polynomial as shown in Figure 9.
8

𝑛3 = {1 − ((𝑥3 − 50) ∗ 0.02) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 100
0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
8

𝑛4 = {1 − ((𝑥4 − 50) ∗ 0.02) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 100
0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
The normalized parameter n3 describes the SoCstart, n4 describes the SoCend for potential
overcharge. This can be seen in Figure 9, which illustrates the formulas for n3 and n4. Here,
SoC values below 20% and above 80% are weighted more harmful for the battery.

Figure 9 Weighting of the relative SoC values

The total BFCP can be calculated by weighting the single inputs with a specific value αi and
dividing the sum by the sum of all weights. This calculation, hereby, assumes a linear relation
between the different input factors and the BFCP.
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𝑎1
𝑛1
𝑎⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗⃗
𝐵𝐹𝐶𝑃 = 𝑖
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = ( ⋮ ) = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛⃗⃗ = ( ⋮ ) = 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠
∑1 𝑎𝑖
𝑎𝑖
𝑛𝑖
As example a charging process from 50% up to 92% SoC with a charging rate of 0.71C is
assumed. The remaining parameters can be gathered from the equations:
𝑛1 = ∑

𝑓(𝑥𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 )
= 0.8
𝑇
𝑡=0
𝑇

𝑛2 = ∑

𝑓(𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 )
= 0.5
𝑇
𝑡=0
𝑇

𝑛3 = 1
𝑛4 = 0.8
3 ∗ 0.8 + 3 ∗ 0.5 + 2 ∗ 1 + 2 ∗ 1
= 0.79
10
Implementation in ELECTRIFIC
𝐵𝐹𝐶𝑃 =

The theoretical metric uses the battery temperature to calculate the BFCP. However, an
intrusive measurement of the battery’s internal temperature is not possible in ELECTRIFIC.
Therefore, the battery temperature needs to be estimated by using the ambient temperature
and the charging current in order to derive the internal temperature rise of the battery. As it’s
not possible to obtain EV data during charging with the THD Data Collection system,
temperature data from nearby weather stations or the last and next available ambient
temperature value can be used.
CS usually provide only the overall charged energy from the charging process as information
to the backend. The theoretical metric however uses a time series of the charging rate which
is why this rate needs to be obtained from the CIM, where the booked charging profiles are
stored. This allows to use multiple estimated current values throughout the charging process.
Similar with the battery temperature, the SoC is not available from the THD Data Collection
system during charging, as it is turned off in this duration. Therefore, the last SoC value from
the last trip as well as the first one of the next trip can be used. Another way to calculate the
SoC at the end of a charging process would be to derive it from the charging rate profile,
SoCstart and the nominal battery capacity, as explained in the description of the input metrics
for the theoretical BFCP metric. However, using the THD Data Collection, the SoCend can be
obtained more easily.
Calculation and Example
Using other input parameters for the practical BFCP metric leads to a slight change of the
formulas. To estimate the normalized battery temperature n1, the ambient temperature from
weather stations (x1), the charging rate x2 as well as a scale β need to be multiplied before
using them for the weighting of the battery temperature. The input x1 could also be determined
from the EV driving data. Here, the last ambient temperature value from the prior and the first
value from the next could be used to derive a linear temperature curve.
𝑛1 = ∑

𝑓(𝛽, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
𝑇
𝑡=0
𝑇

4

𝑓(𝑥) = {1 − (((𝛽 ∗ 𝑥1 ∗ 𝑥2 ) − 25) ∗ 0.04) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 50
0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
The charging rate can be used for the calculation as in the theoretical metric, as shown in the
formula for n2. The same steps are performed for SoCstart and SoCend.

𝑛2 = ∑

𝑔(𝑥2 )
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑔(𝑥) = 1 − 𝑥 2
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇
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8

𝑛3 = {1 − ((𝑥3 − 50) ∗ 0.02) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 100
0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
8

𝑛4 = {1 − ((𝑥4 − 50) ∗ 0.02) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 100
0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑎1
𝑛1
𝑎⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗⃗
⋮
𝐵𝐹𝐶𝑃 = 𝑖
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = ( ) = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛⃗⃗ = ( ⋮ ) = 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠
∑1 𝑎 𝑖
𝑎𝑖
𝑛𝑖
An example calculation is given in the following, where the EV is charged from a SoCstart of
40% to a SoCend of 90% with an average charging rate of 0.8C and an ambient temperature of
30°C.

𝑛1 = ∑

𝑓(0.5, 𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 , 𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 )
= 0.93
𝑇
𝑡=0
𝑇

𝑛2 = ∑

𝑓(𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 )
= 0.36
𝑇
𝑡=0
𝑇

𝑛3 = 1
𝑛4 = 0.83
𝐵𝐹𝐶𝑃 =

3 ∗ 0.93 + 3 ∗ 0.36 + 2 ∗ 1 + 2 ∗ 0.83
= 0.75
10

Summary
The BFCP metric was defined to estimate the greenness of charging processes considering
the battery degradation in EVs. This allows to compare different charging processes to see
which one is healthier for the battery. Using this comparison, one can decide which charging
process to choose in order to keep the remaining battery life long. Hence, the overall average
battery life can be extended in relation to the CO2 emissions during battery production. This
allows the BFCP metric to be used as input for the Greenness of a Trip metric to evaluate
charging processes.

Complex Metric: Battery Friendliness of Driving
(BFD)
For the Greenness of a Trip metric, the greenness of EV driving considering the battery
degradation is described in the next subsections. Therefore, the Battery Friendliness of Driving
(BFD) is specified here. It is related to the BFCP metric described in section II.2.1. , however
behaves differently in such a way, that the battery is discharged in order to power the EV motor
and electronics. The BFD metric is specified as numerical score which result is higher, the
more green a trip is.
Metric inputs
Similar to the BFCP metric, the temperature has a high influence on battery degradation. Here,
both extreme low and high temperatures are harmful and should be considered. Thus, a
temperature at around 25 °C is scored higher than one below 10 °C and higher than 40 °C. As
shown in the examples, the temperature is given in the unit of °C and has a range from negative
to positive infinity. By the Data Collection system used in the project, it isn’t directly available
for processing.
Charge transfer is a crucial parameter in EV trips, as it describes the discharge rate of battery
cycling. It represents the energy transferred to the EV during charging and the energy used for
driving. A similar process is observed during charging processes, where energy is transferred
to the battery. Thus, the BFD metric behaves in a reverse way compared to the BFCP metric.
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As the discharge rate is in principle the charge transfer from the battery, the instantaneous
battery power in kilowatts needs to be included in the BFD metric. However, these parameters
aren’t available to ELECTRIFIC.
Another critical information about EV trips is the SoC at the end of a trip. Especially when this
level is very low, the battery degradation is accelerated. The SoC is given as a value of
percentage with a range from 0 to 100 and can be obtained easily using the THD Data
Collection.
The inputs explained above are used in the assumption that battery degradation is unstoppable
and that the health state can’t improve for at least short intervals. However, this effect could
appear in Lithium ion batteries. In further research and the optimization of the BFD metric, this
should be considered.
Calculation and Example
The battery temperature during a trip is obtained as discrete series of measurement values.
Therefore, each single temperature value is processed in the function f(x) in order to get an
estimation of the health impact. These impact results are then added up and divided by their
overall number to get the normalized temperature impact for the trip, n1.
𝑛1 = ∑

𝑓(𝑥1 )
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

4

𝑓(𝑥) = {1 − ((𝑥 − 25) ∗ 0.04) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 50
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
For the discharge rate of the trip, i.e. the battery current, a similar approach is taken. Here, the
current values also are obtained as time series which is why they are weighted first with the
function g(x). To obtain the normalized parameter n2, the weighted discharged rates are again
summed up and divided by their number.
𝑛2 = ∑

𝑔(𝑥2 )
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

𝑔(𝑥) = 1 − 𝑥 2
To give an overview on the correlation between discharge rate and health impact, Figure 10
shows the weighting function g(x) for a discharge rate between 0 and 1C. In the further project
progress, an extension of this range might be required because of different discharge rates of
EV models.

Figure 10 Weighting of the discharge rate

The SoC of the end of a trip is received as single value and is weighted similar as in the BFCP
metric. Here, high and low values are harmful for the battery which is n3 results in a lower
value.
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8

𝑛3 = {1 − ((𝑥3 − 50) ∗ 0.02) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 100
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
The overall BFD metric is then calculated by adding weights to the normalized parameters n1
to n3, in the same way as in the BFCP metric.
𝑎1
𝑛1
𝑎⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗⃗
⋮
𝐵𝐹𝐷 = 𝑖
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = ( ) = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛⃗⃗ = ( ⋮ ) = 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠
∑1 𝑎𝑖
𝑎𝑖
𝑛𝑖
In the following calculation example, a trip with a SoC from 95% to 35% is driven while the
ambient temperature is 20°C. The average discharge rate is 0.63C. From the result of n2, it
can be observed, that a high discharge rate is not optimal and results in a value of 0.6. As the
weights of the BFD metric are not specified yet, another weight for discharge rate might be
required, because the overall result of the metric represents a battery friendly trip.
𝑛1 = ∑
𝑛2 = ∑

𝑓(𝑥𝑡 )
= 0.99
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

𝑔(𝑥2 )
= 0.60
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

8

𝑛3 = 1 − ((35% − 50) ∗ 0.02) = 0.99
𝐵𝐹𝐷 =

4 ∙ 0.99 + 3 ∙ 0.6 + 2 ∙ 0.99
= 0.97
8

Implementation in ELECTRIFIC
Similar as in the BFCP metric, the battery temperature is not available. However, the ambient
temperature measured by nearby weather stations can be used as well as the temperature
values from the prior and next trip. Thus, an estimation of the battery temperature is performed
by using the ambient one and the discharge rate.
All other parameters can be taken from the Data Collection system, leaving the rest of the
calculation the same.
Calculation and Example
In the following, the calculation of the estimated battery temperature is shown. Here, x1 is the
ambient temperature, x2 is the discharge current and β is a fixed scale.
𝑛1 = ∑

𝑓(𝛽, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
𝑇
𝑡=0
𝑇

4

𝑓(𝑥) = {1 − (((𝛽 ∗ 𝑥1 ∗ 𝑥2 ) − 25) ∗ 0.04) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 50
0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
The next formulas stay the same for the practical BFD metric. Here, the discharge current x 2
and the SoCend x3 are processed to get the normalized parameters for the last formula, where
the BFD is calculated.
𝑛2 = ∑

𝑔(𝑥2 )
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

𝑔(𝑥) = 1 − 𝑥 2
8

𝑛3 = {1 − ((𝑥3 − 50) ∗ 0.02) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 100
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑎1
𝑛1
𝑎⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗⃗
⋮
𝐵𝐹𝐷 = 𝑖
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = ( ) = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛⃗⃗ = ( ⋮ ) = 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠
∑1 𝑎𝑖
𝑎𝑖
𝑛𝑖
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To give a short example, a trip with an ambient temperature of 15 °C is shown in the following
calculation. The discharge current lies at 0.6C until the SoC at the end of the trip reaches 10%.
This results in a BFD of 0.72.
𝑛1 = ∑

𝑓(0.5, 𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 , 𝑥𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒_𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 )
= 0.55
𝑇
𝑡=0
𝑇

𝑛2 = ∑

𝑔(𝑥𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒_𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 )
= 0.64
𝑇
𝑡=0
𝑇

8

𝑛3 = 1 − ((10% − 50) ∗ 0.02) = 0.83
𝐵𝐹𝐷 =

4 ∙ 0.99 + 3 ∙ 0.6 + 2 ∙ 0.99
= 0.72
8

Summary
As counterpart of the BFCP metric, the greenness of driving is shown by the BFD metric. This
enables the evaluation of different trips regarding the battery degradation. Taking the CO 2
emissions during battery manufacturing into account, a longer battery life requires the EV
owner to buy a new battery more delayed in the future. With the perspective on a whole EV
fleet, this means less required new batteries, if each battery’s life is prolonged. Thus, the
Greenness of a Trip metric can use the BFCP metric into account in order to consider battery
degradation while driving.

Complex Metric: Electrific State of Health (E-SoH)
This section contains the specification of the theoretical Electrific State of Health (E-SoH)
metric which is used as reference to develop the battery health estimation of the Battery Health
Monitoring system in WP5. The result of the E-SoH metric is also used to show the EV owner
the current health state of the battery. Thus, it is both an internal as well as a user metric. On
top of this, it is also needed to derive optimal driving and charging recommendations for the
user in order to prolong battery lifetime. The result of the E-SoH metric is defined as percentage
with a range between 0 and 100 and includes typical battery aging influences as well as
additional meta-information about its usage.
Related Work
In literature, two different characteristics are used to express the state of degradation of
batteries. These are the capacity and power fade (Voelcker, 2016)(Spotnitz, 2003)(Amine et
al., 2001). The former describes the loss of capacity due to aging, meaning that the available
maximum capacity will fade in relation to the capacity which the battery once had leaving the
factory. The latter describes the loss of power which the battery can deliver at maximum.
However, power loss is difficult to measure in an EV, as the maximally deliverable power needs
to be determined during driving. This is not easily possible in a real world application due to
traffic restrictions. In a battery systems, the internal impedance is highly related to its maximum
power supply, therefore, the power fade can be determined by observing the battery
impedance (Belt, Ho, Motloch, Miller, & Duong, 2003)(Amine et al., 2001), derivable by
measuring battery voltage and current.
One other way to express the battery health state is the SoH, which does not have a fixed
specification. Researchers and EV manufacturers use different calculation approaches, as
described in deliverable D2.1, section III.5.2. Thus, we intend to define a globally applicable
metric with the E-SoH.
There are various influences for battery degradation, which are classified in calendric and
cyclic aging (Barré et al., 2013). In the former, especially temperature is a significant factor
while in the latter, discharging and charging rates as well as the Depth of Discharge (DoD) are
influential (Rezvanizaniani et al., 2014)(Barré et al., 2013).
Metric inputs
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In order to derive a most precise E-SoH value, several inputs are required for calculation. The
current maximum capacity x1 as well as the current maximum battery power x5 are used,
because they provide a good basis to rate the battery degradation according to literature. The
value of x1 can be directly taken from the EV Controller Area Network (CAN) bus with the Data
Collection system of THD. The value of x5, however, must be estimated using the maximum
drawn motor power over a certain time. This however is not very precisely and may lead to
inaccuracy of the correlated E-SoH factor. The estimated impact of x1 and x5 on the actual
battery state of health can be classified as very high, which is also the opinion of several
authors in literature. It should be noted that the current maximum capacity (x1) is easy to
determine in comparison to the battery power, which is not accessible for ELECTRIFIC and
thus only part of the theoretical metric.
Beside these inputs, which somehow represent the impact of battery degradation, also battery
degradation influencing parameters are used. This includes the battery age (x2), the battery
total usage (x3), the driven distance (x4) and the ambient (x8) as well as the internal battery
temperature (x9). The driven distance (x4) as well as the temperature values (x8 and x9) can be
directly taken from the EV CAN bus. As temperature is one of the most important factors that
accelerate battery degradation, its impact can be estimated equally high as the power/capacity
degradation. This classification is also justified by the fact that using the battery at abnormal
temperature values correlates with power/capacity fade. To determine the battery age
represented by x2, the battery manufactory date must be subtracted from the current date. For
the calculation of x3, the overall battery usage including charging at charging points and also
potential charging while braking (kinetic energy recovery system) are summed up and divided
by the designed capacity of the battery to get an amount of full cycle equivalent charging
processes. To retrieve the required data, processing information of single trips and charging
processes considering the ΔSoC is necessary.
Concerning the battery degradation influencing inputs, we considered calendric (battery age
x2) as well as cycle aging parameters (total battery usage x3 and driven distance x4). Their
impact on the state of health is highly depending on the EV usage behavior and therefore
estimated to be equally important but not as high as the previous defined inputs.
Concerning the directly measured values from the EV CAN bus, the battery power x 5 as well
as the battery temperature x9 could not be verified with the physical parameters in the EV so
far.
The calculation of the E-SoH metric contains normalization of different inputs, as described in
the next section. Therefore, the following input metrics are needed as reference. Firstly, the
initial battery capacity is needed in order to see a capacity fade. It is given in kilowatt hours
and can be taken directly from the EV registration document. Here, also the power design of
the vehicle can be obtained, which is needed to determine the power fade of the battery. The
power design is given in the unit of kilowatt.
Another set of normalizations depends on the guaranteed capacity, years (lifetime) and
distance (mileage) by the manufacturer. These can be used to determine the relative battery
age as well as the relative mileage already passed by the EV. Besides manufacturer
guarantees, the number of possible charging cycles for the battery are used as input. It is
necessary to evaluate, how often in relation the EV battery has experienced charging cycles.
However, these values are not always available for each EV model of different manufacturers.
Therefore, these inputs are only included in the theoretical metric for normalized calculation.
Calculation and Example
To get an easy to calculate and general model, the different input parameters are normalized
in a way, that 0 means strong negative influence to battery SoH and 1 means no negative
influence.
The normalized remaining capacity n1 is calculated as following by dividing the actual
measured maximum capacity by the initial capacity design of the battery.
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𝑥1
𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

A similar normalization is done with the battery age. Here, the guaranteed capacity after certain
years (guaranteed years in the formula) is used as reference point. The actual battery age is
divided by the number of guaranteed years to estimate the remaining guaranteed capacity.
This is only an approximation, as the relationship is assumed to be linear here.
𝑥2
𝑛2 = 1 − (
∗ (1 − %𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦))
𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
Concerning the total battery usage, hence the number of full battery charge cycles, a
normalization is more difficult as most manufacturers do not provide a guarantee for a specific
amount of charging cycles. To get a useful result the number of possible charging cycles need
to be estimated.

𝑛3 = 1 −

𝑥3
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠

For the normalization of the driven distance, the same method as used in the battery age is
performed. Here, the reference points are the guaranteed remaining capacity after a certain
amount of driven distance.
𝑥4
𝑛4 = 1 − (
∗ (1 − %𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦))
𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
Concerning the normalized power fade, the current available maximum power is divided by the
initial maximum power design of the battery (or a value, which is measured at the beginning of
the battery life).

𝑛5 =

𝑥5
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

To include the internal battery temperature the following equation for a weighted average of
temperature influence over time T is used:
𝑛6 = ∑

𝑓(𝑥𝑡 )
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

The normalized value n6 is the weighted average influence of temperature x8 according to the
function f(x) over time T. Function f(x) maps the measured temperature value x to a value
between 0 and 1 according to its influence on battery degradation. For a most precise
calculation, the function f(x) needs to be defined to fit each kind of battery type. As the impact
of temperature on battery degradation is higher while battery usage (charging/discharging),
the time T should only include battery usage periods. For resting periods of the battery a
different function could be used. As the influence of temperature in resting periods is not as
high, this is neglected here. An example of such a function f(x) is shown below (see also the
function plot in Figure 7):
4

𝑓(𝑥) = {1 − ((𝑥 − 25) ∗ 0.04) , 𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑥 < 50
0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
The same procedure as for internal battery temperature is used for the ambient temperature
x9 but, of course, with a different function f(x). The corresponding normalized factor is then
called n7.
The impact of the EV driving on battery health should be represented by the value of battery
power for now, which is influenced by the power draw by the EV motor. As the correlation of
battery power on health is not defined, a simple parabola should be used for now, as shown in
Figure 11. Here, the health impact is neutral (1), if the battery power is low and worsening (0),
if a high power is drawn. This weighting function is also implicated over a certain time range T
of the battery (the whole lifetime of the battery).
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𝑔(𝑥𝑡 )
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

𝑔(𝑥) = 1 − (𝑥5 )2

Figure 11 Weighting of the relative motor power

The total E-SoH can be calculated by weighting the single inputs with a specific value αi and
dividing the sum by the sum of all weights. This calculation, hereby, assumes a linear relation
between the different input factors and the E-SoH.
𝐸𝑆𝑜𝐻 =

𝑎⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗⃗
∗ 100%
∑𝑖1 𝑎𝑖

𝑎1
𝑛1
⋮
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = ( ) = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛⃗⃗ = ( ⋮ ) = 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠
𝑎𝑖
𝑛𝑖
As example a two years old EV with 20000 km driven distance is assumed. The remaining
parameters can be gathered from the equations:

𝑛1 =

27 𝑘𝑊ℎ
= 0.9
30 𝑘𝑊ℎ

2
𝑛2 = 1 − ( ∗ (1 − 80%)) = 0.95
8
𝑛3 = 1 −
𝑛4 = 1 − (

1500
= 0.85
10000

20000 𝑘𝑚
∗ (1 − 80%)) = 0.95
80000 𝑘𝑚

193 𝑘𝑊
= 0.965
200 𝑘𝑊
𝑇 𝑓(𝑥 )
𝑡
𝑛6 = ∑
= 0.8
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑛5 =

𝑛7 = ∑

𝑓(𝑥𝑡 )
= 0.85
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇
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𝑔(𝑥𝑡 )
= 0.85
𝑡=0 𝑇
𝑇

𝑎⃗ ∙ 𝑛⃗⃗
∗ 100
∑𝑖1 𝑎𝑖
2 ∗ 0.9 + 0.95 + 0.85 + 0.95 + 2 ∗ 0.965 + 0.8 + 2 ∗ 0.85 + 2 ∗ 0.85
=
12
= 0.89
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐

Implementation in ELECTRIFIC
In the following, the E-SoH metric is defined for the practical approach, as it will be used in
ELECTRIFIC. It differs from the theoretical specification by inputs, which can be obtained from
the EV in a more realistic manner. Thus it will be the actual applied health estimation metric to
be shown to the user and used internally in ELECTRIFIC.
As described in the inputs of the theoretical E-SoH metric, the current battery power is not
available to ELECTRIFIC. However, the currently delivered power to the motor during trips can
be acquired from the EV CAN bus. This parameter is not directly correlating with the battery
power since other power draw from EV components such as the on-board electronics demand
dynamically changing power from the battery. In addition, it is not known, if the motor power is
limited to the maximum available battery power or electronically regulated due to safety
reasons. Nevertheless, the motor takes most of the battery power, which is a relatively high
reference.
As well, only the ambient temperature is available during EV trips. Although it doesn’t represent
the battery internal temperature directly, the influence on the battery temperature can be
represented using a simple model that uses the motor power and the ambient temperature to
calculate the thermal heating of the battery. For now, both these parameters will be multiplied
in the calculation to represent the temperature rise within the battery.
Calculation and Example
For the calculation of the metric to be implemented in ELECTRIFIC, two different approaches
are taken until all parameters are calculated in a last step. Therefore, statistical inputs such as
the maximum battery capacity at the moment of analysis are just multiplied with a respective
weight. This applies also to the age of the battery, total battery usage as well as the summed
driven distance, i.e. the mileage. This is shown in the following formulas.
𝛽1 = 𝛼1 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝛽2 = 𝛼2 ∗ 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝛽3 = 𝛼3 ∗ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝛽4 = 𝛼4 ∗ 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
For inputs which change historically, the average is calculated for now, as shown in the
formulas below. It needs to be defined in further research, if statistical features need to be
extracted from the time series data. Also, specific weighting for certain time ranges could be
applied, too.
𝛽5 = 𝛼5 ∗ ∑

𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
∗∑
𝑇
𝑇
𝑖=1
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝛽6 = 𝛼6 ∗ ∑

𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝑇
𝑖=1
𝑛

In the last step of calculation, all weighted parameters are put in the final equation, which then
are subtracted from 100%. This way, the parameters calculated above including a constant
indicate the battery degradation which already took place.
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E-SoH = 100% − ∑𝑖1 𝛽𝑖 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
It could appear in Lithium ion batteries that the health state may improve for short intervals and
drop again. However, the formulas above which are used for the practical E-SoH metric don’t
consider this assumption. This implies, that the assumption needs to be considered in the
optimization of the practical E-SoH formulas.
The following example shows the calculation of the E-SoH for a four year old battery, which
was used in 4500 usage cycles within a mileage of 80,000 km. Here, the battery ageing leads
to a remaining E-SoH of roughly 84%.
𝛽1 = 0.02 ∗ 25.3 = 0.51
𝛽2 = 0.01 ∗ 4 = 0.04
𝛽3 = 5 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 4500 = 22.5
𝛽4 = 1 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 80000 = 0.08
𝛽5 = 0.02 ∗ 30 ∗ 20 = 0.6
𝛽6 = 0.02 ∗ 20 = 0.4

E-SoH = 100% − (0.51 + 0.04 + 22.5 + 0.08 + 0.6 + 0.4) + 5 = 83.87%
It could be the case in further research that the formulas above need to be changed depending
on their accuracy. For example, weights could be replaced by additional formulas, if a more
dynamical behavior is needed.
Summary
The E-SoH is specified to provide a metric for the evaluation of EV battery health. It is defined
in such a way that it is compatible to each EV on the market, which is using a Li-ion battery.
In ELECTRIFIC, the E-SoH serves multiple purposes. For one, it enables the EFO to evaluate
the battery health of each EV in the fleet. Secondly, the Charging Scheduler may use the ESoH to plan precise charging slots. When users request to book EVs from ELECTRIFIC, the
Advanced Driver Assistance Services (ADAS) may propose available EVs with a certain level
of E-SoH so that users reach their desired destination. Moreover, the battery evaluation of an
EV might be used out of context of ELECTRIFIC. It could be applied as universal metric to
decide, if the battery should be used in second life power storage systems once degradation
progressed far enough.

II.3. Charging Scheduling Metrics
The charging scheduler is a tool to plan the charging of the EVs of an EFO. To plan the
charging in an optimal way, different aspects have to be considered. These aspects are the
available energy capacity, the ratio of renewable energy in the grid, the grid friendliness of a
charging and the working price for the energy per kWh. To measure the scheduling
optimization for these criteria, metrics for them are established.
There would be different possible ways to measure the degree of optimization. One option
would be to compare the scheduled charging plan with the best possible way of charging during
the day in terms of the criteria. But this solution would not be very practical for the charging
scheduler. For example, if there is a very low price at a certain point of the day, it would be the
best solution to charge every EV in this time spot. But this might not be very feasible because
of different reasons. On the one hand the cars could not be available for charging in this time
spot or there are not enough CSs to load all cars. On the other hand, it might not be compatible
with the business strategy of the EFO to charge all EVs at the same time. These factors cannot
be influenced by the charging scheduler and therefore it is not very reasonable to compare the
scheduling plan with it. A more realistic way to measure the degree of optimization of the plan
is to compare it with more universal values. Therefore, the average value of one criteria during
a scheduled time is used for contrast.
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For the following metrics, some input data is necessary. Some of these inputs are used in more
than one metric and to avoid the repetition of the explanation of these simple input metrics they
are described once here at the beginning of this chapter.
Simple Metric: Time Slot (=T)
The whole scheduled time is divided into time slots. Every time slot has the following attributes.
A working price for a kWh, a grid friendliness factor, a percentage of renewable energies and
an available energy capacity. These attributes can vary for every time slot and therefore a
differentiation is necessary. A time slot has a specific duration. The duration can be shortened
or prolonged without influencing the metric results, because just the amount of the time slots
is important and not their time interval. Therefore, the unit of this metric is number. This input
has low influence on all of the following metrics, because it is only necessary to normalize
them. The time slots are only time intervals and are therefore easy to calculate. Charging
during one or more time slots is called a charging process.
Simple Metric: (Average) Consumed Energy during a time slot (=E)
The consumed energy is the power which is consumed in a charging process during a time
slot. The unit of this input is in kWh. The impact of the unit is low, because it is just multiplied
with the percentage of renewable energy during this specific time slot and has no impact on
the ratio of renewables itself. The metric is hard to gather, because there is no possibility yet,
to automatically get the consumed energy of a certain time slot. But the whole amount of
energy, which is consumed in a charging process can be determined with the be.ENERGISED
software of HTB. If the exact amount of energy consumption during a time slot cannot be
specified exactly, the whole amount of consumed energy can be divided with the amount of
time slots to get an average value for each slot. This approximation can be used as a
substitute.
Another input for the charging scheduler is the business or usage plan of the fleet from an
EFO. In this plan, the time slots are apparent where an EV can be charged (availability blocks)
and when an EV cannot be charged (blocked for charging). This information is given for every
battery or EV in his fleet for a time frame, which he wants to schedule.

Complex Metric: Grid Friendliness of a Charging
Schedule compared to the average Grid Friendliness
of day
The metric is used to compare the grid friendliness of a charging process with the average grid
friendliness of the day. Therefore, in a first step, the average grid friendliness of one charging
progress is calculated, by summing up the grid friendliness for every time slot within the
charging process divided by the amount of time slots. This is made for every charging process.
The result of this is subtracted by the average grid friendliness of the scheduled period, which
is the summed up grid friendliness for every time slot divided by the amount of time slots in the
period. The result of this metric has the unit number and is in the range from -2 to 2. The higher
the result is the grid friendlier was the charging behavior.
On the one hand, the metric is used to evaluate the charging scheduler regarding the degree
of grid friendly optimization. On the other hand, it is a metric, which can be shown to the user
due to economical relevance and grid stability.
Input metrics
Grid friendliness (=G)
The grid friendliness describes how beneficial or harming a charging process during a certain
time slot is for a certain grid. For example, in which way the grid stability is influenced by a
charging process. The unit of the metric is in the range from -1, if the charging process is very
bad for the grid, to +1, if the charging process is very good for the grid. The metric is hard to
gather, because there are so many influencing factors on the grid that an exact impact of a
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charging process on the grid is hard to calculate. For each time slot there are more possible
values for grid friendliness, depending on the charged kW. Therefore, the average grid
friendliness factor can be calculated and is used in the formula as a comparison. A more
detailed description about the grid friendliness is given in section II.1.1.
Calculation
Grid friendliness for one charging process
∑𝑡⊆𝑐𝑝_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐺𝑡

|𝑇𝑐𝑝_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 |

−

∑𝑡⊆𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝐺𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑡)

|𝑇𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 |

|𝑇𝑥 |: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑥
𝐺𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑡) : 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡
𝑐𝑝_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡: 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 ∶ 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
In this formula the left term describes the average grid friendliness of one charging process,
whereas the right term describes the average grid friendliness in a scheduled time period.
Grid friendliness of all charging processes

∑𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑡⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐺𝑖 ∑𝑡⊆𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐺𝑡
−
∑𝑐𝑝 |𝑇𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 |
|𝑇𝑎𝑙𝑙 |
𝑐𝑝: 𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
An addition to the first formula, the average amount of all charging processes is built in the left
term, by summing up the grid friendliness of the single processes.
Example
For one charging process
∑𝑛=3
∑𝑚=5
𝐺1 + 𝐺2 + 𝐺3 𝐺1 + 𝐺2 + 𝐺3 + 𝐺4 + 𝐺5
𝑡=1 𝐺𝑡
𝑡=1 𝐺𝑡
−
=
−
|𝑇𝑎𝑙𝑙 |
|𝑇𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 |
3
5
0,8 + 0,6 + 0,1 0 + 0,8 + 0,6 + 0,1 + (−0,5)
1,5 1
=
−
=
− = 0,5 − 0,2 = 0,3
3
5
3
5
For all charging processes (every single charging process is split into time slots like in the
example above)
∑𝑐=2
𝑐=1 𝐺𝑡

∑𝑚=5
(0,8 + 0,6 + 0,1) + (0 + 0,8 + 0,6) 0 + 0,8 + 0,6 + 0,1 + (−0,5)
𝑡=1 𝐺𝑡
=
−
𝑐=2
|𝑇𝑎𝑙𝑙 |
3+3
5
∑𝑐=1 |𝑇𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 |
1,5 + 1,4 1
=
− ≈ 0,483 − 0,2 = 0,283
6
5
Implementation
−
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The metric is important to see if the charging scheduler works effectively in terms of price
optimization. This is very important for the user acceptance of the scheduler tool and can
always be implemented in ELECTRIFIC, whenever the grid friendliness input is available.
Summary
Grid friendly charging is very important for the DSO to improve for example the stability of the
grid. And also for an EFO the grid stability might be of interest to support his local DSO and
therefore it might be important for him to see this metric. Also the grid stability is one great goal
in ELECTRIFIC.

Complex Metric: Ratio of renewable energy usage
The metric is used to determine how much the usage of renewables is improved by using the
charging scheduler in contrast of not using it. Therefore, the charged percentage of renewables
is compared to the average percentage of renewables during a scheduled period. To calculate
this, the ratio of the accumulated percentage of renewables for the consumed energy in kWh
for all charging processes is divided by the average percentage of renewables for one kWh
multiplied with the amount of charged energy. The metric is important for ELECTRIFIC to follow
its goal of increasing the usage of renewables to act in an environmental friendly way. The
result is given as percentage and can be in the range from 0, if no renewables were charged,
to 100. The higher the number the more renewable energy was charged.
On the one hand, the metric is used to evaluate the charging scheduler regarding the degree
of optimization. On the other hand, it is a metric, which can be shown to the user due to
ecological interest.
Input metrics
Ratio of renewable energy (=R)
The ratio of renewable energy is the amount of energy in the grid, which is produced in a green
way. For example, with photovoltaics. The unit of the metric is percentage with the range from
0, if there is no renewable energy in the grid, to 100, if there is only renewable energy in the
grid. The metric is hard to gather, because currently there is no technical solution available, to
identify the exact amount of renewable energy in the grid (for e.g. the GIS information of the
DSOs are not free available together with the installed PV peak power and the details of the
individuals PVs (manufacturer, inverter type, inverter modes, etc.)). For further information
about the data collection of the ratio of renewable energy in the grid, please see the grid metrics
in section II.1.2Error! Reference source not found..
Calculation
For one charging process
Case 1: If ∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑅𝑡𝑖 ≤ 1 𝑜𝑟 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ≤ 1
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 = 0
Case 2: If ∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑅𝑡𝑖 ≥ 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ≥ 1
∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑡𝑖
∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑅𝑡𝑖
∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖
|𝑇|
|𝑇|: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑐𝑝_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡: 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
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In the numerator the ratio of renewables is multiplied with the consumed energy in kWh for
each time slot and is summed up for the whole charging process. In the first term of the
denominator the average ratio of renewables is calculated by summing up the ratio for each
time slot of a scheduled period and the result is divided by the amount of time slots. In a second
step, the summed amount of consumed energy in the charging process is multiplied with the
average ratio of renewable.
For all charging processes
Case 1: If ∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑅𝑡𝑖 ≤ 1 𝑜𝑟 ∑𝑐⊆𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ≤ 1
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 = 0
Case 2: If ∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑅𝑡𝑖 ≥ 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑𝑐⊆𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ≥ 1
∑𝑐⊆𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑡𝑖
∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑅𝑡𝑖
∑𝑐⊆𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖
|𝑇|
In addition to one charging process, here the ratio of renewables for all charging processes in
a scheduled period are compared to the average ratio of renewables of a day.
Example
For one charging process
∑𝑛=3
𝑖=1 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑡𝑖

(𝐸𝑡1 ∗ 𝑅𝑡1 ) + (𝐸𝑡2 ∗ 𝑅𝑡2 ) + (𝐸𝑡3 ∗ 𝑅𝑡3 )
𝑅𝑡1 + 𝑅𝑡2 + 𝑅𝑡3 + 𝑅𝑡4 + 𝑅𝑡5
∗ (𝐸𝑡1 + 𝐸𝑡2 + 𝐸𝑡3 )
∗ ∑𝑛=3
𝐸𝑡𝑖
5
𝑖=1
|𝑇|
(3 ∗ 60) + (4 ∗ 50) + (3 ∗ 60)
560
560
=
=
=
≈ 1,27
220
30 + 60 + 50 + 60 + 20
∗ 10 440
∗ (3 + 4 + 3)
5
5
For all charging processes
∑𝑚=5
𝑗=1 𝑅𝑡𝑖

∑𝑛=3
𝑐=1 𝐸𝑐 ∗ 𝑅𝑐
𝑚=5
∑𝑗=1 𝑅𝑡
𝑖
∗∑𝑛=3
𝑐=1 𝐸𝑐
|𝑇|

=

=

((3∗60)+(4∗50)+(3∗60))+((2∗30)+(3∗60))+((3∗60)+(2∗20))
30+60+50+60+20
∗(10+5+5)
5

=

560+240+220
220
∗20
5

=

1020
880

≈

1,16 = 116%

Implementation
The metric solely compares the actual percentage of renewable energy in the grid with the
average percentage of renewables during a scheduled period and can be implemented in
ELECTRIFIC as an evaluation metric for the charging scheduler and a user metric, whenever
the input attributes are available.
Summary
The metric is important to see if the charging scheduler works effectively in terms of usage of
renewable energy. This might be very interesting for users with ecological concerns.
For some users the ecological friendliness is more important than other factors, like the price,
regarding the energy. This might be, because the user wants to reduce his ecological footprint
or it could also be that it is due to the business model of the EFO. For example, to offer mobility
to his clients in a very green way. Therefore, it is important that the charging scheduler works
effectively regarding the usage of renewables, to support the goal of the eco-friendly EFO,
which is conform with the objective of ELECTRIFIC.
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fulfilled

SoC

The metric is used to measure the number of successful charging processes in terms of
reaching the required SoC of an availability block. This metric is important to confirm the
reliability of the charging scheduler module in terms of the estimated charging time. This is
necessary to guarantee the mobility of the EVs in an EFOs fleet.
The metric is based on the relative frequency method and depends on three input metrics.
Input metrics
Availability Block
An availability block is a period of time, where the EV is available for charging. The impact on
the metric is low, because it describes just the total amount of times an EV SoC has has to fulfil
the SoCreq. The availability blocks are given to the charging scheduler with the business plan
of an EFO and is therefore easy to gather.
SoCreq
The SoCreq is the minimum SoC for an EV after an availability block, which is necessary to
ensure its mobility. The impact on the metric is low because it is only compared to the SoC has
after an availability block. The metric is easy to gather because it can easily be calculated with
the business plan of the EFO and the SoC of an EV at the start of the scheduling.
SoChas
The has SoChas describes the SoC of an EV at the end of an availability block. The SoChas has
a high impact on the defined metric, because the comparison between it and the SoCreq
determines if the charging process was calculated in the right way and the mobility of an EV
can be guaranteed. The SoChas can be collected by the CANBUS of an EV and is therefore
easy to collect, if the EV has this functionality.
Calculation
Auxiliary function:
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = {

1, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≥ 𝑦
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Function
∑𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠
𝑖=0 𝑓𝑖 (𝑆𝑜𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑠(𝑖) , 𝑆𝑜𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑖) )
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘: 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
After comparing the required SoC with the actual SoC an EV has, the function is normalized
by dividing it with the amount of availability blocks.
Example
𝑓(80,60) + 𝑓(70,50) + 𝑓(50,70) 1 + 1 + 0 2
=
= ≈ 66,7%
3
3
3
Implementation
The metric can be implemented in ELECTRIFIC whenever the SoC of an EV can be collected.
Summary
The metric is very important for an EFO and should nearly reach the 100% mark, because the
mobility of the EV fleet is very fundamental for the EFO and therefore the charging scheduler
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must work very reliable regarding this aspect. If an EV cannot start its next trip in time, because
the required SoC was not met, because the schedule time for charging was too short for
example, it can lead to monetary losses for the EFO. And if the company of the EFO is
impacted in a negative way by the charging scheduler, the EFO might stop using the charging
scheduler tool. This would also mean, that the charging scheduler cannot provide any other
information like the grid friendliness or the percentage of renewables in the grid to the EFO
anymore and therefore these aspects cannot be considered in further charging processes of
the EVs.
To secure the integrity of this metric other negative influences and circumstances like technical
issue at the CS or at the EV are not taken into account in this metric if they were the reason
why the 𝑆𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠 could not be fulfilled.

Complex Metric: Working price comparison of a
charging schedule with the average working price of
the day
The metric is used to compare the working price of the charged kWh with the average price of
a scheduled period. Therefore, the ratio of the accumulated price for the consumed energy in
kWh for all charging processes is divided by the average price for one kWh multiplied with the
amount of charged energy.
The metric is important for an EFO to follow his business goal of economical acting, which
means in this case to save money. The result of the metric is in percentage from zero to infinite.
If the result is lower than 1, it means that the working prices of the scheduled charging
processes are lower than the average working price of the day. If it is higher than or evens 1,
then the charging costs were higher than average, respectively equal the average.
On the one hand, the metric is used to evaluate the charging scheduler regarding the degree
of optimization. On the other hand, it is a metric, which can be shown to the user due to
economical relevance.
Input metrics
Price (=P)
The price is the working price for one kWh of energy during a time slot. The unit is Eurocent.
The unit has a high impact on the metric, because it is the relevant factor for the business
goals of an EFO. The metric is sent by the forecast of WP4 and is therefore easy to get in the
charging scheduler. The price scheme is described more detailed section II.6.1. For each time
slot there are more prices available, therefore the average price can be calculated and is used
as a comparison in the formula.
The metric solely compares the actual charging costs with the average charging price during
a scheduled period and can be implemented in ELECTRIFIC as an evaluation metric for the
charging scheduler and a user metric, whenever the input attributes are available.
Calculation
Working price comparison for one charging process
Case 1: If ∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑃𝑡𝑖 = 0 𝑜𝑟 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 = 0
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 0
Case 2: If ∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑃𝑡𝑖 ≥ 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ≥ 1
∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑖
∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑡)𝑖
∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖
|𝑇|
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|𝑇|: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑡) : 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡
𝑐𝑝_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡: 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
In the numerator price is multiplied with the consumed energy in kWh for each time slot and is
summed up for the whole charging process. In the first term of the denominator the average
working price is calculated by summing up the price for each time slot of a scheduled period
and the result is divided by the amount of time slots. In a second step, the summed amount of
consumed energy in the charging process is multiplied with the average working price.
Working price comparison for all charging processes
Case 1: If ∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑃𝑡𝑖 = 0 𝑜𝑟 ∑𝑐⊆𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 = 0
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 0
Case 2: If ∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑃𝑡𝑖 ≥ 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑𝑐⊆𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ≥ 1
∑𝑐⊆𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡 ∗ 𝑃𝑡
𝑖
𝑖
∑𝑗⊆𝑇 𝑃𝑡
𝑖∑
𝑐⊆𝑐𝑝 ∑𝑖⊆𝑐𝑝−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑡𝑖
|𝑇|

In addition to one charging process, here the price for all charging processes in a scheduled
period is compared to the average working price of a day.
Example
For one charging process:
∑𝑛=3
𝑖=1 𝐸𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑖

(𝐸𝑡1 ∗ 𝑃𝑡1 ) + (𝐸𝑡2 ∗ 𝑃𝑡2 ) + (𝐸𝑡3 ∗ 𝑃𝑡3 )
𝑃𝑡1 + 𝑃𝑡2 + 𝑃𝑡3 + 𝑃𝑡4 + 𝑃𝑡5
∗ (𝐸𝑡1 + 𝐸𝑡2 + 𝐸𝑡3 )
∗ ∑𝑛=3
𝐸𝑡𝑖
5
𝑖=1
|𝑇|
(3 ∗ 4) + (4 ∗ 3) + (3 ∗ 3)
33
33
=
=
=
≈ 0,868
19
4+3+3+4+5
∗ 10 38
∗ (3 + 4 + 3)
5
5
For all charging processes:
∑𝑚=5
𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑖

∑𝑛=3
𝑐=1 𝐸𝑐 ∗ 𝑃𝑐
𝑚=5
∑
𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑖
∗∑𝑛=3
𝑐=1 𝐸𝑐
|𝑇|

=

=

((3∗4)+(4∗3)+(3∗3))+((2∗3)+(3∗3))+((3∗3)+(2∗4))
4+3+3+4+5
∗(10+5+5)
5

=

33+15+17
19
∗20
5

=

65
76

≈ 0,855

Implementation
The metric is important to see if the charging scheduler works effectively in terms of price
optimization. This is very important for the user acceptance of the scheduler tool.
Summary
For most EFOs the business aspect is very important. Therefore, the possibility to save money
by using the charging scheduler by following his recommendations is very important. If the
charging scheduler works incorrect or unprofitable regarding the price optimization, it could
lead to an instant loss of trust in the tool and the EFO could stop using it. This would also mean
that the tool cannot provide any more information about the grid friendliness or the usage of
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renewables to the EFO and therefore these aspects cannot be considered in the charging
schedule anymore.

Complex Metric: Ratio of available capacity
adherence for each timeslot in a scheduled period
The metric is used to determine, how often the available capacity level was maintained or not
exceeded in the planning of the charging scheduler. Therefore, the needed capacity of all
charging processes in a certain time slot are summed up and compared to the available
capacity at this time slot. The metric is based on the statistical “relative frequency” method and
the unit of the result is percentage in the range from 0, if every time slot exceeded the capacity
level, and 100, if the available capacity was maintained in every time slot. This metric is
important for the EFO, because an exceedance of the available capacity can lead to monetary
losses or the DSO will even shut down his CS temporarily. For example, if an EV cannot drive
cause the battery SoC is not high enough or if the EFO gets worse conditions from his energy
supplier due to the capacity overshoot.
On the one hand, the metric is used to evaluate the charging scheduler regarding the
adherence of the available capacity. On the other hand, it is a metric, which can be shown to
the user due to ecological and business interest.
Input metrics
Available Capacity (=AC)
This input is the available capacity for charging at a certain time slot. The unit of the metric is
in kVA. The information is given to the charging scheduler by the forecast controller, therefore
it is always available. For further information about the gathering of this input, please see WP4.
The impact of this input on the metric is medium, because the it is only compared to the planned
charging power. But if the available capacity level is very low, it is harder to not exceed it. [also
see section II.1.1.f]
Planned charging power need (=𝑃𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 )
This input is the charging power, which is scheduled for each time slot. The unit of this input is
kVA. It is calculated within the charging scheduler and therefore, this information is easy to
gather. The impact of this input on the metric is very, due to the fact that it is compared to the
available capacity.
Calculation
Auxiliary function
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 ≤ 𝐴𝐶
𝑓(𝑃𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 , 𝐴𝐶) = {
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
The auxiliary function basically compares the planned amount of kWh charged with the
available capacity. The result is 1 of the planned amount is lower than the available capacity
and is 0 if it’s higher than the available amount.
Calculation of the function
∑𝑡⊆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑓(𝑃𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑(𝑡) , 𝐴𝐶𝑡 )
|𝑇|
|𝑇|: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠: 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
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After comparing the planned power need with the available capacity for each time slot, the
result is normalized by dividing with the amount of times slots of a scheduled period.
Example
∑𝑛=3
𝑡=1 𝑓(𝑃𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑(𝑡) , 𝐴𝐶𝑡 )
|𝑇|

=

𝑓(15,20) + 𝑓(22,18) + 𝑓(17,20) 1 + 0 + 1 2
=
= ≈ 0,667
3
3
3

Implementation
The metric can always be implemented in ELECTRIFIC if the input parameters are available.
On the one hand, it can be used as an evaluation metric for the charging scheduler itself and
on the other hand, it can be used as a user metric, as an information for the EFOs business.
Summary
The metric is important to see if the charging scheduler works faultless in terms of maintaining
the available capacity. This belongs to the goals of guaranteeing the mobility of an EFOs fleet
and to charge in a grid friendly way.
If the available capacity is overshot, it might appear that the charging power is reduced from
the provider, due to reasons of grid stability. If this happens the estimation for the charging
times of the batteries will be too short and the required SoC cannot be met in time, so the
applicability of the battery will be delayed. This could impact the business of the EFO in a very
negative way. On the one hand it might be that he cannot use the EV to follow his business
goals (e.g. in the case of a delivery service the EV cannot be used to deploy packages). On
the other hand, he could be charged a higher service price for his charging processes by his
energy supplier, because he exceeded the available capacity level. If the charging scheduler
does not maintain the available capacity correctly and has a negative impact on the business,
the EFO might stop using it. If this happens the charging scheduler cannot provide any further
information to the EFO regarding the grid-friendliness or the percentage of renewable energy
in the grid, which would oppose the goals of the ELECTRIFIC project.

II.4. Usage Profiling Metrics
Complex

Metric:

Environmental

Friendliness

(EnFr)
In this section, the Environmental Friendliness (EnFr) of Electric Vehicle (EV) drivers is
specified. It describes the environmental care of drivers considering their driving style. The
metric provides a percentage of this behavior in a percentage between 0 and 100. EnFr is
used as internal as well as user metric. Therefore, it could be used as signal for the driver for
encouragement in driving a more environmental friendly way.
Metric inputs
For the EnFr metric, different inputs are necessary which are obtained both from the Data
Collection of THD and Geographic Information systems (GIS).
At first, the energy consumption (x1) of the EV is needed, which is directly influenced by driver
actions. For example, the usage of the acceleration pedal influences the power transferred
from battery to motor and therefore leads to a certain energy consumption of the vehicle. Using
the THD Data Collection, the State of Charge (SoC) at the start and the end of a trip as well
as the driven kilometers are obtained. These are needed to calculate the average energy
consumption over a trip with a unit of watthours per kilometer and a range from zero to infinity.
Secondly, GIS information about the driven route is necessary in order to bring the driver
actions into relation. For this, the relative use of city (x2), rural (x3) and highway (x4) route
sections throughout the trip are obtained from GIS systems. These parameters are calculated
by taking the Global Positioning System (GPS) information of the EV from the Data Collection
system and comparing it to spatial information about street infrastructure. Hence, the amount
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of a specific road type can be derived, which is why x2 to x4 are given as percentages with
ranges between 0 to 100%.
Another parameter is the usage of the Eco Button. As the state of the Eco Button is provided
by the THD Data Collection, the duration of its “ON”-state can be divided by the duration of the
trip in order to receive a percentage (0 to 100%) for the trip. It is estimated, that the use of the
Eco Button significantly shows an environmental attitude of a driver.
Lastly, the average speed on a trip is considered. This parameter is obtained as time series
data throughout the driven route from the Data Collection system. This input is given in the unit
of kilometers per hour with a range from zero to infinity.
Calculation and Example
For the calculation of the EnFr metric, the parameters need to be normalized in order to provide
a result as percentage. As the parameters get normalized, all inputs given as percentages also
need to be turned into absolute values.
Firstly, the energy consumption over a trip (x1) is divided by the average energy consumption
of the EV. The latter can be obtained by processing historical EV data, where the SoC and the
mileage are necessary to provide an average energy consumption in the unit of kilowatt per
kilometer. This allows to observe, how impulsive the driver was following the route. The result
of this calculation gives n1, as shown in the following formula.
𝑥1
𝑛1 =
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
Secondly, the ratio of the different route section types need to be divided by the number 100
to get absolute values from their percentages. The route types are city (x2), rural (x3) and
highway (x4). Also, the usage of the Eco Button (x5) throughout the trip needs to be preprocessed in the same way.
𝑥2
𝑛2 =
100
𝑥3
𝑛3 =
100
𝑥4
𝑛4 =
100
𝑥5
𝑛5 =
100
The third normalization considers the drivers adherence to speed limits. As these limits differ
in the various route types, each speed value (x6,i) needs to be compared to the limit at the
exact GPS location. As higher speeds also mean higher energy consumption, a slower driving
speed is considered as more environmentally-friendly. This calculation currently neglects traffic
situation. For example, a driver could wait for traffic lights to switch to green or be in a traffic
jam. This could add an error to the result. However, there is currently no option to identify these
traffic situations which is why the calculation is used nevertheless for now.
𝑛6 =

𝑛
1
𝑥6,𝑖
∑
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑖

After the normalization of each input, the EnFr is calculated. This is done by adding weights to
the parameters n1 to n6 and calculating a percentage value.
𝐸𝑛𝐹𝑟 =

𝑎⃗ ∗ 𝑛⃗⃗
∗ 100
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖
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𝑎1
𝑛1
𝑎2
𝑛2
𝑎3
𝑛3
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = 𝑎 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛⃗⃗ = 𝑛 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐
4
4
𝑎5
𝑛5
(𝑎6 )
(𝑛6 )
In the following example, a sportive user is shown, which is why a higher energy consumption
as well as vehicle speed slightly above the speed limits is used. Also, only a 5% usage of the
Eco Button is observed with the user. Thus, the EnFr metric results in a percentage of 55.7%.
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚 = 1.18
𝑛1 =
𝑘𝑊ℎ
0.17
𝑘𝑚
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𝐸𝑛𝐹𝑟 =

2 ∗ 𝑛1 + 1 ∗ 𝑛2 + 1 ∗ 𝑛3 + 1 ∗ 𝑛4 + 3 ∗ 𝑛5 + 2 ∗ 𝑛6
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2+1+1+1+3+2
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2∗1.18+1∗0.54+1∗0.25+1∗0.21+3∗0.05+2∗1.03
∗ 100%
10

=

5.57
∗ 100% = 55.7%
10

Summary
In the EnFr metric, the environmental friendliness of a driver during a trip is determined. It
includes the energy consumption, trip properties, Eco button usage and the vehicle speed.
Hence, the data can be obtained using the THD Data Collection system and processed
automatically. The result of the metric is a percentage value and could be displayed in the EV
so that the driver can get incentivized in order to follow a more environmental friendly driving
style. EnFr is used in ELECTRIFIC for research purposes but could also be applied for other
software systems which have the purpose of a human machine interaction.

Complex Metric: Level of Sportiveness (LeSpo)
The Level of Sportiveness (LeSpo) metric specifies the ratio of how sportive a driver is taking
a trip in an EV. It is given as percentage where a low level can be interpreted as a cautious
driving style. The LeSpo is used as internal metric, since it is used for research in usage
profiling. Besides this it can be used to show the driver a statistical feedback on the driving
style.
Metric inputs
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In order to derive the sportiveness of a driver, especially the usage of EV controls, e.g. the
acceleration pedal, is crucial. Also, dynamical statistics of the vehicle itself are needed to see
the interaction of the driver with the traffic.
Firstly, the energy consumption in the trip is needed. Similarly to the EnFr metric (see section
0), this values is obtained by dividing the SoC difference between trip start and end by the
driven distance. Hence, this input is relatively easy to obtain.
Secondly, the usage of the acceleration and brake pedal is necessary to calculate the LeSpo
metric. As described by Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2014), pedal position and the break times between
usage of acceleration and brake pedal can be used to determine the driving style (Lin et al.,
2014). From the Data Collection system, the pedal positions can be obtained as time series
during trips. Thus, they can be determined fairly easy. However, the values from the time series
aren’t received in fixed periods which is why the break times between pedal usage is difficult
to get.
Two other input metrics are needed for the LeSpo metric. These are the ratio of Eco Button
usage and the speed throughout the trip. Both input metrics are described in section 0 of the
EnFr metric. Hence, the calculation can be reused.
Calculation and Example
For the LeSpo metric, the input need to be normalized. Therefore, they are brought in relation
to other statistical information. For example, the energy consumption of a trip is processed
considering the average energy consumption of the EV in order to generate the normalized
parameter n1.
𝑥1
𝑛1 =
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
The pedal usage is determined from pedal position time series in the trip. Using the maximum
positions of a trip as references, each other position values can be processed to get ratios of
the usage. This is shown in the formulas for n2 and n3. For example, if a driver needs to perform
100 accelerations during a trip, the pedal position can tell if these accelerations were strong or
only slightly.
𝑛2 =

𝑛
1
𝑥2,𝑖
∑
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

𝑛3 =

𝑛
1
𝑥3,𝑖
∑
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

As the Eco Button usage is beneficial for environmental friendly driving and thus is indirectly
proportional to sportiveness, it needs to be subtracted from the value one to provide the
normalized inverse parameter n4.
𝑥4
𝑛4 = 1 −
100
As described in the calculation of the EnFr metric (section 0), the vehicle speed is processed
considering the traffic speed limits.
𝑛5 =

𝑛
1
𝑥5,𝑖
∑
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑖

The last step of the calculation contains weighting as well as the multiplication of the
normalized parameters.
𝐿𝑒𝑆𝑝𝑜 =

𝑎⃗ ∗ 𝑛⃗⃗
∗ 100%
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖
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𝑎1
𝑛1
𝑎2
𝑛2
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = 𝑎3 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛⃗⃗ = 𝑛3 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐
𝑎4
𝑛4
(𝑎5 )
(𝑛5 )
In an example, a rather average driver is assumed who tends to approximate speed limits
while keeping the overall energy consumption low. Here, usage of accelerator and brake
pedals is roughly around average and collected once obtained by the Data Collection system.
Also, the weights for the parameters are equally distributed. This results in a result of 65.6%
sportiveness.
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5
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1
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = 𝑎3 = 1
𝑎4
1
𝑎
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( ) (1)

Summary
In this metric, the sportiveness level of a driver is determined. By its result, it can estimate if
the driving style is cautious or sportive. The LeSpo metric is used in ELECTRIFIC for the
research in usage profiling but can also be used as feedback signal for the driver. Thus, it
could be used in project external applications which rely on usage statistics of EV drivers.

Complex Metric: Need for Fully Charged EV (NFC)
In this section, the Need of Always Fully Charged EV (NFC) metric is specified. It represents
the driver’s need to always have the EV on a high SoC level. This could be caused by the need
of a high level of flexibility or due to range anxiety which covers the anxiety of running out of
energy during the trip. NFC provides a percentage of the driver’s need and is used both as
internal metric for research in ELECTRIFIC as well as user metric in order to give the driver a
feedback about their own driving behavior.
Metric inputs
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The NFC metric requires input data about the frequency and type of driving and charging
processes of EVs which we propose to be the behavioral complements of the drivers range
anxiety.
One input describes the frequency at which a user ends a trip by plugging the EV to a CS. This
frequency can be determined by mapping EV driving data with statistical information about CS
use from the CS backend across time. For example, a trip ends at 10 am at location A and a
charging process can be found at this location and time with the respective energy charge.
This way, the overlap between charging processes and taken trips can be confirmed. The
match between charging processes at the end of a trip can be calculated as a percentage, with
a range from 0 to 100. In order to derive the behavioral complement of a user, these
percentages need to build up over time for a certain user. Therefore, all trips and charging
processes performed by a user need to be considered here.
Another variable is the minimum SoC level at the end of the users’ trips. This input can explain
another facet of range anxiety, because some users might tend to plug in the EV to the CS
earlier than other users. Here, range anxious drivers could show the behavior to look for a
nearby CS at a certain drop of SoC, e.g. 50%. The minimum SoC level is given in the unit of
kilowatt hours, with a range from zero to infinity.
The ratio of fast charging types chosen from all charging types used by the driver is also
included in the NFC metric. It is given as percentage with values from 0 to 100 and is identified
by analyzing all performed charging processes and filtering them by charging type.
The last input in the NFC metric is the SoC level after a charging process. Anxious drivers
might always try to charge to a level of 100%, ensuring that the destination of the next trip can
be reached. This input can be obtained from the first SoC value of the next trip and is therefore
fairly easy to acquire.
Calculation and Example
The NFC metric is calculated by normalizing all inputs first, as shown in the formulas for n1 to
n4. The ratio of charging processes after a trip (x1) and the ratio of fast charging processes (x3)
.are simply adjusted to the numerical range required by the final NFC formula.
𝑥1
𝑛1 =
100
𝑥3
𝑛3 =
100
Further calculation is needed for the SoC level at the end of a trip (x2) and the SoC level after
a charging process (x4). In order to normalize these values, the current maximum capacity of
the battery needs to be taken as reference. This is needed since the capacity decreases with
battery degradation and needs to be recalibrated frequently. The latest value of the current
maximum capacity is obtained when an EV was charged to 100% SoC, where the SoC
resembles the capacity. The following formulas show this consideration.
𝑥2
𝑛2 =
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚_𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑥4
𝑛4 =
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚_𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
The NFC metric is then calculated by adding weights to the parameters n1 to n4 and multiplying
them. After that, they are in brought in a percentage format.
𝑁𝐴𝐻𝐶 =

𝑎⃗ ∗ 𝑛⃗⃗
∗ 100%
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖

𝑎1
𝑛1
𝑎2
𝑛2
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑎⃗ = (𝑎 ) = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛⃗⃗ = (𝑛 ) = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐
3
3
𝑎4
𝑛4
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In the following example, a user tends to charge the EV after the trip with a probability of 85%
while 60% of all charging processes are performed with fast charging modes. The driver tends
to charge always to 100% SoC while the lowest SoC reached while driving was 40%. This
leads to an NFC level of 71.5%.
85
= 0.85
100
60
𝑛3 =
= 0.6
100
10 𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑛2 =
= 0.4
25 𝑘𝑊ℎ
25 𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑛4 =
=1
25 𝑘𝑊ℎ
3 ∗ 0.85 + 3 ∗ 0.6 + 2 ∗ 0.4 + 2 ∗ 1
𝑁𝐴𝐻𝐶 =
∗ 100% = 71.5%
10
𝑛1 =

Summary
This section contains the specification of the Need of Always Fully Charged EV (NFC) metric.
NFC is used to determine how much and often a driver needs to have the EV charged full.
NFC finds application in the research on usage profiling within ELECTRIFIC. However, it could
also be helpful for other research groups or software solutions which require information about
driver behavior. This way, personalized recommendations can be made regarding the charging
of EVs.

II.5. User Profiling Metrics
The following section covers the project aim of specifying psychological variables that ensure
adequate incentive structures and applying these to design optimal non-financial incentives.
The section describes the metrics used in the user profiling survey, which will be used to
construct user profiles from CEV drivers and owners and EV drivers and owners to compare
their behaviors and attitudes towards EVs, and later to match different incentive schemes to
user profiles to test their efficacy.
Previous research suggest that battery technology limitations (range, limited capacity, long
charging times) and high battery costs are the major (technical) obstacles to a widespread
adoption of EVs. However, current and future EVs are part of a socio-technological
environment. Therefore, social or psychological barriers may be of equivalent importance for
the mainstream consumer market (Egbue & Long, 2012). The survey aims to monitor
psychological variables, needs and barriers when it comes to EV technology adaption. Thus,
the metrics involved were drawn and adapted from existing research regarding EV attitudes,
ecological behavior and technical savviness as described below.
Since car ownership and travel distance contribute the most to CO2 emissions in transportation
(Zhao, 2010), it is essential to assess the level of mobility needs to further determine how those
needs can be answered by more sustainable alternatives and the ADAS system. Mobility
choices regarding experienced EV drivers include the greenness of a trip, i.e. energy use and
usage of the grid.
According to the Theory of Planned Behavior by Ajzen (1991), attitudes regarding the subject
are one essential factor that determines consumers intention, behavior and/or decision
making. Both positive and negative attitudes are influenced by perceived knowledge and
experience. Thus, not only general attitudes towards EVs are measured via the metrics
presented, but also technical savviness (battery technology, fuel efficiency) as well as
ownership and usage patterns of experienced EV drivers (driving type, recommender system
acceptance). Additionally, ecological attitudes as an important predictor of ecological behavior
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will be monitored using an adaption to the scale provided by Kaiser, Wöfling and Fuhrer (1999),
covering environmental knowledge (e.g. battery charging, efficient driving behavior),
environmental values (e.g. support of non-fossil fuel) and ecological behavior intention (e.g.
the wish to be part of a sustainable society).
In summary, the developed metrics will add valuable insight to existing research and the
current ELECTRIFIC research on what determines EV driver’s choices and behavior. The
focus lies on psychological variables (needs, barriers, beliefs) which were found to be key for
designing functional and accepted sustainable technology, such as the ADAS system.
Furthermore, the variables contribute to the project means of which financial and/or nonfinancial incentives will spur usage of EV car-sharing with E-WALD services.

Complex Metric: Level of mobility needs
This metric captures the need and use of vehicles of any kind. The purpose is to gain an
understanding about the possible mobility needs of users of the Electrific ADAS in order to
adapt the service to them in this regard.
Zhao (2010) identified transportation as an essential factor for the economic development of
major cities, as well as for the social and economic wellbeing of their inhabitants. Despite its
important role, transportation is also a key cause for environmental problems in the cities and
beyond. When cities and population grow, a substantial grow of trip distance, motorized travel
and car ownership are observed. Additional aspects of transportation are accessibility and
infrastructure of public transport. However, car ownership and travel distance contribute the
most to the CO2-Emission in transportation.
Influencing factors of this metric are the ownership of cars and other vehicles and the daily
driven distance to work and in private situations. The metric will be calculated in the form of a
percentage (the higher the percentage, the higher the mobility need), and will be used as both
a user metric (a metric that is used to describe a target user group) as well as an internal
metric.
Ownership of cars and other vehicles
These input metrics are provided by a user inputting in a survey how many cars of which type
they own and have driven, as well as how many other vehicles they own and have driven. For
the purpose of the mobility needs metric, the input will be processed in a binary manner, i.e. 0
if no car is owned and 1 if cars are owned. Same for other vehicles, 0 if no motorbike is owned,
and 1 if a motorbike is owned. Data collection in this regard can be judged as easy, and impact
on the mobility needs metric is high for the car item (4/5) and medium for the other vehicle item
(2/5).
Distance driven in work and private situations
These input metrics are provided by a user inputting in a survey how many kilometers per day
they drive to work, and how many km per day they drive for private purposes. For the purpose
of the mobility needs metric, the input will be processed in the following manner: User input
will be 0…∞, however if users input is more than 100, it will be processed as 100. Data
collection in this regard can be judged as easy, and impact on the mobility needs metric is high
(4/5) in both instances.
Calculation
The calculation for the mobility needs metric will thus be a sum of weighted input metrics
divided by the max sum times 100 to receive a percentage score,
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝑥1 ∗ 𝛼1 + 𝑥2 ∗ 𝛼2 + 𝑥3 ∗ 𝛼3 + 𝑥4 ∗ 𝛼4
𝛴 (𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥) ∗𝛼)

∗ 100

, where α = weight of item. For example, a user might own zero cars, one motorbike, and drive
5km to work and 12km for private purposes,
0 ∗ 10 + 1 ∗ 5 + 5 ∗ 1 + 12 ∗ 1

10.23 = (1 ∗ 10 + 1 ∗ 5 + 100 ∗ 1 + 100 ∗ 1) ∗ 100
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–10.23 out of 100 therefore indicates a low individual mobility need.
Evaluation
Mobility needs were defined via car ownership and trip distance. In Electrific, this metric will be
important to generate user clusters, and analyze whether there are differences in mobility
behavior when comparing users of EVs and CEVs and car sharer vs car owners. We will also
see whether users with higher or lower mobility needs respond differently to incentives.

Complex Metric: Environmental friendliness
This metric captures the level of environmental care exhibited by users, their environmental
attitudes and their behavior. The purpose is to gain an understanding about the subjectively
perceived and actual environmental friendliness of users of the Electrific ADAS in order to
adapt the service to them in this regard.
When thinking about ecological behavior and how to nudge it towards more environmentalfriendly actions, the choice of everyday transportation is one key element of ecological
behavior. Thus, it is worth discussing how to efficiently assess ecological behavior for our
purposes. Kaiser et al. (1999) identified environmental attitude as a powerful predictor of
ecological behavior, which itself is composed of three sub-dimensions: environmental
knowledge, environmental values and ecological behavior intention. The authors developed a
questionnaire to assess each of the three dimensions represented by various statements that
participants agreed or disagreed with on a 5-point-Likert-Scale (e.g. “I agree that ozone near
the ground may cause respiration problems”, “I agree that animals should have legal rights”, “I
agree that I would prefer not to drive to work any longer”). Results showed that environmental
knowledge and environmental values both explain ecological behavior intention which, in turn,
strongly predicts general ecological behavior.
As before, the use of transportation as mentioned by Zhao (2010) is an important indicator for
environmental and social well-being.
The metric will be calculated in the form of a percentage (the higher the percentage, the higher
the environmental friendliness) from the following input metrics, and will be used as both a
user metric (a metric that is used to describe a target user group) as well as an internal metric.
Ownership of cars and other vehicles
These input metrics are the same as in the complex metric “Level of mobility needs”.
Distance driven in work and private situations
These input metrics are the same as in the complex metric “Level of mobility needs”.
Environmental facilities
This input metric is provided by a user inputting in a survey which environmental facilities they
have at home, selecting from a list (photovoltaic, charging wallbox) or inputting their own. For
the purpose of the environmental friendliness metric, the input will be counted. Data collection
in this regard can be judged as easy, and impact on the environmental friendliness metric is
high (5/5).
New Ecological Paradigm Scale
This input metric is provided by a user selecting, on a 1-7 Likert Scale, the value that applies
the most to their belief (with 7 being the most environmentally friendly). For the purpose of the
environmental friendliness metric, the input will be averaged into a single value. Data collection
can be judged as easy, and impact on the environmental friendliness metric is high (4/5).
Past EV Use
This input metric is provided by a user selecting the frequency of their use of an EV in terms
of the frequency of times used, on a range from 1 to 5 (with 5 the most frequent). Data collection
can be judged as easy, and impact on the environmental friendliness metric is high (4/5).
Future EV Use
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This input metric is provided by a user selecting how likely they will use or purchase an EV in
the future, on a range from 1 to 5 (with 5 the most frequent). Data collection can be judged as
easy, and impact on the environmental friendliness metric is medium (2/5).
Speeding
This input metric is provided by a user selecting, on a 1 to 5 Likert scale, whether they enjoy
driving at high speeds and whether they always use the maximum speed within the limit, with
5 enjoying the speediest drives. Items in this scale are averaged. Data collection can be judged
as easy, impact on the environmental friendliness metric is medium (2/4).
Calculation
The calculation for the metric will thus be a sum of weighted input metrics divided by the max
sum times 100 to receive a percentage score, see above.
Evaluation
Although the items by Kaiser et al. (1999) are of high value for sustainability research, the
employment of the entire questionnaire would too time-consuming within the survey. Thus, we
compromised on fewer items which still capture the three proposed dimensions: environmental
knowledge (e.g. battery charging, efficient driving behavior), environmental values (e.g.
support of non-fossil fuel) and ecological behavior intention (e.g. the wish to be part of a
sustainable society). Given that ecological behavior is not the only concept of interest when it
comes to profiles of EV drivers, the measures are limited to a manageable but still sufficient
number of items. Thus, environmental friendliness is defined via mobility behaviors,
environmental installations, and responses to environmental attitude questionnaires. As the
previous mobility metric, this metric will be important to generate user clusters, and analyze
whether there are differences in environmental friendliness when comparing users of EVs and
CEVs and car sharer vs car owners. We will also see whether users who score higher on
environmental friendliness respond differently to incentives than those who score lower.

Complex Metric: Self-perception of technological
know-how
This metric captures the users’ knowledge of technology and driving efficacy, in a selfdescribed manner, thus yielding a subjective interpretation. The purpose is to measure how to
present complex concepts such as charging metrics within the Electrific ADAS and whether
users will be willing to accept recommender suggestions.
According to Egbue and Long (2012), one of the major barriers to widespread EV adoption is
uncertainty associated with the EV battery technology and sustainability of fuel source. These
psychological barriers represent an important aspect besides technological issues, such as
battery cost and battery technology limitations. It was found that technological savviness differs
across gender, age and education groups. Generally, the more people experience and know
about sustainable energy use, the more openness was found towards alternative energy use
and new technologies. Thus, we consider it is essential to monitor battery savviness as well
as knowledge about fuel and driving efficiency, i.e. the non-linear relationship between
speeding and fuel efficiency.
In order to investigate the perception of time saving and speeding, Eriksson, Patten, Svenson
and Eriksson (2015) provided participants with theoretical scenarios where a specific driving
distance had to be covered in order to arrive at a scheduled appointment right on time, even
when encountering obstacles, e.g. traffic jam. The participants showed systematic biases in
speed judgements which corroborate a time saving bias; participants underestimated the time
saved when increasing speed from a low speed and overestimated the time saved when
increasing speed from a high speed as predicted. Regarding battery savviness, Franke and
Krems (2013) developed a measurement for user-battery interaction style (UBIS). UBIS was
observed to be a relatively temporally stable characteristic that showed some cross-device
consistency and was significantly related to battery charging behavior. UBIS items covered
daily habits (e.g. “I typically charged when I was close to my usual charging site”) as well as
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safety needs (e.g. “I typically charged when I was below a specific buffer range that I always
wanted to have in the battery”).
The metric will be calculated in the form of a percentage (the higher the percentage, the higher
the technological know-how) from the following input metrics, and will be used as both a user
metric (a metric that is used to describe a target user group) as well as an internal metric.
EV and CV handling
This input metric is provided by a user selecting, on a 1-5 Likert Scale, the value that applies
the most to how well they could deal with a technological innovation or handle a technological
problem with CEVs, EVs or just new technologies (with 5 being the most technical savvy). For
the purpose of the technological know-how metric, the input of all items will be averaged into
a single value. Data collection can be judged as easy, and impact on the technological knowhow metric is high (5/5).
Battery Knowledge
This input metric consists of the user answering a range of items related to battery functioning,
in the form of a true or false quiz. Thus, the input range is binary. Data collection can be judged
as easy, and impact on the technological know-how metric is high (4/5).
Fuel Usage
This input metric consists of the user answering a range of items related to fuel usage, in the
form of a multiple-choice quiz out of which one option is correct. Thus, the input range is binary
(false/true). Data collection can be judged as easy, and impact on the technological know-how
metric is medium (2/5).
Speeding
This input metric is the same as described in the Environmental Friendliness metric.
Recommender system acceptance
These input metrics are provided by a user selecting, on 1-5 Likert Scales, their previous use
of recommender systems (with 5 being most frequent use), and their perception of
recommender systems (with 5 being most positive). For the purpose of the technological knowhow metric, the input of all items will be averaged for both scales. Data collection can be judged
as easy, and impact on the technological know-how metric is high (5/5)
Calculation
The calculation for the metric will thus be a sum of weighted input metrics divided by the max
sum times 100 to receive a percentage score, see metrics above.
Evaluation
Given the importance of technological knowledge and the predictive power of user-battery
interaction style for adoption of new technologies, the items in the metric presented ask for
beliefs about ideal battery handling and charging. Since technological savviness is an
important, however not the only factor influencing EV adoption (Steg, Perlaviciute & van der
Werff, 2015), the set of items was limited to an acceptable amount within the survey.

Complex Metric: EV Perception
This metric captures the users’ perceptions and satisfaction with EV driving and/or existing EV
usage, in a self-described manner, thus yielding a subjective interpretation of EV perceptions.
When looking at what influences EV consumer behavior, the theory of planned behavior (TPB)
by Ajzen (1991) states three factors that influence intention and thus behavior: attitudes,
subjective norms and perceived impact of behavior. According to the theory, attitudes are
determined by knowledge and experience (Egbue & Long, 2012). Reviewing multiple studies
on EV attitudes it was found that perceived benefits of EV driving included environmental
friendliness, good reputation, special treatments (e.g. parking space, driving on bus lanes) and
lower running costs. Perceived disadvantages or dissatisfaction included uncertainty about
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battery charging, driving range, traffic safety and functionality in the winter season (Hjorthol,
2013).
The metric will be calculated in the form of a percentage (the higher the percentage, the higher
the positive EV perception) from the following input metrics, and will be used as both a user
metric (a metric that is used to describe a target user group) as well as an internal metric.
Past EV use
This input metric is described in the previous complex metric “Environmental Friendliness”.
Future EV use
This input metric is described in the previous complex metric “Environmental Friendliness”.
Usage of EV sharing services
This input metric is provided by a user selecting their use of EV car sharing services on a range
from 1 to 5 (with 5 the most frequent). Data collection can be judged as easy, and impact on
the environmental friendliness metric is medium (2/5).
Attractiveness of EVs
This input metric is provided by a user selecting, on a 1-5 Likert Scale, the attractiveness of
various features of EVs, such as low noise pollution, easier acceleration and so forth (with 5
being highly attractive). For the purpose of the EV perception metric, the input of all items will
be averaged into a single value. Data collection can be judged as easy, and impact on the EV
perception metric is high (5/5).
EV adoption – barriers and advantages
These input metrics are provided by a user selecting, on a 1-5 Likert Scale, the reasons of
various features of EVs being barriers to adoption, such as charging infrastructure, (with
inversed score calculated from 5 being perceived as a very important barrier), and the reasons
for adoption of EVs, such as not supporting the oil industry or because it is the reasonable
thing to do (with 5 being very important). For the purpose of the EV perception metric, the input
of all items will be averaged for each of the two scales. Data collection can be judged as easy,
and impact on the EV perception metric is high (5/5).
Calculation
The calculation for the metric will thus be a sum of weighted input metrics divided by the max
sum times 100 to receive a percentage score, see metrics above.
Evaluation
What can be summarized as perceived attractiveness of EVs is complemented here by more
general ecological attitudes and in how far EVs are considered suitable to mirror these attitudes
(see metric Environmental Friendliness for reference). Since attitudes should always be
compared in the light of knowledge and experience (Jensen, Cherchi & Mabit, 2013), this
metric enhances the other metrics presented in this survey. Another main idea is that
depending on the attitude functions of EV owners, different incentives might play important
roles in their adoption of green routing and greener charging.

II.6. Pricing Metrics
In ELECTRIFIC, incentives are used to influence the behavior of EV users. Besides
psychological incentives, financial and material incentives will be utilized to foster coordinated
charging. In ELECTRIFIC, financial incentives are considered in the form of pricing schemes
(see D2.2 and D6.1).
A pricing structure and related metrics are needed in order to fulfill various of the project’s
means. Means 1a: creating EV travel planning algorithm, that is integrated into the navigation.
As integral part of the smart travel planning, charging and its pricing are of major importance.
Means 1b: creating energy management algorithms, with integration of the battery
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management system and charging allocation procedure. The charging allocation also
considers price parameters like energy price or charging capacity. Means 2b: developing
battery friendly charging algorithms and health monitoring to support EV allocation in a car
fleet. Battery-friendly charging may be used in order to reduce costs from batteries and
potentially reduce battery leasing fees. Means 4a: specifying psychol. variables that ensure
adequate incentive structures and applying these to design optimal financial incentives. The
financial incentives being considered in ELECTRIFC are mainly related to applying different
(dynamic) pricing schemes. Means 4b: designing algorithms that provide a balance between
user’s needs and grid requirements while charging. Cheaper e-mobility can be one of the
user’s needs. Pricing strategies can be used to find this balance.
The pricing metrics are needed as internal or user metrics for the following ETS components
(see D2.1 and D3.1):




ADAS UI (user metric for EVO/EFU): User Profiles: Profiles defined by different
sociodemographic and psychological variables to ensure that incentives are compliant
with different user profiles. Incentives: Monetary and non-monetary incentives used to
guide EV users to behave more grid-friendly and green (see D6.1).
ADAS AI (internal metric): Charging allocation (which considers pricing metrics) as part
of the day activity planner (see D7.1).

In ELECTRIFIC, different pricing schemes, e.g. demand response pricing, are not considered
as metrics. They are not used to measure prices, but to express different pricing strategies.
The pricing structure of ELECTRIFIC (see Figure 12) consists of price components or input
parameters (green color). Those components are combined to aggregated prices, also
called fees (blue color). Multiple stakeholders are part of the pricing structure. Some simplified
assumptions were made in order to provide a more comprehensive overview. For example,
Grid Usage Price, Electricity Price and Charging Point Scarcity (besides other input
parameters) determine the Charging Fee which is passed on and presented to the end-users
EVO and EFU.
Regarding financial incentives and specifically pricing, in the ELECTRIFIC solution, various
metrics are important. Three main metrics are used for measuring the aggregated prices:


Charging Fee



Battery Leasing Fee



EV Rental Fee

For material incentives like coupons, no relevant technical metrics were identified.
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Figure 12 ELECTRIFIC pricing structure (see also D6.1)

Complex Metric: Charging Fee
Charging fee is the price that customers have to pay for the service of charging their car. It is
more complex than the charging price per kWh or charging price per time as described in D2.1.
Major components of the charging fee are the price of the electricity and associated fee for the
use of the electric infrastructure responsible for transmission, distribution and balancing of the
grid. But the charging fee includes more than just these things.
Customers are in fact paying for the maintenance of the station, parking spot they occupy
during the charging process, backend systems supporting the operation of the charging station
and so on. The fee for the charging service can also be based on other goals of the CSP, such
as demand balancing.
In the current settings, we mostly do not have the problems in electromobility that we foresee
in the future. The grid still has plenty of spare capacity and there is generally overcapacity in
terms of available charging stations. However, we want to design charging fees that will be
able to address issues that will most likely arise in the future.
This metric describes the price customer pays for the charging service. The fee is determined
by the pricing strategy (Hogan, 2014) of the charging service provider. The pricing strategies
can be:


Passive pricing strategies – the price for the service does not change as a response to
the changes in the environment. However, the pricing strategy can use different price
for different static parameters of the charging session (such as different flat fee for
different max charging power). Examples of these strategies are:
o

Flat fee – flat fee is charged regardless of the parameters of the charging
session (such as duration). This includes free charging, for example employed
by the IKEA charging stations (“Electric vehicle charging - IKEA,” n.d.).
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o

Flat-rate pricing strategies – the charging fee is calculated for a flat rate fee for
minute or kWh of charging. This strategy is currently used by many CSPs, for
example by E-WALD (“flexCharge,” n.d.) or TESLA (“An Update to Our
Supercharging Programme,” 2016).

o

Time-of-use pricing strategies – the service has different price at different time,
but the price is determined well ahead and does not change. This sort of pricing
is most commonly used in the household market for electrical energy. Example
of this is the night tariff with discounted price.

Responsive pricing strategies – the price can respond to the real-time changes to the
environment. These strategies include
o

Surge pricing – based on the flat-rate or time-of-use pricing, but the price can
surge at some points. The size and number of the surges is usually limited. This
pricing is often used in the electrical energy market.

o

Demand-response pricing strategy – the price is adjusted in real time as
response to the changes in the environment.

The real pricing strategy can use parts from different pricing strategies and it will include
some sort of contract. Example of this is “flexCharge” by EWALD calculates price using
duration of charging session. Different €/minute price is used for different charging rate. Also,
when the charging process is over, the user pays “idle fee” per-minute price of parking. This
price is currently only paid while the car is still connected to the charging station.
In WP7, demand-response pricing strategy is being developed that responds to the customer
demand and the availability of grid resources.
Pricing strategy depends on the business model of the CSP. In practice, the charging fee can
currently range from free to fixed rate per minute or kWh, with price possibly differentiated by
the charging power or connector.
In the future, when the demand for charging services is significantly higher, location, number
of occupied or booked slots, available grid capacity and status (state and context of the CS),
as well as historical demand and time of day may be used in some situations to adjust the
charging fee.
In the most general case, that is, the demand-response pricing, the charging fee CSP will
charge to its customers can be affected by multitude of factors:


Electricity price – very important part of the charging fee. If the price of the electricity
sold to the CSP changes dynamically, the charging fee can follow this pattern. Here, in
the ELECTRIFIC context, electricity price includes the grid usage price and other
contractual obligations between the CSP and its energy providers.



Charging capacity – fast charging means customers spend less time at the charging
station, blocking the chargers. However, fast charging uses more of the charging
station resources. The tradeoff between length of blocking of charging station and
volume of used capacity could be an important factor in the considerations of the
charging fee.



Duration of charging – duration of the charging session in seconds, possibly including
the idle time at the charging station, can significantly influence the price.



Connector type – may exclude some chargers from use by some customers.



Start of the charging session – the price may depend on the time of the day.



State and context information of the charging station – location of the charging station,
parking capacity of the charging station, proximity of other services to the charging
station, state of the grid in terms of power quality (expressed as grid friendliness of
prospective charging session) and generation of green energy – all these can affect
price at the charging station.
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Historical data – information about historical demand may drive price up in expected
high demand situations and vice versa.

Implementation of simple pricing strategies that use only price per kWh or minute is relatively
straightforward. Pricing strategies that use more inputs are more complex.
In Deliverable 7.1, we describe Markov Decision Process based pricing strategy that can use
most of the inputs described in the theoretical concept.

II.6.1.a. Complex Metric: Electricity Price
Electricity is being traded at many different levels and on each level, there are different
contracts and mechanisms.
In the European Union, the electricity price depends on the market. In the retail market,
consumers choose contracts offered by energy suppliers. These contracts must be approved
by a competent regulator. Suppliers invoice consumers for the delivered energy as well as its
transmission and distribution by the TSOs and DSOs. The invoices also include concession
fees, taxes and levies sometimes used for the support of renewables, power capacity
guarantors, protection of disadvantaged consumers and other policy goals (Erbach, 2016).
Suppliers usually buy electricity from generators in the wholesale market (however, direct
contracts are also possible). The markets include long term contracts, forward markets, where
the electricity is traded between years and hours in advance, and the balancing market that
balances supply and demand in real time. The capacity requirement of the market is met with
bids from the generators. The “winning” bids are selected as the lowest-priced combination of
offers required to meet demand. The clearing price is based on the marginal (the most
expensive) bid in the selected mix.
The price of electricity to the consumers thus depends on contracts at different levels of the
supply chain. The wholesale price (from energy generators to suppliers) is determined either
by contract, forward auction or real-time market. The retail price is usually set by the contract
between energy supplier and consumer. Splitting the price into fundamental components, the
price can be thought of as determined by:


Energy source – different energy sources have different prices of energy generation
(including the subventions).



Grid usage price – split between the DSO and TSO for the transmission of energy and
its distribution to the customer.



Capacity guarantees – as electricity has to be produced at the same time it is
consumed, there has to be standby power sources at all times. Price of electricity also
reflects the cost of this standby readiness.

Importance of these factors may depend on the location of the customer and legislative
regulations. For example, while customers collocated with the energy generation plants may
not need most of the grid, regulations may stipulate that all customers must pay similar grid
usage price regardless of their location. This is done to prevent discrimination of customers in
disadvantaged locations.
The contractual price customers pay depends on the parameters set in the contract. Retail
customers have different price than industrial ones. The EU-28 average price using 2015 data
was 0.205 €/kWh. For industrial consumers, it was 0.114 €/kWh.(“Electricity price statistics,”
n.d.) There are various pricing strategies sellers of energy may use, such as time-of-use
pricing, critical-peak pricing (surge pricing), demand response and so on. The parameters of
the pricing strategies and contracts depends on or may include: time-of-day, maximal capacity
of the connection, volume of energy drawn from the grid, type of connection (two or three
phase), abnormal usage of electricity, etc.
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II.6.1.a.1. Complex Metric: Grid Usage Price
The “Grid Usage Price” metric calculates the price (€) for using the grid. This includes several
cost factors from the DSO. Further cost factors for e.g. from the ES are not considered here.
This is an internal metric, a metric for the CSP and DSO. The output of this metric influences
the Charging Scheduler and the ADAS.
There are three input parameter (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥3 ): 𝑥1 : Service Price (€), 𝑥2 : Working Price (€) and
𝑥3 : Grid Connection Price. The determination of these costs is common practice in the most
European countries. In fact that minor changings in determining the costs can appear, this
description is related to Germany. The Service Price has to be payed yearly for a certain
connected power (kW) (e.g. a normal 30kW household connection). The Working Price
contains a lot of different parameters (e.g. a price for the grid usage, concessions fees, costs
for the measuring service, reallocation costs in terms of the Renewable Energy Law (EEG
2014), etc.). These costs are determined by each DSO separately and can change from DSO
to DSO. In terms that we cannot influence these costs directly, they are not described in more
detail. The Grid Connection Price is a one-time price (€), when the connection point is physical
installed.
The Grid Usage Price will than by calculated like:
𝐺𝑈𝑃 = 𝑥1 + 𝑥2 (x3: grid connection price is payed only once)
One Example would be:
𝐺𝑈𝑃 = 60€ + 6.2𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ∗ 3000𝑘𝑊ℎ = 246€ (per year)
This metric determines the costs incurred by a charging station operator over a certain period
of time (e. g. 1 year) and how these costs can be reduced by offering flexibility in the form of a
grid friendly/grid useful consumption control (EnWG §14a). The amount of this fee is
determined individually by each network operator. In 2017, for example, Bayernwerk Netz
GmbH will charge 2.92 Cent and Avacon 2.61 Cent per kW/h. In terms of a grid friendly/useful
service, no service price has to be payed, because this is not guaranteed in this case.
Currently, controllable consumption devices (for e.g. a night storage heater) are completely
switched off (EnWG) and are not steplessly controlled. A controllable concept for charging
stations and the pricing of such flexibility is not yet available. In Electrific, the flexibility of the
charging station has to be regulated, but not completely switched off (except in extremely
critical situations or in the event of non-compliance with contractual limits).
Note: There are several possibilities for individual grid usage fees in terms of abnormal demand
behavior. These possibilities are here not further considered.

Complex Metric: Battery Leasing Fee (BLF)
The ELECTRIFIC Battery Leasing Fee as discussed in D2.2, D6.1 and D9.2 is an extension
or adaptation of the currently existing Battery Leasing Price. It is part of the contracting (D2.2)
and pricing schemes (D6.1) and offers some market potential for the ELECTRIFIC solution
(D9.2). Also it can be used as a base for the business models to be developed. It measures
the price or fee, which an EV Owner (EVO) or EV Fleet Operator (EFO) has to pay for leasing
an EV battery. On the one hand, it can be used as a user metric, describing the price between
Battery Leaser (BL) and EVO/EFO for leasing the battery. On the other hand, it can also be
used as input metric in order to define a new type of Battery Leasing Fee. This considers the
battery-friendly driving and charging behavior of the EV’s drivers which subsequently impacts
the battery’s SoH. The BLF metric is used to support Means 2b: developing battery friendly
charging algorithms and health monitoring to support EV allocation in a car fleet.
This Battery Leasing Fee metric consists of different input metrics:


Battery Leasing Price (BLP)



Battery Friendliness of a Charging Process (BFCP)



Battery Friendliness of Driving (BFD)
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Like the BLP, the BLF is measured in €/month. The BLP is a complex metric and has the
highest impact (~7) on BLF, data collection for this metric is of mediocre difficulty. Data
collection for BFCP is a little bit easier than for BFD within ELECTRIFIC and it has a higher
impact (2) on the BLF than BFD (impact of 1). While BFCP and BFD were defined in sections
II.2.1 and II.2.2, the Battery Leasing Price will be defined in more details in the following
subsection. BFCP and BFD are similar, both can take numerical values between 0 and 1 with
0 being the worst and 1 being the best option for the battery.
The average of all BFCP values for the sum of all charging processes and the average of all
BFD values for the sum of all trips with the EV that uses the respective battery are cleared with
a dynamic contract-dependent factor. Those are subtracted from the BLP in order to determine
the BLF for this EV.
The BLF is calculated as follows:
1
2
∑𝑥𝑛=1
∑𝑥𝑚=1
𝐵𝐹𝐶𝑃𝑛
𝐵𝐹𝐷𝑚
𝐵𝐿𝐹 = 𝐵𝐿𝑃 − (𝛼 ∗
) − (𝛽 ∗
)
𝑥1
𝑥2

where

x1 =

number of charging processes with EV per month

x2 =

number of trips with EV per month

α=

dynamic factor for (price) impact of battery-friendly charging on BLP

β=

dynamic factor for (price) impact of battery-friendly driving on BLP

Example:
𝐵𝐿𝐹 = 89.44 − 𝛼 ∗ 0.8 − 𝛽 ∗ 0.6
𝐵𝐿𝐹 = 89.44 − 1.5 ∗ 0.8 − 1 ∗ 0.6
𝐵𝐿𝐹 = 89.44 − 1.20 − 0.60 = 87.64 €/𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
Due to battery-friendly charging processes and executed trips, the BLF is reduced to 87.64
€/month compared to the initially higher BLP.
The Battery Leasing Fee is an adaptation of the BLP, considering the battery-friendly behavior
of the EV driver, which impacts the SoH of the battery. An improved battery health would have
impact on the battery lifespan and would be beneficial also for the Battery Leaser. Following,
he could offer adjusted contracts including a reduced BLF to the stakeholder who is renting
the battery. Implementation of the BLF metric depends on the business models that will be
introduced by ELECTRIFIC and their related contracts. The BLF might not be implemented,
as we don’t have the resources to design all contracts and this business model might be
somewhat out of scope. Additionally, data collection for the BLP poses a lot of effort. For the
battery friendly behavior, probably the BFCP metric will be implemented within the project.

II.6.2.a. Complex Metric: Battery Leasing Price (BLP)
The Battery Leasing Price indicates a certain percentage of cost, which users of EVs have to
pay when they use an EV. In case they rent the car, the cost will be included in the rental fee,
if they are the EVO the fee depends on the leasing contract and the driven kilometers. It is
most relevant in regards of calculating the charging suggestions, which the ADAS UI will
propose to the user.
At the moment the battery leasing price is different in regards to the EV manufacturer and its
pricing strategy. Therefore the added Battery Leasing Metric is just an average value for
different pricing setups. Most likely WP2, WP5 and WP8 will be interested in the Battery
Leasing Price in regards to pricing schemes and in correlation to the SOH scenarios. In relation
to the means of the project the Means 1b (creating energy management algorithms, with
integration of the battery management system and charging allocation procedure) and Means
2b (developing battery friendly charging algorithms and health monitoring to support EV
allocation in a car fleet) are relevant.
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Concerning the components, the CSP requires a price indicator which will determine the price
of the different charging options. In relation to this price for the EVO the Battery Leasing Metric
should be incorporated. Further, the EFO will provide the EV information (manufacturer, model
etc.) and also the cost for the battery. If a certain model has a much higher fee it should be
considered when the charging re-allocation takes place. Additionally from the incentives
perspective the Battery Leasing Metric is required for calculating the monetary incentives when
users behave in the suggested way from the ADAS UI. Most relevant stakeholders are the
EVO and EFO as they have to pay the fee for the battery leasing to the BL. Additionally the
Battery manufacturers have to be taken into account, as they determine the starting price for
the Battery Leasing and are potential customers for the ELECTRIFIC ADAS UI themselves.
The Battery Leasing Price describes as Complex Metric the time-based fee, which has to be
paid from the EVO / EFO to the BL for using the battery. In most cases this is a monthly fee
and differs from each BL to the other BL (EV manufacturers). The price for the battery leasing
needs to be aligned with the charging price and depends strongly on the individual rental
condition of the EVO / EFO and the BL in regards to driven kilometers, duration of the rental
and the EV itself. As references we used https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-0130/tesla-s-battery-revolution-just-reached-critical-mass, http://www.leasing-elektroauto.info/
leasing/elektroauto-batterie-leasing/, http://www.mildner-web.de/Roland/leasing.html
The Battery Leasing Price Metric is an input metric for the BLF. The main factors which
influence this metric are the individual contract details of the battery leasing (additional price
per leasing time) and the additional driven kilometers from the EVO / EFO which were not
guaranteed in the rental contract. Those factors will be individual from EV to EV and cannot
be estimated as BL will always add up own cost-effective positions for maximizing their profit.
The components for the metrics are:
PB: Basic leasing price for the battery
PR: Additional price for each driven kilometer
PT: Additional price per leasing time
XR: Driven kilometers during the leasing time
XT: Duration of leasing
PE: Price for additional driven kilometers which were not calculated in the leasing
contract
XE: Additional driven kilometers which were not calculated in the leasing contract
The units for the components are the following:
PB: €
PR: €
PT: €
XR: km
XT: month
PE: €
XE: km
The calculation is:
𝐵𝐿𝑃 =

𝑃𝐵 ∗ 𝑋𝑇 + 𝑃𝑅 ∗ 𝑋𝑅 + 𝑃𝑇 ∗ 𝑋𝑇 𝑃𝐸 ∗ 𝑋𝐸
+
𝑋𝑇
𝑋𝑇

The BLP measures the costs for the rental of a battery in an EV per month and is shown in a
currency (for our project in €).
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With integrated average values and an estimated internal pricing scheme from BL the example
looks like this:
𝐵𝐿𝑃 =

40∗ 36+0.05∗ 30000+5.00∗ 36
0.10∗ 1000
+
36
36

= 86.66 + 2.78 = 89.44 €/month

This means, the battery leasing price for an EV would be 89.44€ each month, if the leasing
time is 36 months and 30000 kilometers are driven. This calculation estimates 1000 additional
driven kilometers, which were not covered in the original leasing contract.
The Battery Leasing Price Metric should be included to ELECTRIFIC as described above. The
risks might be, that the internal pricing structure of the BL can just be estimated. It will be really
difficult for ELECTRIFIC to get the real internal data of battery producers for the cost. For the
usage of the ADAS UI it should be in mind, that the battery price should reflect the charging
prices.

Complex Metric: EV Rental Fee
The ELECTRIFIC EV Rental Fee (EVRF) is an adaptation or extension of the EV Rental Price
currently in place. It measures the price that an EV Fleet User (EFU) has to pay to the EV Fleet
Operator (EFO) for renting an EV. It can be considered as a user metric, since it represents
this rental price. If the EFU adheres to ELECTRIFIC suggestions, the costs for the
maintenance of the EV for the EFO can be reduced. In order to incentivize this behavior, the
EFO may offer an EV Rental Fee (EVRF) that considers reduced wear and tear of the EV
(EVWT) and takes into account the ELECTRIFIC-dependent BLF. Additionally, it might be
beneficial for the EFO if the EFU charges the EV at a public CS, reducing the costs for the
EFO. Some percentage of the saved Electricity Price might be passed on to the user. The EV
Rental Fee consists of different input metrics and parameters:


EV Rental Price (EVRP) measured in €



EV Wear and Tear (EVWT) measured in %/trip



Battery Leasing Fee (BLF) measured in €/month



Optional: Electricity Price measured in €/kWh

The EVRP has the biggest impact (6) with a mediocre difficulty for data collection. It is
measured in €. The EVRF gets adapted from the EVRP by additionally considering EVWT
which has an impact of 2 with very difficult data collection and BLF/BLP, both with difficult data
collection and impact of 1 on the EVRF. Those typically depend on the defined contract. The
EVRF represents the adjusted EVRP. It could be expressed as
𝐸𝑉𝑅𝐹 = 𝐸𝑉𝑅𝑃 − (𝐸𝑉𝑊𝑇𝑇 − 𝐸𝑉𝑊𝑇𝐸 ) ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑉 − 𝛼 ∗ (𝐵𝐿𝐹 − 𝐵𝐿𝑃)
where

EVWTE

EVWT with ELECTRIFIC suggestions

EVWTT

EVWT with traditional EV usage

EFU

Number of EFU rentals for this EV per month

α

Distribution factor for saved €/month per EFU rental (1/EFU)

PEV

Total price of EV with 100% SoH

Example for a rental with a regular EVRP of 100€, one trip with EVWT T of 0.04% and EVWTE
of 0.03%, BLF for this EV of 100€/month compared to BLP of 90€/month, 50 EFU rentals per
month for this EV.
𝐸𝑉𝑅𝐹 = 100€ − (0.04% − 0.03%) ∗ 50000€ − 0.02 ∗ (100€/𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ − 90€/𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ)
= 100€ − 5€ − 0.2€ = 94.8€
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All of the input metrics and parameters are simplified and only represent some kind of proofof-concept for this complex metric. Optionally, external charging done by the EFU could be
included in the EVRF.
Whether this metric will be implemented in ELECTRIFIC or not depends on the identified and
researched business models. If the impact on battery health and EV wear and tear by
ELECTRIFIC is high enough, this metric could bear some potential for incentives in the form
of a reduced EVRF.

II.6.3.a. Complex Metric: EV Rental Price
EV Rental Price (EVRP) measures the costs that a user (EFU) must afford for the rental of an
EV. It is measured by a unit of currency [€]. It is a user metric, and its purpose is giving the
user (which is the EV rental company’s customer) the final price of the service of renting an
EV.
The different components of the EVRP are fixed by the EV rental company (EFO). The incomes
of the EFO depend mostly on the EVRP, so EV rental price must internalize different
parameters that companies must afford, which are, at least: amortization of the EV fleet
[€/year*years of expected life]; taxes (if applicable) and insurance [€/year]; maintenance of the
fleet [€/year]; company’s costs; staff, office expenses & others [€/year]; energy consumption
(in case EFO assumes it) [€/year]; incidentals & others [€/year]; and company’s earnings
[€/year]. Pricing may be also influenced by market competition. ELECTRIFIC takes this price
in its different components directly from the EFO, keeping agnostic about the means of their
internal calculations to fix the price.
In order to incorporate the range of pricing possibilities observed in different companies, the
EVRP has been divided in 4 different components: pricing per time of use, pricing per driven
distance, pricing for charging (in case that it is not included) and the existence of promotional
bonus/discounts. So a company can use one or more of those parameters depending on its
own business model.
Depending on the business model of each company, the price per time could be established
by minute-hour (sharing), hour-day-month (rental), month-year (leasing). Some companies
(especially when the rental is per hour) add to a basis tariff an additional cost for the driven
distance. In short periods, charging costs could be internalized in the renting price as they
are afford by the EFO itself. But in case it is on account of the user, it is considered in the
calculation formula. And last, the promotional discounts which can be offered by the EFOs
are also included.
As references we used the websites of different EFOs: https://www.ecooltra.com/en/price/,
https://www.getyugo.com/barcelona, https://www.sommobilitat.coop/, http://www.avancar.es/
EV rental pricing can be influenced by different factors, which are related below. Those factors
will be the input metrics to be considered for the calculation of the EVRP:
PT: Rental price for a certain time of use [€/time]
Its range is (>0…∞), its estimated impact 2.5, easy to collect and source is the EFO.
XT: Duration of rental [time]
Its range is (>0…∞), its estimated impact 2.5, easy to collect and the source data comes from
the booking process.
XF: Promotional timestamps (i.e. “free minutes”) [time]
Its range is (0…∞), its estimated impact 0.5, easy to collect and the source of this data is the
EFO, which can offer that promotion to a concrete user (EFU).
PR : Additional price per driven kilometer [€/km]
Its range is (0…∞), its estimated impact 1.5, easy to collect and source is the EFO.
XR: Driven kilometers during rental time [km]
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Its range is (>0…∞), its estimated impact 1.5, easy to collect and the source of data is the EV
usage data (which is collected by the EFO).
PE: Charging price (in case user must pay for it it) [€]
PF: Promotional bonus [€]
Its range is (0…∞), its estimated impact 1, easy to collect and the source of data is the EFO,
which offers it to concrete user-EFU.
The calculation formula that ELECTRIFIC considers for the Electric Vehicle Rental Price
(EVRP) is:
EVRP = PT * (XT - XF) + PR * XR + PE – PF
As seen in the formula, there are four different components aggregated; each one of them
obeys to different kind of pricing systems that companies have, and the formula aggregates
them all:
1. Price per rental time: PT * (XT - XF)
It is the basic “fixed price” for a certain time of use of the EV (PT), multiplied by the time of use
itself (XT). E.g. cars rented by day, or e.g. scooters rented by minute, etc. This component
includes the possibility of introducing time-based offers (subtracted XF) related to time of use
that some companies offer for free, e.g. one free day for a booking of one week, or e.g.
promotional free minutes offered to scooters sharing systems users.
PT source: EFO
XT source: booking process
XF source: EFO offers to concrete user-EFU
2. Price per driven kilometer: PR * XR
Additionally, some companies can charge the distances driven by the user (which is a not
unlimited distance basis tariff) as a pricing component. E.g. charging a basic price for the
booking (price per rental time) and an additional charge (PR) per driven km (XR), especially
when costs of charging are assumed by the company itself
PR source: EFO
XR source: EV usage data (collected by EFO)
3. Price per charging: PE
This component is detailed in D2.1 (see details there). It will be considered in those cases
where EV users (EFUs) must pay for the price of charging the EV during the rental period. It
is either per time or per kWh.
4. Discount / promotion: PF
This component will be included in case that the EFU has a bonus to be discounted from the
total price of a rental. E.g. some promotional bonus offered to attract new customers.
PF source: EFO offers to concrete user-EFU
EVRP = PT * (XT - XF) + PR * XR + PE – PF
Two examples are defined below:
e.g. 1: e-scooter sharing rental (payment by minute of use), 30 minutes of use, with a
promotional fee / incentive of 15 free minutes:
EVRP = 0.24 €/min * (30 min – 15 min) + 0 €/km * 5 km + 0 € – 0 € = 3.6 €
e.g. 2: eCar-sharing rental, with a promotional welcome bonus of 15 €. Booking timestamp 5
hours, 100 km driven:
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EVRP = 4.5 €/min * (5 min – 0 min) + 0.2 €/km * 100 km + 3 € – 15 € = 30.5 €
As this metric is covered by the prices given by different EV rental companies, and the project
simply summarizes all pricing schemes given by those companies in one formula,
ELECTRIFIC will implement the EV rental price metric as it has been defined.
As stated before, the formula includes the promotional bonus that a company can offer to their
customers. It includes then one of the main premises of ELECTRIFIC, that consists in the
possibility of incentivizing users, i.e. involving them in the charging process, behaving in some
manner regarding battery health, etc. and offering them i.e. “free minutes/hours, etc.” of use of
the service or another promotional bonus (i.e. discount of a certain amount of money from the
total fare).

II.6.3.b. Complex Metric: EV Wear and Tear
The metric EV Wear and Tear (EVWT) is an internal metric that used to measure the impact
of how the EV is used on the EV’s wear and tear. Some parts of it are similar to traditional
wear and tear of cars (Zum Gahr, 1987), some are specific to electric vehicles. In this metric,
the EV is assumed to have some kind of overall EV-SoH which represents the common state
of the EV hardware components. In the beginning of the EV’s lifespan, this EV-SoH is typically
assumed to be at 100%, but which can differ from EV to EV. The EVWT metric represents the
EV-SoH degradation in % per trip, which in reality is very difficult to measure and assess. The
ELECTRIFIC project intends to optimize the routes and also parts of the driving behavior
regarding different parameters, one of them could be the EV’s wear and tear. This metric is
used for calculating the different route suggestions and could potentially influence the ERF
between EFO and EFU.
Various parameters impact the EVWT. All of them are assigned a wear and tear value in % of
the overall EV-SoH which expresses the degradation for this specific parameter. For
simplification, here these wear and tear values are assumed to be linear, but they could also
be logarithmic, exponential or any other. Since this metric can be very complex and might not
be implemented in ELECTRIFIC. In the following, we tried to simplify its theoretical part as
much as possible.
The first input is the length of trip which measures the distance of one trip in km. Theoretically
it can be every positive number and has a high impact on the EVWT. Traditionally, wear of a
car is simply expressed based on the length of a trip in €/km. Data collection of this input
parameter is very easy. The second input is the distance driven with an activated eco-button.
Distance driven without activated eco-button can be derived from this metric. Both are
measured in km. They have a rather small impact and data collection is quite difficult. The third
input is the altitude which measures the elevation gain in meters and has a medium impact.
Data collection is quite easy. Other input parameters are driving-related: 1) avg. speed,
measured in km/h (medium impact and easy data collection); 2) # of brakings (medium impact
and difficult data collection); 3) # of accelerations (low impact and difficult data collection). The
last category of input parameters that effect the EVWT are weather-related: wind speed
measured in km/h (medium impact, difficult data collection) and ambient temperature
measured in °C.


Length of trip

(unit: km | range: 0…∞ | impact: 4)



Distance driven with activated eco-button

(unit: km | range: 0…∞ | impact: 1.5)



Altitude

(unit: m | range: 0…∞ | impact: 1)



Avg. speed

(unit: km/h | range: 0…∞ | impact: 2)



# of brakings

(unit: # | range: 0…∞ | impact: 0.5)



# of accelerations

(unit: # | range: 0…∞ | impact: 0.5)



Wind speed

(unit: km/h | range: 0…∞ | impact: 0.5)
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Data collection for length of trip, altitude and avg. speed are comparatively easy and would
maybe be possible within ELECTRIFIC, while data for the other inputs would be very difficult
and need a lot of effort.
All input parameters are multiplied by their assigned wear and tear values and the sum of these
gives the overall EVWT in % of a trip.


Wear and tear per driven km with eco-button

measured in %/km



Wear and tear per driven km without eco-button

measured in %/km



Wear and tear per m of altitude

measured in %/m



Wear and tear per km/h avg. speed

measured in %/(km/h)



Wear and tear per braking

measured in %/#



Wear and tear per acceleration

measured in %/#



Wear and tear per km/h of wind speed

measured in %/(km/h)

There could be other impacting factors like e.g. different battery types, ambient temperature,
avg. brake force, avg. acceleration force, speeding, car model and type of the street amongst
others. For this metric, no general calculation will be provided, since this may become very
complex as a lot of different parameters influence the actual calculation. One example for an
EVWT will be given at this point:
Trip: 100km length of the trip without eco-button, 500m altitude, 80km/h avg. speed, 300# of
brakings, 400# of accelerations, 40km/h wind speed on average.
%
%
%
+ 500𝑚 ∗ 0.00001 + 80𝑘𝑚/ℎ ∗ 0.0001
+ 300 ∗ 0.00001
𝑘𝑚
𝑚
𝑘𝑚/ℎ
%
%
+ 400 ∗ 0.000001 + 40𝑘𝑚/ℎ ∗ 0.0001
= 0.0304
𝑘𝑚/ℎ
𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝

𝐸𝑉𝑊𝑇 = 100𝑘𝑚 ∗ 0.0001

For simplification, in this example we only assumed linear wear and tear which in reality is
quite unrealistic, especially for parameters like speed. In this trip example, the EV-SoH would
degrade by 0.0304% of the initial SoH.
The EVWT metric will probably not or only partly be implemented in ELECTRIFIC.
Nevertheless, the theoretical aspects need to be considered as they could theoretically
influence the EV rental fee and calculation of the different routes. Here, this metric got very
much simplified, e.g. considering single components would be more sophisticated and return
more precise results.

II.7. Trip Metrics
An integral part of the ELECTRIFIC software solution is to show the user the ”ideal” trip. Ideal
from the user perspective means the route and charging suggestions are optimized to his/her
main concerns. Similar concepts are for example already known from navigation systems
today which allow to calculate the fastest or the most scenic route. In ELECTRIFIC, three
different concerns of an EV user (EVU) have been identified, namely ecological cost (i.e.
greenness), time, and monetary cost.
Showing the user the most ecological, the most time efficient or the cheapest trip is contributing
to different means defined in the DOA. First it contributes to fulfill mean 1a, which is the creation
of EV travel planning algorithms. Without the definition of the concrete optimization goal, no
useful travel planning algorithm could be implemented. Therefore, it is used by the ADAS AI
as an input. Second, it helps at fulfilling means 4a and 4b, which is the specification of
psychological variables that ensure adequate incentive structures and to design algorithms
that provide a balance between user’s needs and grid requirements. As described in D6.1. an
integral part of the psychological incentives is the definition of trip metrics, from which the user
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can choose from. These metrics are therefore also used as user metrics that are shown to EV
users via the ADAS UI. Also indirectly through the definition of the time, monetary and
ecological cost metrics the grid requirements and the user’s needs to the three concerns are
taken into account.
In the following, the three complex metrics, namely ecological cost of a trip, monetary cost of
a trip and time of a trip will be described in more detail.

Complex Metric: Ecological Cost of a Trip
Nowadays, a major topic for many EV users is the ecological cost (i.e. greenness). The most
generic definition, is the following:
Ecological Cost: “An ecological cost (or eco-cost) is any factor influencing the ecological
footprint arising in an attempt to reach a certain goal” (Schulze, 2017).
In D2.2. high level goals of different stakeholders have been identified and translated into high
level business requirements and use cases. A goal of an EVU would, for example, be to
successfully perform a trip, i.e. perform certain activities like shopping or charging, using
his/her EV. Performing such a trip is impacting the environmental footprint in several ways. In
general, three main factors can be identified being in the focus of ELECTRIFIC namely driving,
charging, and EVU behavior.
When defining the Metric Ecological Costs of a Trip (ECT) three main inputs can be defined:


x1: Ecological Cost of a Route (ECR)



x2: Ecological Cost of Charging (ECC)



x3: Ecological Cost of EVU Behavior (ECB)

The ECT as well as each of these inputs can be defined using different units depending on the
preference and context the metric is used. One of the most commonly used units for eco-cost
related metrics is CO2 emissions. However, CO2 is a rather abstract unit which most EVUs will
have difficulties to understand. Therefore, either an explanation like ”200g CO2 is
approximately equivalent to producing half a cup of coffee” should be added, or another metric
could be used. However, the exact way of presenting greenness will be defined by WP6.
The ECT can be calculated as follows:
𝐸𝐶𝑇 = 𝐸𝐶𝐵 ∗ (𝛼1 ∗ 𝐸𝐶𝑅 + 𝛼2 ∗ 𝐸𝐶𝐶)
So accordingly, the user behavior both impacts the ECR and ECC. Here, 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 are factors
influencing the degree of impact.
In the following the complex inputs ECR, ECB and ECC will be described in more detail.

II.7.1.a. Complex Metric: Ecological Cost of a Route
Ecological costs (aka eco-friendliness, greenness eco-efficiency) of a route has been
investigated for several decades (Zhao & Sadek, 2014). The congestion level has for example
shown a large impact on the energy (or fuel) use (Li, Boriboonsomsin, Wu, Zhang, & Barth,
2009; Sugawara & Niemeier, 2002). Additionally, the road grade, facility type and trip speed
are high impact factors and used in various models (Aziz & Ukkusuri, 2012; Guo, Huang, &
Sadek, 2013; Sugawara & Niemeier, 2002). To calculate the ecological cost of a single trip
Yunjie Zhao and Adel W. Sadek included the length of the trip as a factor.
All of these factors relate to the amount of energy (or fuel) necessary to consume on a certain
route. We therefore also define energy consumption on a route as a primary input. However,
besides the amount of energy used, the type of energy which is used is an important aspect
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when talking about ecological cost. The more renewable energy is used the better for the
environment and therefore the lower the ecological costs. Third the route has an impact on the
wear and tear of EV parts. The larger the wear and tear the higher the ecological impact as
lifetime is decreased and therefore more resources are used in a shorter timeframe.
Therefore, overall three complex metrics can be defined being the input for the ECR, namely:


x1: The amount of energy used on a route (ER)



x2: The share of renewable energy used on a route (RenP)



x3: The wear and tear of the EV (EVWT)



x4: The average impact of EVWT on the environment (IEVWT)

The unit of the ECR is as described earlier not defined within this document, but CO2 could for
instance be used. The calculation of the ECR is as follows:
𝑏

𝐸𝐶𝑅 = 𝐸𝑉𝑊𝑇 ∗ 𝐼𝐸𝑉𝑊𝑇 + ∑ 𝐸𝑅𝑖 ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑃𝑖 ) , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑏 = #𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 1
𝑖=1

Accordingly, the ECR is calculated by multiplying the wear and tear of the EV on a route with
the impact of that wear and tear on the environment and adding the sum of energy
consumption of a subtrip multiplied by the share of non-renewable energy used on a subtrip.
A subtrip either starts with the start of the whole trip or a start after a charging stop and ends
either with the end at a charging stop or the end of the whole trip. The following figure describes
this issue.

Figure 13 Trip Composed of Three Subtrips

The estimated impact of the EV wear and tear on the ECR is rather low. Furthermore, the
EVWT and IEVWT is difficult to get as it is relying on many different factors like for instance
the type of tires on the EV and the exact details of production of these parts. Therefore, the
first part of the equation will not be implemented in ELECTRIFIC. Only the energy consumption
and the use of renewable energy will be considered:
𝑏

𝐸𝐶𝑅 = ∑ 𝐸𝑅𝑖 ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑃𝑖 ) , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑏 = #𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 1
𝑖=1

The EVWT was defined in section II.6.3. and provides a percentage value indicating the impact
of a route on the EV wear and tear. The IEVWT is a simple input providing a number indicating
the impact of the EV wear and tear. Retrieving this number is a complex task and out of scope
of ELECTRIFIC. The metric RenP was defined in D2.1 and in general describes the percentage
of the share of renewable energy. The last metric, namely ER, will be described in more detail
in the following.

II.7.1.a.1. Complex Metric: Energy Used on a Route (ER)
As explained earlier energy or fuel consumption of a certain route has already been
investigated for many years. The most common inputs identified are: traffic, road grade (i.e.
elevation), road type, speed, vehicle type and length.
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Kluge et. al. (Kluge, Schuster, & Sellner, 2018) and Sperber et. al. (Sperber, Juds, Schuster,
Ariane, & Sellner, 2015) have investigated the energy usage in a similar context, namely a
range model for EVs. Here, the following inputs have been identified influencing the energy
use: speed, length, elevation gain, elevation drop, temperature and vehicle type. Elevation
gain and elevation drop is the same as the road grade. Therefore, these factors are more or
less identical to the other inputs, additionally adding the (battery) temperature.
Taking this as a basis, but working on another abstraction level one can define the ER using
the following inputs:


x1: The length of a route



x2: The elevation gain during a route



x3: The elevation drop during a route



x4: The average allowed speed



x5: The number of brakes with recuperation



x6: The number of accelerations



x7: The ambient temperature



x8: The (frontal) wind speed

Here, the length, the elevation gain, the elevation drop, the speed, and the temperature is
taken as is from the other models. The type of road and traffic information is translated into
number of brakes without recuperation as well as number of accelerations and wind speed
providing more detailed and more precise input.
The exact calculation of the ER is difficult to define at this point in time as most inputs will most
probably have non-linear relations like the wind speed for example. Therefore, only an
exemplary equation will be described here.
𝐸𝑅 = 𝛼1 ∗ 𝑥8 ∗ 𝛼2 ∗ 𝑥7 (𝛼3 ∗ 𝑥6 ∗ (𝑥1 ∗ (𝑥2 − 𝑥3 ) ∗ 𝑥4 ) − 𝛼4 ∗ 𝑥5 )
Accordingly, the wind speed and temperature is impacting the overall performance and energy
consumption of all driving actions. The length, the road grade (e.g. elevation gain/drop), the
speed, and the number of accelerations are in this simplified example multiplied. The number
of brakes with recuperation are then subtracted as energy is gained with every brake action.
The 𝛼𝑖 is controlling the degree of impact of certain inputs.
For the implementation in ELECTRIFIC not all of these inputs will be available. Therefore, two
main options are currently considered. Either, the ER is simply derived taking the length of the
route as an input multiplied by a certain vehicle dependent factor, or the range model
mentioned earlier which is available to us could be used. As this topic needs further evaluation
the concrete implementation of the ER will be described in more detail in D2.4.

II.7.1.b. Complex Metric: Ecological Cost of Charging
The ecological costs of charging (ECC) is often considered equivalent to the use of renewable
or non-renewable energy during the charging process. Often charging service providers
(CSPs) do provide their customers the guarantee that they charge with 100% renewable
energy. However, this number is as described earlier and in D2.2 only a theoretical number.
In practice, it highly depends on the current situation in the local grid.
Therefore, for the calculation of ECC the percentage should be the real percentage in the grid
and not the theoretical number (cf. II.1.2.a. ).
Besides the percentage of renewable energy used, the impact on the health of the grid and
the EV could be included in the calculation of the ECC. As described earlier, ELECTRIFIC can
have an impact on the lifetime of grid (e.g. transformers) and EV components (e.g. the battery)
and the lower the lifetime of components the higher the ecological impact.
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Therefore, the following inputs can be defined for the ECC:


x1: The use of renewable energy while charging (RenP)



x2: The wear and tear of grid components used for charging (GWT)



x3: The wear and tear of EV components used during charging (EVWT)



x4: The average impact of GWT on the environment (IGWT)



x5: The average impact of EVWT on the environment (IEVWT)

The calculation of the ECC would therefore be the following:
𝐸𝐶𝐶 = 𝛼1 ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑃) + 𝐺𝑊𝑇 ∗ 𝐼𝐺𝑊𝑇 + 𝐸𝑉𝑊𝑇 ∗ 𝐼𝐸𝑉𝑊𝑇
Here 𝛼1 is the average impact of the use of non-renewable energy for charging. The exact
number is dependent on the concrete energy mix. In practice, the environmental impact of the
charging process related to grid and EV health is very limited and data is difficult to get.
Therefore, in the implementation of ELECTRIFIC only the use of non-renewable energy will be
considered for the calculation of the ecological costs of a charging process:
𝐸𝐶𝐶 = 𝛼1 ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑃)
The EVWT is defined in section II.6.3. and provides a percentage value indicating the impact
of a route on the EV wear and tear. The GWT is a simple metric indicating the influence on the
lifetime degradation (cf. section II.1.1.b. ). The IEVWT and IGWT are simple inputs providing
a number indicating the impact of the EV and grid wear and tear. Retrieving these numbers is
a complex task and out of scope of ELECTRIFIC. The metric RenP was defined in D2.1 and
in general describes the percentage of the share of renewable energy. Besides the ECC the
RenP can directly be shown to the EVU providing him/her with the information on how much
renewable energy he/she would/has actually charge on a trip.

II.7.1.c. Complex Metric: Ecological Cost of EVU Behavior
User behavior can have a huge impact on ecological costs in various domains. People wanting
to watch videos in HD quality at their favorite VoD service, consume more potentially dirty
energy than people who are also ok with watching it in SD quality at time where less renewable
energy is available, and therefore have a worse environmental footprint (Schulze, 2017).
Similar the behavior of EV users can have a big impact on the environmental footprint. As
mentioned previously the type of vehicle for example has an impact on the energy consumption
during a trip. If an EVU has the possibility to decide which vehicle to use either because he/she
is a car sharing user or he/she owns more than one vehicle the behavior of choosing the
vehicle can have an impact on the ecological costs.
Besides the driving style and the use of energy consumers like air-conditioning and heating or
entertainment systems can have a big impact on the ecological costs of a trip.
The three main inputs are therefore:


x1: The choice of vehicle (CoV)



x2: The driving style (DS)



x3: The use of energy consumers (UEC)

The ecological cost of EVU behavior (ECB) can therefore be calculated as follows:
𝐸𝐶𝐵 = 𝛼1 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑉 + 𝛼2 ∗ 𝐷𝑆 + 𝛼3 ∗ 𝑈𝐸𝐶
Again the 𝛼𝑖 steer the impact of the different inputs. For the implementation in ELECTRIFIC it
still needs to be investigated which inputs are available and which ones could be estimated or
are not available. In the current Version of the ELECTRIC App, the type of car is requested as
an input already. The DS and UEC are currently not directly available but might be in the future
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by either deriving it From accompanied surveys or as a separate questionnaire at first startup
of the app. However, the concrete decision will be stated in D2.4.
The CoV is an input which is describing the impact of a vehicle on the ecological cost of
charging and driving. The DS and UEC are complex inputs and will be described in the
following.

II.7.1.c.1. Complex Metric: Driving Style (DS)
For the driving style three main inputs can be identified, namely:


x1: The avg. brake force,



x2: The average acceleration force and



x3: The average need for speed.

The DS would therefore be calculated as follows:
𝐷𝑆 = 𝛼1 ∗ 𝑥1 + 𝛼2 ∗ 𝑥2 + 𝛼3 ∗ 𝑥3
All of these are simple inputs. The brake force and acceleration force both impacts the EV
wear and tear and the energy consumption of the EV. The need for speed is another important
factor as the faster one drives the higher the energy consumption. Therefore, having
knowledge about speeding can be used and included in the calculation of ecological costs.
The way how these metrics can be derived still needs to be evaluated.

II.7.1.c.2. Complex Metric: Use of Energy Consumers (UEC)
The use of energy consumers naturally has an impact on the energy consumption of the whole
trip. Therefore, the impact of each energy consumer on the trip has to be considered:


x1: The energy consumption of the heating,



x2: The energy consumption of the air conditioning



x3: The energy consumption of the entertainment system



…

In general all energy consumption of all consumers in the EV would be an input. The calculation
of the UEC would therefore be as follows:
𝑛

𝑈𝐸𝐶 = ∑ 𝛼𝑖 ∗ 𝐸𝑖
𝑖=1

Here, n is the total number of energy consumers, 𝛼𝑖 is the impact of the energy consumption
of consumer I and 𝐸𝑖 is the energy consumed by a consumer during a trip.

Complex Metric: Monetary Cost of a Trip
The trip cost is the total cost incurred to perform a trip by an EV user. This EV user can use
her/his own EV or rent an EV to perform the trip. When executing the trip charging might be
needed with a possible charging fee. The usage of the EV has a cost either via a rental fee or
via the TCO of the EV.

II.7.2.a. Complex Metric: Cost of Charging
The cost of charging depends on the location. Locations can be home, work, public stations
such as supermarkets and car parks (often free) and rapid charging stations (price per 30 min
charge). It depends on the type of charging (fast, slow) which itself depends on the EV
Connector type and determines the maximum rate of power to charge the EV. It depends on
the energy pricing contractual conditions.
The way the Cost of Charging is computed is described in detail in section II.6.1.
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II.7.2.b. Complex Metric: Cost of Parking
The Cost of Parking is influenced by the location, parking type, the duration, the time of the
day and day of the week.
The Cost of Parking is expressed in €/time and is a metric relevant for the EV user.
It uses following inputs:


x1 : Parking location which can be identified by its longitude and latitude



x2 : Parking type such as short-term, long-term, economy, ...



x3 : Time of day & day of week



x4 : Parking duration in #minutes

Calculation
This metric is provided by the parking company and calculated based on the duration at the
parking location using a specific formula. This formula is based on the expected business
profitability of the parking company.

II.7.2.c. Complex Metric: Road fee
A road fee can be due for certain parts of the trip for the use of roads. For instance a toll might
have to be paid for certain sections. This toll is to recuperate the cost of road construction and
maintenance.
The amount to pay depends on the following inputs


x1 : distance driven by the vehicle



x2 : vehicle type with different pollution levels



x3 : time of day & day of week

Calculation
This metric is computed by the toll companies using the applicable fees. This formula is based
on the expected business profitability of the road toll company. This is based on assumptions
of certain number of vehicles using the different roads constructed and maintained by the
company.

II.7.2.d. Complex Metric: Cost of EV Usage
The Cost of EV Usage is either the cost of wear and tear of the EV including battery (for which
the battery leasing fee or lifetime of the battery could vary) or the cost to rent and EV from a
car sharing company.
The Cost of EV Usage is expressed in € and is a metric relevant for the EV user. The cost is
computed differently in case of an EV owner or in case of car sharing. It varies depending on
the following inputs:


x1 : EV owner



x2 : EV type



x3 : TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) which is an estimation of the total cost to own a car.



x4 : Car sharing company



x5 : EV Rental fee in €/time



x6 : EV usage in distance kms



x7 : EV usage duration in time unit (days, hours, minutes)
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Calculation
This metric is calculated differently for an EV user owning the EV and one renting an EV. For
an EV owner the TCO includes all the expenses spent on charging, insurance, maintenance,
repairs, service, interest on loan payments as well as the losses incurred due to depreciation
of the car at the end of the same period.
In the case of a car sharing EV the EV user pays only for the rental of the car. This rental fee
depends on the car sharing company, the EV type, the distance and duration of EV usage.
The fee is based on the expected business profitability of the car sharing company.

Complex Metric: Time of a Trip
The time of the trip is the third dimension of trip metrics. It measures the duration of the trip,
from the departure at the starting point to the arrival at the destination.
The whole trip (or plan) may consist of multiple paths, activities and chargings. Paths connect
points where activities happen. The time efficiency of the trip metric (duration) measures the
overall time span of the plan and splits it into several components that can also be used
separately. The components in Electrific can be:


Driving from A to B



Activities, or time spent at the points of interest



Charging at some location



Charging while performing an activity



Walking from A to B

Most of the components are straightforward and easy to calculate/measure. The total time
efficiency of the trip is simply the sum of its parts. Next, we give an example plan with four
locations (A,B,C,D):
1. driving from A to B [30min]
2. activity at location B [8h] with charging for [3h]
3. driving from B to C [2h 30min]
4. charging at C [1h]
5. driving from C to D [2h]
The user drives in total for 5h (𝑥1 = 5ℎ), spends 8h by performing an activity (𝑥2 = 8h) and 4h
by charging (𝑥3 = 4h), but 3 hours of the charging time the user was also doing an activity
(𝑥4 = 1h). The POI and the charging stations are precisely at the locations thus the user does
not have to walk anywhere (𝑥5 = 0h). The resulting time is then 14 hours.
In ELECTRIFIC this metric is used for different purposes. For one, it is used as a user metric
shown in the ADAS UI. Here, the user can see and judge the duration of one or multiple trip(s)
(plans) and decide. On the other hand, the metric is used internally by the ADAS AI as an
optimization criterion. Here, a broad variety of possible trips is judged according to certain
criteria. One of these criteria is the duration of the trip. The trips with the highest match for
these criteria are then returned to the user through the ADAS UI. Third, the metric is used for
evaluating components and project results. Here, the duration of trips without the use of
ELECTRIFIC can be compared with the duration of trips when using ELECTRIFIC.
For the case of evaluation metric, the total duration is sufficient. However, for planning, there
is also the concept of uncertainty in the duration of the trips and activities that can have a
significant impact on the planning as well as realization of the plan (Noland & Small, 1995).
This uncertainty stems from varying traffic conditions for the driving portions of the trip and
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from users’ unpredictability in performing the activities. As such, approximating the uncertainty
is much more difficult than just measuring the duration. The data required for modelling of
uncertainty of the parts of the plan is also expensive and dealing with uncertainty is hard from
the point of view of the ADAS AI planning.
Consider the example above: route from B to C goes through an area with high traffic, which
leads to an uncertainty in the travel time estimate. The average time for this route is 2h 30min
but in the best-case scenario it can be only 2h 15min but it can also take longer. 95% of the
trips going through this area were not delayed more than 30min, which we take as the upper
bound. The resulting time is 14h with an uncertainty expressed as interval [13h 45min, 14h
30min].
The planning algorithm described in D7.1 currently does not use the concept of time
uncertainty due to difficulties with both data and implementation.
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III. EVALUATION METRICS
Besides the technical metrics (see chapter II.) which are used as either internal or user metrics,
evaluation metrics are utilized in order to track and evaluate project success. In the first metrics
deliverable D2.1, the focus of the evaluation metrics was on project objective level. Therefore
the four main objectives from the description of action document and the related means were
analyzed. Based on this analysis, metrics were identified which will be used to reach this
means and to assess and evaluate them. By mapping the current status of components and
means in D2.1, it was ensured to cover all relevant project-level metrics.
In this chapter of the deliverable at hand (D2.3), the focus is on potential evaluation metrics for
the separate work packages and their (internal) goals. Those metrics will be described in the
following sections.

III.1. WP3
Interoperability with EVs, the electrical grid and charging stations is a key objective of the
Electrific solution and more specifically of WP3.
Evaluation metrics are defined below for data modelling, interfacing and continuous software
integration.

Data modelling
A Common Information Model (CIM) is the way the interoperability will be achieved. It is the
digital representation of the physical assets and systems inside the Electrific solution. These
digital representations interact by means of interfaces described in the next section.
The Electrific solution centralizes information about all relevant assets (grid points, charging
points, EVs) collected from external systems and represents it as instances of the common
information model. This model consists of classes of certain types, with certain attributes and
methods.
The number of classes which have been defined in the technical work packages (WP3, WP4,
WP5, and WP7) and specified in the class diagrams of the different agents is a measure of the
information needed to allow the Electrific solution to perform.
The number of assets instantiated in the context of the trials (simulated and field trials) is a
metric to evaluate the quality and the usage of the CIM.
As also described in D2.1 the CIM can also be evaluated by using data quality metrics from
big data science. Here, for example the metrics defined by Li Cai and Yangyong Zhu (Cai &
Zhu, 2015) could be used defining data quality in over the five dimensions:
1. Availability,
2. Usability
3. Reliability,
4. Relevance, and
5. Presentation Quality.
More information related to this topic can be found in D2.1.

Interfacing
Grid, CS and EV interface components interact with the grid, charging station and car
management systems collecting status information and metrics about the grid, charging
stations and the EVs. APIs are implemented in software agents and refer to classes of the data
modelling.
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The number of APIs defined in the interfaces repository swaggerhub is a measure of the
interfaces to be implemented to integrate the Electrific solution in an existing eco-system of
CSPs, Grid and EFOs.
The metric counting the number of methods implemented in the software agents developed in
the technical work packages (WP3, WP4, WP5, and WP7) is a good metric to evaluate the
interfacing of the Electrific solution with external systems to execute the different trials.

Continuous Software Integration
Following test metrics allow to evaluate the continuous software integration and software
quality:





The number of software components part of the scope of the continuous software
integration.
The number of test cases executed, successfully passed, failed, …
The number of defects reported, fixed which can be extracted from Redmine.
The actual test hours spent

The test efficiency can be calculated as follows:

III.2. WP4
In this section we will present some additional metrics, which can be used as evaluation metrics
only. Besides the aforementioned grid metrics, which can also be used as evaluation metrics,
we have the following metrics

Improvement of long term voltage magnitude
variation
According to EN 50160, the maximum voltage variation is ± 10% of nominal voltage for 95 %
of the week. Many technical reasons can cause reaching these limits (e.g. high renewable
penetration, high load, ...) but the ultimate goal of the DSO is keeping this magnitude close to
the nominal voltage value (230 V) as much as possible. Hence, ELECTRIFIC can help in
minimizing these differences by load management using two things: power planning and smart
charging.
This metric defines the effect of ELECTRIFIC on increasing the probability of staying in the
allowed boundaries (± 10) during one week, for example 96% of the week instead of 95% of
the week as claimed in EN50160. This metric will be directly extracted from the measured data,
which will be saved in the CIM

Utilization of the charging station in terms of grid
friendliness
By using ELECTRIFIC we want to make the customers aware of all existing charging stations
in terms of an improved scheduling. Using this metric we can evaluate how grid friendly the
utilization of a CS during a certain time frame is. To calculate this metric, we need to get the
durations (Ti) of charging operations performed at this CS during the considered timeframe
(saved in CSMS or CIM). In addition, we need to get the value of the grid friendliness factor
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(GFi) tagging each operation (saved in CSMS or CIM as a part of booked charging operations).
Hence, the metrics is calculated as following:

𝑈𝐺𝐹 =

∑ 𝑇𝑖 ∗𝐺𝐹𝑖
∑ 𝑇𝑖

∈ [−1, +1]

III.3. WP5
Electrific State of Health Accuracy (AccE-SoH)
The Electrific State of Health Accuracy (AccE-SoH) metric describes the error of the E-SoH,
determined from the driving data, to the E-SoH determined by reference measurement. This
reference measurement is performed by charging the EV at a THD fast CS which provides
charging current, battery voltage and SoC every 100 ms.
The AccE-SoH is given as percentage with a range from minus to plus infinity. This percentage
is a lower value if the accuracy of the E-SoH is high. Therefore, the AccE-SoH is only used
internally as evaluation metric.
Metric Inputs
For the inputs of this metric, the current maximum battery capacity and the E-SoH are used.
The former is obtained from a charging process with the THD fast CS. There, the SoC is
acquired every tenth of a second until the end of the charging, where the last value is crucial
for the AccE-SoH metric. At the end of the charging process, the current maximum capacity,
i.e. maximum possible SoC of the battery in the current health state, of the battery is reached.
This value is used in the unit of kWh with a range from zero to the value of the initial capacity
design.
The latter of both inputs is the E-SoH metric determined from the EV driving data. More
information on this metric can be found in section II.2.3. of this deliverable. The E-SoH is more
difficult to acquire since it requires more calculation than the current maximum capacity and it
is provided as percentage with a range from 0 to 100.
Calculation and Example
For the calculation, the currently available relative capacity is needed. Therefore, the current
maximum capacity (x1) is divided by the initial designed capacity (kWh) in order to obtain the
capacity fade. This calculation is also one of the ways to determine the SoH, since it represents
capacity fade of a battery amongst other things. Another way to calculate α would be to divide
the current maximum available battery power (kW) by the designed maximum available battery
power (kW). However, these parameters are difficult to obtain by the THD Data Collection and
to derive from driving data. A driver would need to accelerate with the maximum power which
can be problematic in usual traffic flow (e.g. in the city).
𝑥1
𝛼=
∗ 100%
𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
In a next step, the E-SoH (x2) needs to be recalculated to x2’, since the E-SoH starts at 0%
when the battery capacity is at half its initial factory value. This is described in detail in
deliverable D5.1, section IV.4.2.
𝑥2
𝑥2′ = + 50%
2
The AccE-SoH is then determined by calculating the relative error between capacity fade and
the E-SoH metric. The AccE-SoH can provide a negative as well as positive percentage value.
Positive values represent cases where the E-SoH estimated from driving data is higher than
the one determined from reference measurements.

AccE-SoH =

𝑥2′ − 𝛼
𝛼

∗ 100%
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In the following example, an E-SoH of 75% is assumed, which leads to a translated SoH of
87.5%. Also, the initial capacity design of 22.37 kWh faded to 19.5 kWh, which is measured
during the charging process. Following the calculation as described above, an AccE-SoH of
3.38% can be determined. This means that the result of the E-SoH metric is higher than the
E-SoH result determined by calculating the capacity fade with a relative value of 0.38%.
𝛼=

19.50 𝑘𝑊ℎ
∗ 100% = 87.17%
22.37 𝑘𝑊ℎ
75%
𝑥2′ =
+ 50% = 87.5%
2

AccE-SoH =

87.5% − 87.17%
∗ 100%
87.17%

= 0.38%

Summary
For determining battery health based on driving data, the E-SoH is used. This metric is defined
in section II.2.3. in more detail as well in deliverable D5.1 sections IV.4.1 and IV.4.2.
In comparison to the E-SoH, the E-SoH Accuracy metric evaluates the precision of the E-SoH
regarding the battery health estimation and allows to develop the E-SoH within the research
activity in ELECTRIFIC. This is done by performing a reference measurement by charging EVs
at a custom fast charging Direct Current (DC) CS at THD. These reference measurements
provide more detailed charging information, as explained in D8.2, section IV.4. From these
measurements, the difference between the E-SoH from physical parameters and the one from
driving data is calculated.

Correctness
of
Recommendation (CCUR)

a

Charging

/

Usage

In this section, the Correctness of a Charging / Usage Recommendation (CCUR) is discussed.
This metric describes the accuracy of the predicted battery state based on the
recommendation and the respective usage behavior of a user. Its output is a percentage with
a range between negative and positive infinity, where values near zero represent a higher
accuracy. It is used internally as evaluation metric in order to support the research and
development of recommendations for enhanced EV battery lifetime
Metric inputs
The CCUR metric represents the relative error of the predicted E-SoH to the real E-SoH in the
future. Here, the predicted E-SoH comes from following the recommendations to prolong
battery life, where the recommendations are generated by the Battery Health Monitoring
system of WP5. Thus, the E-SoH could have a different development in the future, if the EVU
follows either charging or usage recommendations compared to a scenario, where the EVU
chooses to use the EV differently.
The real E-SoH is determined by taking parameters obtained from the THD Data Collection of
THD while the EV is driven. A more detailed description on the input metrics and calculation
of the E-SoH is shown in section II.2.3. .
Since the research on battery health has to progress in ELECTRIFIC to such a state that a
precise output can be provided, the terminology “future” is still open. It could be the case, that
recommendations show their effect after one month. However, this could depend on the kind
of recommendation which is given. Some recommendations could propose actions for a short
time period while others could consider actions for a duration of half a year.
Calculation and Example
The CCUR is calculated as following. At first, the absolute error between predicted (x1) and
real E-SoH (x2) is generated. Then, this value is divided by the predicted E-SoH (x1). This
results in either a negative or positive percentage showing the relative deviation of the
predicted E-SoH from the real one.
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𝑥2 − 𝑥1
= 100%
𝑥1

As example, an E-SoH of 82% is predicted if the recommendations are followed. However, a
real E-SoH of 85% is measured although every recommendation was taken into account for
charging and driving an EV. This returns a value of 3.66% deviation according to the following
calculation telling that the E-SoH was predicted worse than it actually developed.

𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑅 =

85% − 82%
= 100% = 3.66%
82%

Summary
In this section, the CCUR metric is specified in order to provide an evaluation on the precision
of the charging and usage recommendations for prolonging EV battery life. CCUR considers
the real E-SoH measured in the future and can therefore give a description of the correctness
of recommendations. This metric is only used in ELECTRIFIC in order to develop and check
the outputs of the Battery Health Monitoring system, which on one hand provides the E-SoH
as well as the charging and usage recommendations.

III.4. WP6
User Profile Evaluation
With the user profile survey, we are collecting data about psychological variables that are
directly relevant for EV range, battery life and grid quality, including personality traits described
in D6.1, for example technological self-efficacy, sensation-seeking and the need for speedy
driving, pro-environmental attitudes. The idea is that these variables will help us predict the
willingness of different user groups to contribute to Electrific and environmental efforts.
Accuracy of user profile clusters
User profile clusters will be generated via cluster analyses. Hierarchical clustering, crisp
clustering, fuzzy clustering are all examples of cluster analyses. We will probably employ
connectivity based clustering, also known as hierarchical clustering (Everitt, 2011). The idea
here is that an algorithm calculates that objects are in some sense related to objects that are
nearby, and the farther away an object, the less connected it is. Thus, clusters of objects are
formed based on distance.
Evaluating the performance of a clustering algorithm will provide the basis of user profile
evaluation. For this, cluster validity indices will be used. Validity measures in the literature are
manifold, and are appropriate for different types of data and applications. The following are
indices that can be used to assess the quality of a clustering algorithm. For a description of the
indices, please see the Evaluation and Assessment section of Wikipedia (“Cluster analysis,”
2017)
Internal evaluation: Davies-Bouldin Index, Dunn index, silhouette coefficient
External evaluation: Purity score, Rand measure, F-measure, Jaccard index

Charging and route behavior changing techniques
evaluation
Evaluating psychological techniques to change charging and parking routines is important
because these are main components of the Electrific framework. Users will decide when and
where they charge, and they will follow suggestions only when incentivized correctly. Thus, we
will compare appeals to increase ADAS adherence and will monitor their effectiveness, and
ensuing attractiveness changes.
Effectiveness of non-financial symbolic behavior steering techniques in driving and
charging
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The techniques that will be used to steer behavior are described in detail in D6.1. The
effectiveness of these will be evaluated in a typical randomized controlled trial setup: we will
compare the incentives to control groups by calculating averages for all groups and statistically
evaluate significance and effect size (for an overview over standard statistical procedures,
please see Field, Miles, & Field, 2012) . This will be done for mainly binary choices users have
to make: route adherence will be evaluated via location data, charging adherence will be
evaluated via a combination of location data and charging station data and self-report.
Effectiveness of financial behavior steering techniques in driving and charging
The financial incentives that will be used to steer behavior are described in detail in D6.1. The
effectiveness of these will be evaluated in a typical randomized controlled trial setup: we will
compare financial incentives to control groups by calculating averages for all groups and
statistically evaluate significance and effect size (for an overview over standard statistical
procedures, please see Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). Variables regarding driving and charging
adherence will be the same as described above.

Correctness of Usage Profiles (CUP)
This metric describes the accordance of the automated usage profiling through the metrics
EnFr, LeSpo and NFC in the respective sections II.4.1. , II.4.2. and II.4.3. to a reference
classification of an EV user (EVU). This Correctness of Usage Profiles (CUP) is given as
percentage with a range from 0 to 100 and used internally in ELECTRIFIC for the evaluation
of the results from research and development.
Metric inputs
One input of the CUP metric are the automatically generated usage profiles. These profiles
are determined by the calculation of the EnFr, LeSpo and NFC metrics described in sections
0, 0 and 0. All of these three metrics provide a percentage value how much a driver behaves
according to environmental friendliness, sportiveness and the need of having a full charged
EV all the time.
The second input of CUP are usage profiles which are determined in a control environment.
For this, THD is ordering test drivers to use and charge EVs under the conditions of the three
usage profiles. During this time, driving data is acquired and the metrics for the trips are
calculated. Hence, these metric outputs can be used as reference for other drivers.
Calculation and Example
In order to get the correctness of the driver classification, the differences between reference
and new results need to be obtained. This is done in the function f(x1,x2), as shown below.
Here, the absolute difference between the single results is calculated and compared with 50%.
If the difference is less than the compared value, the usage profile is evaluated as correct (1).
All other differences lead to an incorrectly classified driver (0).

𝑓(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) = {

1, 𝑖𝑓|𝑥1 − 𝑥2 | < 50%
0, 𝑖𝑓|𝑥1 − 𝑥2 | ≥ 50%

As there are three metrics for evaluation, the results of f(x1,x2) are summed up and divided by
the number three.

𝐶𝑈𝑃 =

∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝑓(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
∗ 100%
𝑛

The following example shows the results of the usage profiles from a certain user. Here, the
function f is fed with the accordance of the user to a profile as well as the reference
percentages. Two out of three profiles are matching the reference percentages, which results
in an overall correctness of two thirds (66.67%).
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𝑓(68.3%, 10.5%) + 𝑓(10%, 9%) + 𝑓(89.1%, 93%)
𝐶𝑈𝑃 =
∗ 100%
3
0+1+1
=
∗ 100% = 66. 6̅%
3
Summary
In this section, the CUP metric is specified. It provides an overview how much the usage
profiling of an EV user (EVU) is matching controlled usage profile references. The output of
this metric is used internally in ELECTRIFIC in order to develop and optimize the usage
profiling methodology. Thus, it is an evaluation metric and, besides ELECTRIFIC, could be
used by other research groups who are researching EVU behavior considering the usage of
EVs.

III.5. WP7
Evaluation of pricing scheme
The pricing metrics described in Section II.6. can be used for the evaluation of Electrific
components from the economical point of view. In most cases, such evaluation can be done
directly by comparing the baseline state without Electrific to the state of the pricing metrics with
Electrific. All the metrics described can be used this way to calculate whether the Electrific
solution brings monetary savings to its stakeholders.
These pricing metrics can be similarly used to evaluate monetary aspect of the Electrific
solution in the tasks described in Description of Action.
For example, consider the Task 7.1, Driver Activity- and Grid-aware EV Travel Planning
Algorithms. The price of the trip metric can be used to measure the performance of planning
portion of ADAS AI in terms of saved money to the driver by comparing the average price user
would pay while using the ADAS application and the price payed without the application. In a
broader sense, this metric could be used to measure whether on average the implementation
of whole Electrific makes use of EVs more expensive to users or cheaper. We plan to use this
metric this way in a simulation.
Similarly for Task 2.3, Metrics for EV Performance and Grid Integration, comparing the cost
determinants described in this deliverable with Electrific to the baseline without Electrific is a
simple evaluation metric.
The evaluation of Task 4.3, Grid-friendly Smart Chargers, using the pricing metrics would be
more challenging as it is not straightforward for utilities to express the benefit of grid friendly
charging in monetary form. Additionally, the contracts that would provide for example lower
grid fees in exchange for the use of smart chargers are not yet sufficiently established.
Charging scheduler, the Task 5.2 can on the other hand be readily evaluated by the simple
comparison of the baseline without Electrific to the saved charging costs with Electrific.
The Task 7.2, the Market-based EV Charging Capacity Allocation Mechanisms, is more
complex to evaluate. It can be evaluated from multiple points of view:

 Individual EVOs – they look for allocation that is most beneficial to them. Using the
pricing metrics, we can determine whether the allocation is cheaper or more
expensive to individual users. In general, users do not care only about price. Time of
trip metric as well as other metrics are important to them. Taken together, these
metrics are considered to be EVOs utility. Calculation of total utility is an open
research question that will be addressed in next deliverables.

 EVOs as whole population – allocation from the point of view of whole population of
EV drivers has associated price. This price is combination of individual prices.
Whether the prices should be combined using summation or some other method is
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an open research question that we will address in next deliverables.
Combined utility of all EVOs is called social welfare (Chevaleyre et al., 2006).
Calculation of social welfare is an open research question that will be addressed in
next deliverables. Some considerations for this calculation are addressed in the
following section.
CSP can have multiple goals for its charging stations as well as for the desired
capacity allocation mechanism. These goals, as well as goals of the project, will
determine the metric that should be used to measure effect Electrific will have on
CSPs:
o For-profit CSP want to maximize profit or revenue. The sum of the CS
charging fees is then the evaluation metric.
o For CSPs that operate charging stations as secondary business to support
their primary business such as EV rental companies, or municipalities, the
goal of the allocation is some form of social welfare of the customers or
citizens, possibly combined with lower bound on CSP revenue

The calculation of the social welfare from the point of view of EVOs will depend on the project
goals and considered use case. Social welfare from the point of view of CSP will depend solely
on the goals of CSP.

Considerations for calculation of social welfare of
charging station customers
In Electrific, we propose various pricing strategies for charging services (time-of-use, surge
pricing, demand-response, etc.). These strategies are used to create allocation of charging
services to EV drivers. We will compare the different pricing strategies based on two points of
view, revenue that the pricing strategy brings to the charging station provider, and the
aggregate utility the pricing scheme brings to the customers, or as it is called in Multi-Agent
resource allocation, the social welfare (Chevaleyre et al., 2006).
To evaluate the pricing strategy from the point of view of for-profit charging station provider,
we can use revenue over some time horizon. The higher the revenue, the better the pricing
strategy is for the CSP.
Charging station customers get utility from using the charging station. The amount of utility
they gain depends on the price and other parameters of the purchased charging session. How
to approximate utility of individual customers is an open and probably unanswerable question,
as each customer may derive different utility from same charging sessions (for example,
someone in the rush to catch an airplane vs. someone driving home from work). Utility of the
individual consumers is made up of components described in this and other deliverables:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Average of price paid per kWh
Average of price per minute of charging
Average of price paid per charging session
Etc.

Combining individual utilities gives us social welfare of whole population of EVOs. Other
metrics not based on pricing, such as utilization of the charging station, can also be used as
part of the social welfare. CS utilization can be defined as the added duration of all charging
sessions realized by the charging station. The higher the utilization, the more of the EV driver
charging demand was satisfied by the charging station.
Determining components of social welfare is an important step. The choice of components
depends on the point of view and the purpose of the evaluation that stems from the goals of
the evaluating entity. Another question is how to combine the utilities of individuals into social
welfare. The choice depends on the purpose of the metric. There are plenty of options, to name
a few:
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1. Utilitarian social welfare – given as sum of utilities of all customers. This social
welfare does not treat any individual preferentially, but it will not spot the difference
between one user getting very high utility and second one getting none vs both users
getting medium utility.
2. Egalitarian social welfare – given by the utility of user that gains least utility. Proxy to
this could be implemented as charge not delivered because of the given pricing
scheme. This type of social welfare would likely be much harder to measure in real
settings and can most likely be considered only for simulation.
3. Nash product – product of customer utilities. It is considered as a good compromise
between utilitarian and egalitarian social welfares. Customers with high utility
increase the product and customers with very low utility decrease the product
considerably.
There are other options, but the three above appear to be most relevant. It is important to note
that the choice of the social welfare type can affect the parameters of the pricing strategies. It
is therefore important to determine the goals of the CSP agent before its deployment.

III.6. WP9
The Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Watch, included in D9.3, gives a quick overview of the
dissemination activities results that ELECTRIFIC partners perform. Each one of the KPIs have
an objective, which was planned and stated in D9.1. In order to evaluate the achievement of
those objectives, a status icon was created, as a traffic light, and included in D9.3:

The status is defined by comparing the expected figure with the achieved one. In the case of
the KPIs that are meant to be achieved during the whole project, the expected total figure is
divided by 3 (3 years project) and the current status is defined according to the tendency for
the rest of the project taking into account the achieved number and that the project is still in its
first year.
The Overall Dissemination Activities Evaluation (ODAE) measures the overall achievement of
the dissemination activities objectives. It is a dimensionless measure, a simple score with a
range [0-1].
In order to evaluate this overall performance, four different groups of dissemination activities
have been created, each one of them with the same contribution to the final value:
OVERALL PERFORMANCE - dissemination activities. Composition:
Performance of dissemination activities via website / social media. DW
Performance of dissemination activities via traditional media / press. DP
Performance of dissemination activities via conferences / workshops. DC
Performance of contribution in academic activities (papers and education). DA
The distribution of the different KPIs between those defined groups is shown in the table below:
Table 2 Dissemination KPI

KPI

KPI
group

Number of returning website visitors per year (K1.1)
Number of unique website visitors per year (K1.2)
Number of received feedback per year (K2)
Total number of likes on Facebook (K3)
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KPI
group

KPI
Total number of followers on Twitter (K4)
Total number of followers on LinkedIn (K5)
Total number of Wikipedia pages created (K6)
Total number of press releases published by the different countries of the
consortium (project phase dependent and includes online articles) (K7)
Total number of events poster presented (K8)
Total number of events brochures distributed (K9)
Total number of videos presenting the project (K10)
Total number of accepted journal papers (K11)
Total number of accepted scientific publications (K12)
Total number of synergies built (K13)
Total number of participation in European events (K14)
Total number of active contributions in conferences and workshops (paper and
not paper based) (K15)
Total number of organized workshops (K16)
Total number of accepted publications per workshop (if the workshop is paperbased) (K17)
Number of attendees to the workshop (K18)
Number of proposed master, bachelor theses (K19);
Total number of newly created lecture units (K20);
Number of proposed seminars and practical courses (K21)

The ODAE is an evaluation metric related to WP9, and its purpose is giving the project the
overall performance of all dissemination activities and the achievement of the dissemination
objectives planned in the beginning of the project.
In order to introduce a simple calculation related to the achievement of the four groups of KPIs,
a score has been assigned to each one of the icons:

1

0,5

0

The ODAE calculation will be the arithmetic mean of the score result of each of the four
different components.
ODAE = (DW+DP+DC+DA)/4
The calculation of the result of each one of the components will be obtained by the arithmetic
mean of the different KPIs score (regarding the “traffic light” evaluation).
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Name

Unit

Range

(est.)
Impact

Ease of
data
collection

Source

DW: Performance of
dissemination activities via
website / social media

[]

0-1

2.5

easy

Consortium
evaluation

DP: Performance of
dissemination activities via
traditional media / press

[]

0-1

2.5

easy

Consortium
evaluation

DC: Performance of
dissemination activities via
conferences / workshops

[]

0-1

2.5

easy

Consortium
evaluation

DA : Performance of
contribution in academic
activities (papers and
education)

[]

0-1

2.5

easy

Consortium
evaluation

As an example, we can evaluate the ODAE obtained in D9.3 delivered last August 31st:
ODAE = (7 / 8 + 1 / 1 + 5 / 6 + 5 / 6 ) / 4 = (0.9 + 1 + 0.8 + 0.8) / 4 = 0.9
We can state then that the overall performance of ELECTRIFIC dissemination activities is in
this moment totally satisfactory.
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V. APPENDIX
Table 3 List of all Complex Metrics
Area
Grid

Name
Grid Friendliness

Power Quality in
Terms of EN
50160

Power Quality in
Terms of the DSO

Harmonics

Costs of Lifetime
Influence of Grid
Devices

Operational
Influence on the
Lifetime of a
Transformer

Short
Description
How positive or
negative a
charging
operation affects
a certain power
grid

Measures the
power quality at
a certain point in
a low voltage
network by
combining
several power
quality
parameters in
terms of EN
50160.
Measures the
power quality at
a certain point in
a low voltage
network by
combining
several power
quality
parameters in
terms of EN
50160 and the
individual
threshold
determined by
the DSo
It measures all
different
harmonics (1-40)
and the total
harmonic
distortion (THD).
Determines the
overall influence
of a (planned)
charging process
due to the
lifetime changing
of different grid
devices
Measures how
strongly the
lifetime of a
transformer will
be influenced
through load

Input for
-

Grid
Friendliness

Used by
Forecast
Controller,
Charging
Scheduler,
Offer
Generator
ADAS AI
PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller,

Shown
to
DSO

Eval
for
WP4,
WP5,
WP7

DSO

WP4,

Grid
Friendliness

PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller,

DSO

WP4,

Power
Quality in
Terms of
EN 50160

PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller,

DSO

WP4,

Grid
Friendliness

Forecast
Controller,

DSO

WP4,

Costs of
Lifetime
Influence
of Grid
Devices

Forecast
Controller

DSO

WP4
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Operational
Influence on the
Lifetime of a
Cable/Line

System
Perturbation of
Parallel Charging
Operations

System
perturbations of
One Single
Charging
Operation

Load Flattening

changings in the
grid.
Overloading or
also the high
utilization of
operating
resources leads
generally to a
life-time
influence. In fact
that no accepted
models for life
time degradation
of cables are
known it will be
measured how
often the allowed
boundaries are
(nearly) reached.
This metric
provides
information on
the extent to
which a certain
charging rate
must be changed
in order to
minimize
potential
negative effects
on the power
quality in the
grid. The
perturbation of
the charging
processes of
multiple EVs at
the same time
are taken into
account.
This metric
provides
information on
the extent to
which a certain
charging rate
must be changed
in order to
minimize
potential
negative effects
on the power
quality in the
grid. Only the
perturbation of a
charging process
of one single EV
is taken into
account.
The degree of
load flattening in
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Costs of
Lifetime
Influence
of Grid
Devices

Forecast
Controller,

DSO

WP4

Grid
Friendliness

PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller,
Smart
Charger

DSO

WP4

System
Perturbation of
Parallel
Charging
Operations

PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller,

DSO

WP4

Grid
Friendliness

PQIndicator,

DSO

WP4,
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Peak Shaving
Capability

Valley Filling
Capability

Phase Shift
between Voltage
and Current in the
Grid (cos-phi)

Available
Capacity

Transformer
Utilisation

Cable/Line
Utilisation

Busbar Utilization

Renewable
Energy
Percentage

Renewable Mix

Battery

Battery
Friendliness of a
Charging Process
(BFCP)

Battery
Friendliness of
Driving (BFD)

terms of charging
processes.
The degree of
peak shaving in
terms of charging
processes.
The degree of
valley filling in
terms of charging
processes.
Measures the
phase shift
between voltage
and current at a
certain point in
the grid.
Maximum
available
capacity for a
single charging
process in one
LV grid

Load
Flattening

Load
Flattening

Grid
Friendliness

Grid
Friendliness

Measures to
which degree the
transformer is
utilized
Measures to
which degree the
cable/line is
utilized
Measures to
which degree the
busbar is utilized

Available
Capacity

Determines the
renewable
percentage of the
used capacity for
a charging
process

Energy
Used on a
Route (ER)

Percentage of
renewable in the
power mix of the
grid
Describes the
health impact of
charging
processes on
battery health

Renewable
Energy
Consumed

Describes the
health impact of
driving on battery
health

Ecological
Costs of a
Trip

Available
Capacity

Available
Capacity

Ecological
Costs of a
Trip
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Forecast
Controller,
PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller,
PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller
PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller

Forecast
Controller,
Offer
Generator
Charging
Scheduler,
ADAS AI,,
Smart
Charger
PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller
PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller
PQIndicator,
Forecast
Controller
Power
planner,
Offer
Generator ,
Charging
scheduler

DSO

WP4

DSO

WP4

DSO

WP4,

-

WP4,
WP5,
WP7

DSO

WP4

DSO

WP4

DSO

WP4

CSP,
EVU

WP4,
WP5,
WP7

ADAS UI
Power
planner,
Offer
Generator ,
ADAS AI

-

WP4

EVU

WP7

ADAS AI

EVU

WP7
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Electrific State-ofHealth (E-SoH)

Measures the
battery health by
using driving
data from the
CAN bus

-

Battery
Health
Monitoring,
Charging
Scheduler,
ADAS

EFO,
EVO

WP5,
WP7

Grid Friendliness
of a Charging
Schedule

Grid friendliness
of a charging
schedule
compared with
the average grid
frienliness of a
day

-

Charging
Scheduler

EFO

WP5

Ratio of
renewable energy
usage

Ratio of
renewables used
in the planned
charging
compared with
the average ratio
of renewables

-

Charging
Scheduler

EFO

WP5

Ratio of fulfilled
SoC requirements

Ratio of how
often the SoC of
an EV meets the
required SoC
after an
availability block

-

Charging
Scheduler

EFO

WP5

Working price
comparison

Working price of
planned charging
processes
compared to the
average working
price in a
scheduled period

-

Charging
Scheduler

EFO

WP5

Ratio of available
capacity
adherence

Ratio of how
often the
available
capacity was not
exceeded in the
time slots

-

Charging
Scheduler

EFO

WP5

Environmental
Friendliness
(EnFr)

Describes the
environmental
care of EVD's
driving style

-

Usage
Profiling
Software

EVU

WP6,

Level of
Sportiveness
(LeSpo)

Describes the
sportiveness of
an EVD's driving
style

-

Usage
Profiling
Software

EVU

WP6,

Need of Fully
Charged EV
(NFC)

Describes the
EVU's need for a
fully charged EV

-

Usage
Profiling
Software

EVU

WP6,

Level of mobility
needs

user’s need for
mobility and

-

-

-

-
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Environmental
friendliness
Self-perception of
technological
know-how

EV Perception

Pricing

Charging Fee

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

CSP,
EVO

WP7

CSP

WP7

Electricity Price

Price of
consumed
electricity

Charging
Fee

Price
indicator,
Day activity
planner
Price
indicator

Grid Usage Price

Price paid for
thedelivery of
energy

Charging
Fee

Price
indicator

CSP

WP7

Battery Leasing
Fee (BLF)

The Battery
Leasing Fee is
an adapted
battery leasing
price,
considering
battery health.
The Battery
Leasing Price is
the “traditional”
price an
EVO/EFO have
to pay for leasing
the EV battery.
The EV Rental
Fee is a price for
EV rental based
on EV wear and
tear and BLF.
Costs that a user
(EFU) must
afford for the
rental of an EV
The EV Wear
and Tear
considers
different impact
factors on the EV
wear.
Captures the
overall eco-costs
(i.e. greenness)
of a trip. It
considers the
route

-

Contracting,
Business
Models,
Incentives,
EV
information

EVO,
EFO,
BL

-

Battery
Leasing
Fee

Contracting,
Business
Models,
Incentives

EVO,
EFO,
BL

-

Contracting,
Business
Models,
Incentives,
EV Booking
Reservation
system,
ADAS

EFO,
EFU

-

EFU

WP7

Trip Service,
EV
information

EFO,
EVO

-

ADAS AI
ADAS UI

EVU

-

Battery Leasing
Price (BLP)

EV Rental Fee
(EVRF)

EV Rental Price

EV Wear and
Tear (EVWT)

Trip

means of
transport
user’s
environmental
friendliness
user’s
knowledge about
technology and
self described
ability to deal
with technology
user’s attitude
towards and
perception of
EVs
Price of the
whole charging
sevrvice
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Ecological Cost of
a Trip

-

EV Rental
Fee

-
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Ecological Cost of
a Route

Energy Used on a
Route (ER)

Ecological Cost of
Charging

Ecological Cost of
EVU Behaviour

Driving Style (DS)

Use of Energy
Consumers
(UEC)

Monetary Cost of
a Trip

Cost of Charging

specifications,
the charging
suggestion(s) of
a trip, and EVU
behaviour
Captures the
eco-costs (i.e.
greenness) of a
certain route.
Captures the
amount of energy
used on a certain
route
Captures the
eco-costs (i.e.
greenness) of
charging during a
trip.
Captures the
eco-costs (i.e.
greenness) of
certain user
behaviour during
a trip.
Captures the
influence of the
driving style on
eco-costs during
a trip.
Captures the
influence of using
energy
consumers on
eco-costs during
a trip.
Captures the
overall monetary
costs of a trip. It
includes cost of
parking, of
charging, road
fees and usage
costs of EVs.
Captures the
cost of charging

Cost of Parking

Captures the
cost of parking

Road fee

Captures the
cost of using
certain roads
Captures the
cost of EV
usage. This can
be the rental
prices or the
costs for wear
and tear of
owned EVs

Cost of EV Usage

Ecological
Cost of a
Trip

Version: 1.0
Date: 31.10.2017

ADAS UI

EVU

Ecological
Cost of a
Route

-

-

Ecological
Cost of a
Trip

ADAS UI

EVU

-

Ecological
Cost of a
Trip

ADAS UI

EVU

-

Ecological
Cost of
EVU
Behaviour

-

-

-

Ecological
Cost of
EVU
Behaviour

-

-

-

ADAS AI
ADAS UI

EVU

-

ADAS UI

EVU

-

ADAS UI

EVU

-

ADAS UI

EVU

-

ADAS UI

EVU

-

-

Monetary
Cost of a
Trip
Monetary
Cost of a
Trip
Monetary
Cost of a
Trip
Monetary
Cost of a
Trip
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Time of a Trip

WP3

-

ADAS AI
ADAS UI

EVU

-

-

ADAS, CSP
, EFO, CIM

-

WP3

-

ADAS, CSP
, EFO, CIM

-

WP3

-

ADAS, CSP
, EFO, CIM

-

WP3

the probability of
staying in the
allowed
boundaries of the
voltage (± 10)
during one week
evaluate how
grid friendly the
utilization of a CS
during a certain
time frame

-

ADAS AI

DSO

WP4

-

Charging
Scheduler,

DSO,

WP4,
WP5

Electrific State of
Health Accuracy
(AccE-SoH)

Measures the
accuracy of the
E-SoH metric by
using a reference
measurement

-

-

EFO
-

WP5

Correctness of a
Charging / Usage
Recommendation
(CCUR)

Measures the
correctness of a
battery health
recommendation

-

-

-

WP5

User Profile
Evaluation

evaluation of
generated user
profiles
evaluation of the
effectiveness of
behavior
changing and
steering
techniques
Measures the
correctness of a
usage profile by
comparing it to
profiles from a
control
environment

-

-

-

WP6

-

ADAS UI

-

WP6

-

-

-

WP6

Describes the
use of pricing
metrics for

-

ADAS AI,
CSP AI,
EVOs

-

WP7

Data modelling

Interfacing

WP4

Continuous
Software
Integration
Improvement of
Long Term
Voltage
Magnitude
Variation
Utilization of the
Charging station
in terms of Grid
Friendliness

WP5

WP6

Charging and
route behavior
changing
techniques
evaluation
Correctness of
Usage Profiles
(CUP)

WP7

Evaluation
Metrics - pricing

Captures the
overall time a trip
takes.
Measures the
information
needed to allow
the Electrific
solution to
perform.
Measures the
interfaces to
integrate the
Electrific solution
in an existing
eco-system.
Measures the
software quality.
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CSP,
CSMS
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evaluation

WP9

Social welfare
of charging
station
customers

Describes design
considerations
for social welfare
based on goals
of the
stakeholders.

-

CSP AI,
EVOs

CSP

WP7

Overall
Dissemination
Activities
Evaluation
(ODAE)

measures the
overall
achievement of
the dissemination
activities
objectives.

-

-

-

WP9
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